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.ABSTRACT

The irn¡:inent need for supplie s of beryllium in

greater quantlty and pr¡rlty than ühe currently used

processes for the extraction of beryl can produce' and the

exisience of large deposils of low-grade, acid-leachabJ-e

beryllfu¡m ores have led Lo a search for new methods for

use ín beryJ-J.ir:m extraÇlive meüa)-1urgy ' A promising new

procegs based on the selectLve solvent extracüion of

berylltr:m from aqueous solution is descrlbed here'

A consideration of the factors influencing

the stabil-ily and extractabioity of metal complexes 1ed to

the sonclusion that the best liga¡ds for the separation of

berylllum from other metal íons of inert gas configurabiont

such as aluminr:m, by solvent extnactlon would he easily

polarizable nonofunctlonal a¡íons' Ihe thiocyanate íon as

ltga.mmoniumsa].twasparLicularlyprornisingformetal-

J-urgical- aPPl-ication.

A m¡mber of systemsl including those usfng

thiocyanaÈe were examined. to learn the extent and

selecütvíty of the beryllir:rn extracfion given by them and

the system uslng ammonirm thiocyanate as lhe extractinei

agent and methyl isobutyl ketone as the solvenL was selected

for special study. The influence of thiocyanate concent-

ratl-on, pHl presence of trinertll saltsr metal concentraùion'



and other factors, on the distrfbution of beryllir¡m and

other metals in this system was studied. The sþ6mi s¿I

species laking part in the extraction were identifJ-ed by

analysls, spe ctrophotometry, and the ùheoretical

exa¡::ination of the l-nfluence of various factors (e.g. pH)

on the extent of benyllir:m or a]-ua-ínu¡n extractlon. Data

on ore J.eaching, ::eagent recovery, and the strlpping of

the extracts were also obtained, and a Lentafive f]-ow

scheme for the extractlon of beryllir:m from a.cld

leachabl-e berùrandite ores was set up.

Extraction systems uslng thiocyanate w:ith

other. solvents haye been investl-gated, sone of them

extensívely, in the sane r,.¡ay thab the sysben using nethyl

isobutyl ketone has. Some of them wou-J-d no doubt give

good sepa.r:ation of ber.yllilrm from other met¿Is, but thene

seems to be no advanLage ín using them raüher than the

me thyì- isobubyl ketone system.
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CHAPTER Ï

SCOPE ÃND PÏIRPOSE OF PRESENT TNVESTTGATION

The extractive melal-l:rgy of beryllium aù pre sent

Ls maínIy the processÍng of beryl, and bhe two major

processes whích have been developed for the treatnent of

this -lnera]-l both depend on J-engthy batchw:ise operations

wlth nany dlsadvantages. Heat treaÈment of the ore is

requl::ed in both, reagent consr:.mption ís highr most reagents

are uncrecoverabÌe, and some are mode::ately expensive

(e,g. EDTA). Neither method produces beryllium oxide ín a

very pure state; ln fact fur.ther purifíc¿tlon is required

before i-t is used in producing the mebal-z. The extension

of these processes to other types of beryllfu:n ore would

probably not lead to eçonomlc productlon espe c1-a1ly if the

ore was one of those of lower grade which w:iJ.l have to be

used l-n the futu-r'e. It is r:¡l1kely that eíther process

could be nuch ìmproved, either as to cost or as üo pr:rity of

product.

Such processes have sufficed in the past because,

r:¡rtfl recently, beryllium has been demand.ed neither in

l-arge quantity nor 1n great purity, and the hígh grade be::yl

a¡¡allabIe coujld more than supply ühe demand. Recently,

however, beryllir:m has been finding an a:lazing nr:mber of uses

in space and nuclear technology bobh as the metal and as lhe

ceramlc o*a¿ua'et3t4t5. rt seems like]-y that the use of bhe
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element ín these fiel-ds wiJ.l continue üo increase, for

both as the meLal and as the oxide it has propertles which

a:¡e ln marry respects rurique, and if Èhe problem of its

brittleness is overcome, or íf useful- alloys of it w:ith

other light metal-s are found, it vri1l prohably become the

meta1 of choice v¡here¡¡er llghtness must be combined wlth

st::ength .

These new uses not onJ-y lncrease the demand for

beryl.).fi:m, hut 
" 

l-n many case s , caJ.l f or a metaf of purity

far greaùer than either of the present large scale processes

can suppJ-y.

Incr^eased i¡terest in the dovelopment of new

proceÊses for lhe extractíve metallurgy of beryl,lir:m has

resulting not only f::om the demands of ühese new uses, but

al-so f::om the discoveny of new types of rnfneralizabion

extenslve and rich enough to be of conmercial interesb and

the j,minent necessity of usíng lower grade ores for which

bhe two current processes are unsuited. Beryl productlon

at present l-s lled to the very low cost of labour' 1n the

regions where it is mined (e-C. the Congo) and to the

ocçurrence of srrall ::ieh d.eposils. Most of the worldls

beryl is not econom'ica1J-y n-ineable because 1t occurs lhínJ-y

dlstnibuted through a useless natnix and the cost of

handltng the huge quantities of rock in order to obtain the

beryl crystaì-s (elther by hand rtcobblngtt or by the newly

developed flotatlon nêthod ) i-s excessive'
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Deposits of non-beryI beryllium ores are

presently attracting attention in many parts of the wor1d.

Bertrandite ís found in huge deposits j-n the Topaz Mountains

of Utah; Chrysoberyl in the Mount Wheeler region of Nevada 
"

and in A1aska. Although these ores have a lower berylliurn

content than does beryl, the overall deposits in which they

occur contain more beryllium than do the overall beryl

depositi,,. While the supply bf tèryf- lÊ, de'fini'bély:1idlted.,
the supply of these ores appears to be very erbensive.

Thus the nature of these non-beryl ores promises

to make thern more easily mined and handled than Ís beryl.

Some of them also promise to be more easily exbractable,

because unlike beryl, they are attacked by sulphuric acid

at moderate heat. The availability of some bertrandite

ores which are entirely acid feachable prompted the work to

be described here.

Many new methods of extracting or purifying

berylliun have mad.e their appearance in the literat ure6 '7 '8 .

However tþey are characterj-sed by great expense or no

improvement j-n the purity of the product, and none have yet

been shown to be feasible on a large scaIe.

The present investigation is one of a number under-

taken at this laboratory to establish process data useful

in meeting the demands described u¡o,ru9r10¡11. It ¡¡ias

intended to develop a process for the separation of beryllium

from the other metals, especially alurninum, which co-exist

in its ores, by a process of solvent exbraction.
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Solvent extraction is the term used for liquid-
liquid extraction when a species, dissolved in an aqueous

solution, is partitioned between that solution and an

organic solvent. lfhen used for production or quantitative

anafysis conditions are rnaintained such that essentially

all of the species enters the organic phase, i.e., it is

exbracted.

Such a process would begin with the leaching of

the ore which would give an aqueous solution containing

the berylliura. ff, in the leaching and subse quent treatment

of the leach, sorne of the other metafs could be left behind

the process would be that much improved. Thus, i-n this

study, it r..ras necessary to give sone attention to the

leaching of ores with the aim of completely removing the

berylliurn from the ore ,-with as little consumption of reagents

and as little coincident leaching of other metals as possible.

Chief attention had, however, to be given to findlng a

suitabfe solvent extraction system for the selective

extraction of beryllium from the solutions obtained by

leaching, and to finding the optimum condi-tions for its use'

Optimizing the process required a knowledge of

the way in which the extent of exbraction varies with

different conditions' e.g., the solvent, pH of the aqueous

phase, concentration of extracting agent, etc. This know-

ledge had to be available both for beryllium and for the

other metals which might be in the leach. A biÌef survey
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of these factors for a number of systems permitted the

choice of a promising system, which was then more

thoroughly examined along the same lines.

The choice of the system also depended on the

tost of the reagents used in i-t, and on the probable ease

wÍth which these reagents and the sofvent coufd be recovered

for re-use. -A.l-so a factor in the choice is the behaviour

of the beryllium. rich extract in stripping. Reagent

recovery and stripping procedures were therefore also

inve st igat ed .

Trlith the data on factors affecting exbraction,

reagent needs, costs, and recovery, ore leaching, and

procedures as outfined above, it is possible to set up a

tentative flow scheme for the separati-on of beryllium from

an ore by solvent extraction using the system chosen.

Pilot plant trials :canthen be carried out, or portions of

the process can be tried in the laboratory. An estiroate

of producti-on costs can be made.

The d.ata on factors affecting exbraction can also

be used to another end - that of und.erstandJ-ng the mechanism

of extraction and the nature of the chemical species taking

part i-n it. For example o the way in which extraction varies

with the concentration of the ions which react to form the

extracted species can be used to obtain the stoichiometry

of the exbracted species. Since it was desired to under-

stand. the extractlon in these frmdamental terms it was
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necessary to make other studies of the system of chief

interest - that using ammonium thiocyanate and methyl

isobutyl ketone. These included spe ctrophot ometri c studies

of the elrbracts, analytic determination of the water

extracting with the rnetal ions, and attempts to isolate

the exbracted species or to synthesize compounds believed

to be related to it.
The research whích this thesis describes can

then be divided into three main subjects: factors affecting

extraction (which includes exploratory work on several

systems, but is rnainly ooncerned with the thiocyanate

system) , chernical species in the extraction, and the deve-

lopment of a fl-ow scheme for the separation of beryllium

from its ores.
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TCHAPTER ÏÏ
T@

Solvent elrbraction, and particularly the solvent

extraction of inorganic compounds, is one of those fields
of chemistry which received great impetus from the advent

of nuclear science and technology. The processing of ores

for the production of nuclear fuels or of'.;those many formerly

little used elements which have recently cone into prominence

as neutron absorbers, neutron moderators, high ternperature

ceramics and alloys, etc" depends heavily on sofvent extraction,

and other radiochemical problems, such as the reprocessing

of spent reactor fue1s, the recovery and separation of

fission products, and the separation of act,Lnidès- ; and

Ianthanides including the transplutonium el-ements have also

seen the use of this technique. In the laboratory, radio-

active ú.sotopes are fre quent ly handled by solvent elcbraction,

whife the investigation of';solvent extraction processes is

facilitated immeasurabfy by the use of radioactíve tracers.

A great amount of literature has appeared recently which

shows the close association of solvent extraction with

nuclear scienceTrf2 rL3 r].4 and a symposium on the subject has

recently appeared in'the journal NUCI,EAR SCTENCE AND

ENGINEERINGI5. The growbh of the two series of reviews on

solvent erbraction which appear on the analybÍcall6 and
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T7engineering-' aspects of the subject testify to its þenerally
J-ncreasing importance.

Solvent extraction in other than radiochernical

field.s is seeing great advances also. The new demands which

the utilization of the l-ess familiar elements places on the

anal-yst or chemical engineer are frequently met by solvent

extraction techniques and the increasing study of the field
has resulted in a great deal of light'being thrown on the

fundamental chemi.stry of the phenomena which will be further

examj-ned below. The utility of solvent extraction as a tool

for the study of aqueous solutions and the equilibria therein

has long been known, and iùss value to these ends wilf no

doubt be greatly increased as further understanding of the

processes of distribution is obtained.

As it is used here, the term sofvent extraction

covers those methods of chernical separation in which a

chemical species, initially in an aqueous solution, is

exbracted from that solution by another:-liquid, the solvent,

which is usually organic and only slightly miscible with

water. Tt is thus one type of liquid - liquid exbraction,

the type r"¡hi ch is *sually of most interest to the inorganic

chemist. Tlie erbraction, except in various types of theoretic

studie.s, is usually desired to be essentially complète, and

is intended to separate the species from other materiafs

whi-ch extract to a fesser degree.
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For convenience, the study of solvent exbraction

may be considered to take two forms: the study of factors
affecting exbraction and the study of the chemistry of the

process, the chemical species and reactions taking part in
it. The first consists as a rule, of nothing but the

evaluation of the degree of extraction of the material of

interest under varying conditions of temperature, nature

of solvent, pH, etc. and is ihtended to give practical
information for the anal-yst or engineer. But such data

usually sheds a good deal of light on the more fimdamental

problems of the second type (where care is taken to insure

the attainment of equilibriumlS). Obviously study of one

of these aspects of a system involves study, and at least

partial clarification, of the other. For this reason they

will be considered together in the theoretical discussion,

afthough it will be convenient to separate them in the

consideration of experimental results.
Before entering upon a consideration of solvent

erbraction systems and processes however, it will be well

to clarify certain points of terminology. The first of

these concerns the manner i.n which the exbent of exbraction

is expressed, and v\rhat one is referring to when he states
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l¡Ihen one ís speaking of the distribution of a

single chemical species between two solvents v,¡hi ch do not

enter into any reactions with it (e.C. iodíne in the water-

carbon tetrachloride system) e quilibriurn is described by

the sirople Nernst Law:

m2

ñr:q'
fn this ra2 is the molality of the species 1n the organic

phase, mI its nolality in the aqueous plìase, and q is

constant. Tn the following, to distinguish this constant

from the distribution coefficient, q will be termed the

Nernst Constant.

Generally, however, the compound or element of

interest exists in more than one chemical form. The measure

of exbraction wanted and obtained. then is not q but D, the

distributíon coefficient :

^ Concentration of X in a]-l forms in organic phase
-x Concentration of X in all forms in aqueous phase

q and D could of course be defined as the ratio of
t,,

concentration in the aqueous. phase to that in the organic t

i.e., as the reciprocals of the above. This will not be done

here however. The reciprocals of q and D, where they are

used in this thesis, will be written qr and D?.

q can be expected to be i-nfluenced by the follow'ing

experimental- conditions :

(1) The totaf eoneerl;tra-t l,,bn cif ;' thè di's.t 4ibuti:eg'r ppecles,

insofar as this influences the activitjr coefficients of

that species in either solutionr
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(Z) fhose factors which affect the solvent parts

of the two solutions, such as the presence of salting out

agents, mutual solubility of the so'lvents, and the con-

centration of the extracting species, and

(l) Temperature .

This is shown by the thermodynanic expression for the Nernst

Constant, which is:
n; y',t -ØZ - Ø?l/aY

'ml (2

where 'f1 anð, Y2 are the activity coefficients of the

extracting species in the aqueous and organic phases res-
pectively, Øl ""a Øl """ the chemical potential of the same

species in an hypothetical ideal I molaf sofution in the

same two solvents, e is the base of natural logarithms,

R the gas constant, and T the absolute tempefature. This

expression j-s derived in nost bools on solvent exbraction

including .ffirrison ajna f rei-seft€l9.

From this expression it can be seen that variati ons

in q with the conditions of the experiment should be smaIl

in ordinary conditions, i.e., roughly constant temperature,

moderate concentrations of all species, and negligible mutual

solubility of thei:solvents. The distribution of a single

species is a simple phenomenon and the Nernst l,aw is an

adequate description of it r.mder any but exbreme conditions.
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The distributi-on coefficient of a substance

however will be infl-uenced by all the reactions involving

the element or compound of interest in both phases and will

be a function of all the equilibria existing among the

species,:;çarrying that compound or ion, or between then and

other species in the sofution. ft wil-l also be a function

of the Nernst Constant of al-l- specles entering into these

equilibria. Cases where D does not vary with expetimental

conditions wí11- thus be the exception and not thê rule.

The extent of extraction can still be predicted however, if

the particular extraction process is wel-l enoggh understood

and an expression for D in terms of all experimental para-

meters can be derived. The derÍvation of such expressions

will be further discussed below.

The chemistry of solvent exbraction systems is

often exceedingllr do4t'AelEi " Also the true chemical- nature

of the materials involved in them is often only vaguely

understood, and questions of composition and structure which

can in other situations be ignored, such as :sol-ve.t ion and

ion pairing, take on importance here. Since it is important

not to use more exact tbrminology than is justified one is

often forced to use the.term rtspeciestr or trchemical speciesrt

in speaking of the chemistry of solvent extraction systems.

These terms mean ttatom, ton, molecule, or any aggregrate of

r-1^^^^lt
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Factors Aff e cti4g-ElËÞrgc-b:þ4 -- The factors affecting
extraction, and their manner and extent of ínfluence, vary

with the nature of the extraction system, but some general

statements can be made. The most important experimental

parameters in an extraction process are:

Temp€r4ll¿r-e. As a rule it is found tl¡at the distribution -.

coefficient of a substance decreases as the temperature

ris"sf3 rll¡r2ro2o. The reason for this is that temperature

has a greater influence on the structure of the aqueous

phase than it has on the much l-ooser structure of the organic

phase, and the disruþtion:- of the liquid structure which

progresses with tenperature rise has the effect of increasing

the solubifity of most substances in that liquid. . The ratio
of solubifity in the organic phase to solubility in the

aqueous will- thus decrease with temperatu?e¡¡lse. Casês of
increase of distribution coeffícients with temperature have

been reported however22 and. in these other phenomena, such as

endothermic reacti-ons in the formation of the exbracting

species, pi.eilominate.

Solvent. l-t can generalfy be said that the extent to which

the distribution of a species depends on the choice of the

organic solvent is ín direct proportion to the e)rbent to

which that species takes part in reactions in the exbract

(organic) phase. The reactions may be of associatÍon,

d.issociation, solvation, etc. lvhere these do not take place

the choice of the solvent will not greatly influence the

extent of exLraction from the aqueous phase.
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Conditions in the Àqueous Phase. This factor wifl also be

ímportant in systems in whÍch the extracted species enters
i-nto reactions i-n the aqueous phase. The conditions of the
aqueous phase will influence the extent of these reactions.
The presence of sal-ts which do not themselves take part in
reactions with the distributing species wi1I, for example,

lower the dielectric constant of the aqueous solution
thereby permitting greater ion association, and the ionization
of chelatesrwhich controls their extraction, is in turn
controlled by the pH of the aqueous phase. The distributi-on
of species v¡hich do not enter into reections in the aqueous

phase will be governed by conditions in the aqueous phase

only insofar as these affect the solvent propextJ-es of the

water. The addition of an organic liquid to the aqueous

phase for example wil1 decrease the extractíon of a.mol_ecul_ar

species such as iodine by providing a sol-vent in which

molecular species are more solubte. The addition of ions

which bind water into hydration spheres will drive a molecul-ar

solute into the organic phase by decreasing the arnount of
water avail-ab1e for solvent purposes.

Nature of the Extracted Species and the E{Þreqtion Process.

This is the most important factor influencing the extent of
extraction, and also the factor of i¡nost interest in its own

right. Solvent extraction systems are cfassified according

to the nature of the chemical species taking part in the

extraction. Therefore it will be convenient to consider

this subject under the heading of Cfassification of Solvent

Erbraction Systems .
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Classification o-Ll$qh¡çn! Extrac'b:Lp4,9Ïs-Þerng. {¡ie,
cfassification of systems used here is a composite of that
used by lbri'feon and. Fre:lseSf9 and that of Dí'amond and

Iuck23. ït is based on the nature of the chernicaf species

taking part in the extraction, which means that it also

arranges systems according to the type of chemical- reactions

involved in them and the nature of the factors ::Lnf.¡.uenel,:n8

the distríbution. Like all classifications it is somewhat

arbitrary and limited, but it has proven very useful in
arranging and understanding . the process of extraction. The

chemistry of each group of systems will be described here

and the reasons why certain conditions do, or do not,

inffuence the extent of exLraction of the extracted species

from the aqueous phase examined. Al-so to be examined is
the important matter of developing expressions relating the

extent of exbraction to alf pertinent experimental parameters.

Such expressions enable one to pred.ict ercbraction behaviour

in the system and to choose opt imum.;c onditions for an ex-

traction or separation of species. They also serve for the

detail-ed description of the system and the exbracted species

and permit the use of the extraction for the study of a great

variety of complexes other than those directly invol-ved in
l6cthe extraction*"". Tt wiff become obvious that'the

developing of such expressions is-much easier for some

systems than for others. Irving, Rossolti and Tililliams24

have however developed a generalized equation for D which
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i-s equally applicable for ion association or pseud0. -

molecular systerìs, i.e. for most systems described here.

This treatrnent combi-nes Bjerrurnrs stepwise equilibria of

complexes with the Nernst Distribution Law and incl-udes

all possible complications which may occur. Simplified

for particular systerns, it is useful for evafuating such

aspects of the e)cbracted species as the exbent of poly-

merization (of particufar ivafue in ion association systems)

and the average charþe on the metal,;species Ín each phase.

Ifork of thi.s nature on ion association systems has been

described25 '26'27 .

The following is the classifi-cation which satis-
factorily embraces most solvent extraction systems known

(1) fnert Species Systern. fn these systems the

materlal partitioning bethTeen the two phases exists in both

phases in the same chemical form and the solvents can be

considered to act as inert diluents only. All systeros in
which the extracting species is an organic compound without

acid or base groups are incfuded here. So are systems in
which the extracting species are halogen molecules, or inert
gas atoms. For these systems the simple Nernst Equation

is generally very closely obeyed, since the partitioning

material exists i-n a single unreacting.form in both phases.

Not only can one v,rrite:
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m^_,_"'org. phase : a constant _ qmaq' Phase

but since this is true at all concentrations up to those at

which both phases are saturated we can also predict the

constant q from the saturated sol-ubilities of the partitioning

material- in the two sofvents used:

^ : saturated Sqþb:LlllI-14--q¡tsanic phaseY sáturãted solubil-ity in aqueous phase

also the enthalpy change of extraction ;should be:

ÀH"*t. : ÀHsofn. in - AH sofn. inor8. phase aq. phase

Both of these predj ctions are wel-f confirmed in
the case of iodinel6. Sofubilities can be taken as a rough

guide in choosing an extracting solvent even where the

system is not one of inert specieS provided the species

actually partitioning are recognized and thej-r solubifities
. l-9.28are Knowïl

Qualitatively it can be seen that exbraction takes

place here because less energy is required to dissolve the

molecule or atom in the disordered organic phase than is

required to dissolve it in the relatively highly ordered

aqueous phase whose structure it must disrupt. Thus for

the process

(inert species)gr¡ --+ (inert sPecies)or*. solv.

Ar 1o
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Organic sofvents differ little among themselves

as to their degree of disorder, and hence the degree of

extraction of a given mofecule or atom from the aque.o,us phase

will be littl-e affected by the choice of the exbracting

medium. An increase in temperature will generally decrease

q because it will break up the water structure and increase

the solubility of the atom or molecule in the aqueous phase

wi-thout having a corresponding effect on the organic sofvent.

Salting out agents will increase q by r:binding: the water into
hydration spheres about the íons, although i-nteresting cases

of decrease of q with the addition of salts are sometimes

found.As explai-ned by Diamond29 tfri" rrsaltíng inrr occurs

when large ions and organic mofecules are forced into pairs

by the water structure.
(2) Ps-Cudq.nef ççl¿fqr stems. fn these systems

the extracted species is partially ionized in the aqueous

phase, but is a rnolecular compound in the organic sofvent.

Weak acids and. bases are incfuded here, and al-so the very

important metal chélates (where uncharged chelates forn).
These are systems in which the material of

interest is in more than one chemical- form and consequently,

although an i-ndivÍdual species may obey the Nernst Law, the

overall D will vary with those factors which affect the

ccrrrilibria between the species carrying the material of interest.v Y*--
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tf, . the ïêac:bíons taking place in : a giver'tl.system àrer'rkSlosn t

an expression for D in terms of the experimental parameters

can be derived, and this can be eval-uated if the appropriate

equilibriurn constants are known. Such derivations are

probably more successful in predicting extraction behaviour

in the "pseudomole cùlar systems than in any other systems

involving reactive species. trlby,æfson,-and.fw¡iæ¡:19 show

how, from a ferr reasonable assumptions about the reactions

taking place, a very simple equation for D is obtained for

extractions of chelates:

Here Kf : cumulative formation constant of chefate

K¡,. : Nernst Constant of chelate

K.i : acid ionization constant of chelating
- --^-* HRd.É tj I1(J

KD* : Nernst Constant of chefating agent
/t

tt$" : Concentration of chelating agent in organic phase
/' r\
(H-J : hyd.rogen ion concentration in aqueous phase

n: number of chelating groups in metaf chefate

A wid.e variety of predictions concerning the

extraction behaviour of chelates can be drawn frorn this
I O 'aequationrv'"o. Of particular vafue are the sets of curves

showing the extraction of chelates of different K¡ as

functions of aqueous ptl or of (HR)o. These predictions have

n ":n*@./ÉÐ À
tr.-t

K¡ K¡* K1

KÐRN
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been well confirrned for many systeasS0'31t32'33 '31+'35.

This equation can be modified for systems in which the metal-

ion is involved in reacti-ons of hydrolysis, conplexation,

ut".L9'3o. simil-ar equations can be derived for the

exbraction of weak acids or basesl9,28.

The pseudomolecular systems can be seen to be the

sirnplest systems in which the extract;ed species i-s involved

i-n reactions. The reactions are few, and since they are

confined to the aqueous phase the choice of sofvent will
have littl-e effect on the extent of extraction. The reagent

concentrations are normêfly low, hence activity can be

approximated by concentration and the mutuaf sölubility of

the solvents wil-l not be greatly affected by the presence

of the reagents in them.

(3 ) Ion Associatíon Sjglcrnq-. fn these systems the

extracted species is.,'formed by the G[ssoci"dtion'-bf spécf es

which in aqueous solution norrnally exist completely dissocíated

as ions. The ions are capable of e)rbracting as ions (since

they are bu1þ and of low charge density) or are capable 9f
entering solvâtion reactions with the sol-vent. fn the

solvent however they associate at least to some extent,

into uncharged ion pairs or higher aggregates. Such ion

pairing also tends to make the extracted species more com-

batible with the organic sofvent. The Bjerrum Equation

(19, page 3I, 36 page 1O{, 37) shows that ion pairing proceeds

to a great extent in solvents lrcho pel .d.191-e,etxi9.)co4stantsì,'are in
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the region of most liquids used in solvent extractlon, and

that it can proceed to aggregates higher than pairs.

lon pairs are more combatibfe with the organic

phase than the aqueous since they are bulky and uncharged.

tr'or thi-s reason extractrbn w"iIl be increased by any change

which encourages ion pairing in either phase. As the above

mentioned equation shows, the extent of ion pairing is
,-lnversäly proportionaf to a high power of the di-efectric

constant of the medium in which the ions exist. Thus

exbraction will be greatest with solvents of low diefectric
constant. fon pairi-ng in the aqueous phase is èncouraged by

the lowering of the diefectric constant of the solution by the

addition of salts or the dissolving of:,some of the organic

solvent. Too large a solltbility of the solvent in the

aqueous phase will of course lorn¡er extraction by making the

extractable species more combatible with the aqueous phase.

The addition of salts to the aque ous phase will

al-so increase exbraction of ion assocíation compounds by:

(1) Lowering the activity of the water by binding

the water molecules in hydration spheres about the cation of

the saft. This leaves fess water for solvent purposes and

removes water from the hydration spheres of the extracting

ions making them less water-Iike and more extractable.

Salts with the most highly hydrated cations will thus nake

the best safting-out agents,



(2) Providing a greater concentration of the anion

for pairing with the exbracting metal ion, if the added saft
is one of an anion capable of such pairing, and

(l) fncreasing ion pairing in the solvent phase

if the saft is one of an anion capable of such pairing and

also extracts25.

The extent of ion pairing will also depend on the

size and structure of the ions. Small Íonic radii favour

association (see¡however, below) and structures which permit

such interactions as hydrogen bonding will al-so encourage

as sociat ion.

It is obvious from the above that these systems

are much more complex than i.nert species or pseudomolecular

systems. The choice of the solvent will for example, play

a critical- part in deciding the extent of the elcbraction

obtained. Obtaining expressions for D in terms of the

experirnental parameters is also much more difficult in these

systems. There are many reasons for this. In the first
place the concentrations of electrolybes used in these

systems are as a rule rnuch higher than those used in chelate

systems and concentrated soluti-ons of electrolytes present

many theoretical problems. In particular activity can no

longer be approximated by concentration and small changes

in tenperature, concentration or other conditions may result

in large changes in activity. Afso these systerns are often

characterised by a bewildering array of reactions. The

materiaf of interest may exist in several extractable forms
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and these may be invofved. in a reactions in both phases.

Expressions for D in such systems can be obtained

in the simpler caseslg. Al-so the extensÍve study of these

systems has yielded i::rge rleal" data from which interesting
conclusions can be dratül about the nature of reactions,
chemical species, and such taking part in the extractj-ons.

The extraction systems of most interest in analysisr_and

industry are included among ion association systems, and

afthough their theoreticaf treatment is difficul-t the

amount that has been learned about',them is impressive.

ïon association systems may be sub-cfassified, again

on the basis of the nature of the chernical species involved.

Coördinatefv ,Unsolvated Salt Svstems. fn these systems the

extracted species j-s a salt composed of ions so large that
they do not bind water or solvent mofecul-es about thern in
primary coórdination spheres. The lack of hydration of the

ions in the aqueous phase has two effects, both favourable

to extraction:
(1) Because the hydrogen bonded structure of the

water is di-srupted by the large ions the water structure may

tighten about the ions in a phenomenon similar to that which

produces surface tension. This may resul-t in the rejection
of the large ions to the solvent phase or in the formation

of water structure enforced ion pairing. (Less energy is
required for the formation of a single trcavitytt for an ion

pair than for the formation of two cavities for the two i-ons).

The ion pair,lrivill also tend to be rejected to the organic.
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(Z) No source of energy to remove the water

mofecul-es from the hydration sphere of the ions need

be found.

These salts may extract either as ions or as ion

pairs but in sofvents of low diel-ectric constant they nay

associate into pairs or larger aggregates. Since such

associati-on is favourable to extraction (i.e., because it

lowers the activity of the extracted species Ín the organic

phase) the extraction will be somewhat dependent on the

nature of the solvent used, particularly on its diefectric

constant.

.l']Ui{rÞJrêL t\cid Svstems. These are systems in which the

exbracting species is a strong acid with a simplerr anion,

that is the anion is not a :+,egativ.ea.y charged complex ion.

Such acids are nitric acid, hyd.rochlorj-c acid, or thiocyanic

acid. These are the simplest of the exbracting species

which extract by virtue of their ability to form some type

of solute-sofvent complex with the organic solvent mol-ecufes.

The chief complex here is one of the solvent molecules wlth

the hydrated. hydrogen ion. The anion extracts in association

with the H(HZo)x(solvent)r+ complex and may, or nay not be

solvated itsel-f .

This and the following two systems are characterised

by strong dependence of the extraction on the properties of

the solvent, particularly its basic strength, and the steric
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avail-abiIíty of its donor atom. Extraction is also favoured

if the solvent is one which is capable of solvating both

cation and anion of the extracting species. Because ion

association is involved, the nature of the aqueous phase is

afso britical and the dielectric constant of both phases

is important.

These are afso the most complex systems.. r Althqlgh

much is lcrovr¡n about them few general statenents about them

can be made.

Complex Mqtal Acid rSys'Þeaq. In these systems the extracting

species is a strong acid whose anion is an anionic complex

of a metaf such as FeC1f, or Co(SCN)[. Extractlon of these

aci-ds is essentially the same as extractíon of mineral acids.

fn these systems however there are additional compli-cations

arising fron the formation of the .complex in the aqueous

phase in the presence of nineraf acids which al-so extract.

This may result in ionic interactions in the organic phase.

Coördinately Sol-va!ed Sal-t Systems. fn these the exbr:acted

species are salts ¡'rrhi ch exbract with coôrdination of its
cation by solvent mol-ecules. The anion of the saft Inay afso

be solvated. In many cases the e)ûracted cation is also

hydrated with co-extracted water molecules. fn the aqueous

phase these safts exist as completely dissociated safts

except for ion pairing which the presence of high concentrations

of electrolybes may bring about.
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Here, as in the complex metaf acid systems,

ionic interactions in the organic phase rnay result from the

co-extraction of efectrolytes bearing an anion in common

with the extracted metal- sal-t25.

.f/+l:,' Col-loid Systems. fn these systems the rnetal ions are

incorporated into safts of hi-gh molecular weight,rwhich

dissolve in the organic solvent in much the same way that'

soap does in water, that is, by formíng colloidaf aggregates

or micelles, in which the organophilic portions of the sal-t

are turned out into the organic solvent, and the ionic

portions are shielded from the solvent i-n the centre of the

rnicell-ar structure. ft appears that this is the manner in
which uranium, molybdenum, and other metals are extracted

by high molecular weight amines dissolved in kerosenel|'L9..

The above has been a brief discussion of the

chemical aspects of solvent extraction. An even briefer

discussion of what may be called the engineering aspects

follows. This concerns the apparatus, techniques and cafcu-

lation rnethods of sol-vent extracti-on. These aspects, of

course, vary with the manner in which the exbraction is

carried out. 0n1y countercurrent exbraction will be dis-

cussed here. Other types of solvent extractíon such as those

of Craig can be found described in the books by A1ders38,
r ô rÕFlagg'" and Craig)7.
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Countercurrent Extraction. This is the method of exbraction

which nakes the greatest use of the solvent, and which, with

certain rnodifications, is capable of achieving at once the

greatest extraction and the greatest separation of the

extracting material-s.

Countercurrent extraction is effected by passing

the solvent through the aqueous sofution of the materials to
be extracted, which is flowing in the opposite direction.
Some provision is nade to ensure good contact between the,

two liqui-ds. In industry the most commonly used apparatus

for countercurrent contacting of liquids is the centrifugal
extractor, although mixer-settlers or c olu,rnns nay be used.

Such apparatus, on a small-er scalermay also be used in the

laboratory, although a set of separatöry funnels is more

usefuf where theoreti-caf studies are being made.

Diagramatically, countercurrent e)rLraction may be

represented by a number of chambers in each of which the two

liquids are equilibrated before the transfers, indicated by

the arrows, are made:

SoÍ,vENT (organicì tot )
I
\
\

\

EXTRACT

/

FEED
(Aqueous rAr )

RAFFTNATE
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The numb er of such chambers through which the

aqueous and organic liquids pass before leaving the system

is termed the nunber of stages of the extractor. Since

equilibriurn is achieved in each chamber before either liquid
is moved to the next stage, each chamber constitutes a

theoretícal or ideal- stage. The extent of extraction of a

material in such an e)cbractor is refated to the distribution
coefficient of that substance and to the number of
theoretical stages in the extractor.

There are several mathematical- treatments which

relate the exbent of extraction in such an apparatus to
the number of ideal stages, n, and the distribution coefficient
of the ercbracting speciesrDr. Probably the most straight-
forward and useful is that of Kremser, whose equation is
derived by A1ders 138, page 92) and in appendix 1 of this
thesis. This equation is

ø=

where Ø : fraction of component left unerbracted in
raffinate

n: number of stages

€ : extraction factor of component given by:

6: (V/v)D, V : volume of solvent in each stage

ç: volraîe of aqueous phase in each stage

D: distrÍbution coefficient of component
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This equation enables one to cafculate the number

of stages, n, required to reduce the fraction þ of the
cornponent in the raffinate to any given value provided the
volume ratio is given and the distribution coefficient, D,

of the component is known, and is constant over the con-

centration range in question. Alternately, if one is
dealing with an extractor which does not consist of discrete
stages such as a column, one can calculate the number of
theoretical stages to which the apparatus is equivalent
from the fraction of a component of known D 1eft unelcbracted

in the r:affinate. The only assumption made in such calcu-
lations is the constancy of Ð. However the value of n

found.'for a column, mixer settfer, or other such æxt_rradtof r

for one component will not. rne ce ssarily apply for another

component, nor for the same component with a different
solvent. It is usually assumed however that for two species
erbracting out of the same aqueous phase into the same solvent
the n of a given apparatus is the sarne for both.

Variatj.ons in D with concentration for a given

component, and in n from component to component are thus the
two possible sources of discrepancy between extractions and

separations predicted on the basis of this equation and those

found.

For extractj-on factors above l the equation red.uces

to 6: I,en
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for very high n or S. For exbraction factors less than 1

it reduces ùo
ø:L-e

for suffíciently high n or low ê. From the last it can be

seen that, regardless of the number of stages, the fraction
of a component left unextracted will never drop below 1 - 6

if .e < I, and the smal-l-er p is the f.èmrs the number of stages

required. lor þ to approach this value. Thus if a component

Y i-s to be compl-etely extracted from an aque ous solution,

and at the same time purified as far as possible from a

second component X, and 6y : |€¡r-{k (1) (i.e., both

extraction factors are increased in the same way by sone

factor such as solvent ratio) then this is best achieved

by setting 4.y :, f. This wilf insure that aff of Y is

exLracted if sufficient stages are used, whife the maximum

possible amount of X is l-eft unextracted.

Setting up conditions for the best exbraction and

separation thus requires a knowledge of the manner in which

the dlstribution coefficients of the components of interest

vary with conditions.

As shown, if €¡à1 there is no limitation to the

recovery of Y from the aqueous phase which can be achieved

by a sufficient number of stages. I{owever the contamination

of the e)rbract by X cannot be reduced below the vafue

given by:

fraction of X extracting vdth Y : &.
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where e¡ is the value of the extraction factor of X in
conditions where e" : 1, unless a srûaIler recovery of Y

can be accepted.

Two-solvent exbraction avoids this l-imitation on

the purity of extract obtainable. ïn this system the

e)ctract stages, which are as pictured above, are fol-lowed

by a number of rrwash stapsr in which the extract is
equilibrated with a rrsecond solventrr. This nsecond sofventrt

is usually an aqueous solution of the same composition as

that from r^¡hich X and Y are exbracting but lackíng X and Y.

Obviously, because t" : & is greater than D¡ : &
this aqueous sofution wilf wash more X than Y out of the

exbract and the extract wifl be further purified at every

step. It is also obvious. that if, in these stages fy) f
andá¡(1 then Ê,{(f ""a (>f "o that there is no li¡ritation
to the amount of X which can be removed from the extract in
these stages while there is a limit to the amount of Y which

is washed out. This again assumes that fdoes not change

with the concentratÍon of the species to which it .refers.

It rnay be noted however that this assumption is more reasonabl-e

in the wash stages than in the extract stages since the

concentrations, and particularly the concentratíon of.iX, will
be smaller. Generally excelfent results can be expected from

two-solvent extraction.
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The aqueous wash from the wash stages is passed

i-nto the extract stages with the feed, and hence Y is not

lost by this techhique even if the anolmt of it leaving

the exLract in the wash stages is large.

Appendix 2 shows how Kremser Equation Calculations

are applied to two-solvent extraction,
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CHAPTER TT]

STUDY OF FACTOBS RELATTNG TO THE EXTRACTTON OF BERTL],TIJI4

ANp AFFECTING THE ÐCTENT 0F rTS ExreAçIrQN

Section ï: INTROÐIJCTION

The study of factors affecting exbraction carried

out here began with a search for a suitable system for the

sefective exbraction of beryllium from aqueous solution by

organic sol-vents. This was followed by a study of the

system chosen, intended to show how the extraction and

separation of berylliura could be optimized. As such it is
under this heading that most of the data refating to the

practicalL sofution of the problem given will be set out and

examined. The applícation of the data wi1l, however, be

left to Chapter V.

nn obvious factor affecting the solvent erbraction

of a metal ion is the exbraction system chosen for it. It
was considered at the outset that an extraction system for
beryllium;¡rould be one in whích coördination of the aquated

berylliun ion by ligands bearing two negative charges would

displace sone or alf of the water molecules in the primary

hydration sphere and produce an uncharged and fess water-

like species more coroþatible w-ith the organic phase than

the aqueous.
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I1¡r + l¡a ¡purpose of discussion here, coórdinating

ligands which might form extractable species with berylliurn

may be considered to fal-l into three cfasses: those which

form chelates, those which forrn complexes with metal j-ons

chiefly as a result of the efectrostatic attraction of

the cation for the monofunctional anion, (e.g. fluoride,
hydroxyì-) and those which form complexes in which the

polari-zation of the large monofunctional aníon by the

central cation is a major factor ín the stability. fn

examining the possible utility of each of these groups

of complexing agents in beryllium extraction several matters

had to be lconsi-dered. The first was whether exbractabfe

beryllium complexes are likely to result with such a

complexing agent. ff exbractable complexes coufd be

expected it was necessary to decide whether other metals

such as afuminum woufd extract hrith the beryllium in such

a system. Finally there was the question of economics,

that is .the cost of the reagents per unit of beryllium

separated, and their probable ',ï!e coverabiÏÍtÏ.,,

Consideration of factors governing the stability
of complexes showed that extraction systems usi-ng the

first two groups of complexing agents would not give

selective extraction of beryllium. In order for berylliurn

to be selectively extracted it m-ust be complexed to a

greater erbent than the other metafs present by a ligand

giving extractabfe complexes, that is, ì-ts complex with
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the 1ígand must be moie stable t'hân that of the othe:r metals.

The chief netal- from vrhi ch separation of bêryllir:m is desired

is af r;:¡-inr:¡n. Bu! it has been shown that for a gíven ligand

forming chelale or trele ctro staùic1? complexes the stability

of bhe resulting conplexes is propor-ùional to the ionic

polential, q/r, ot the central- cation+-. In this f¿ctor

ahminum and beryllium are nearly identical .

# = ujo ='e .o +;ï:= ¿

0.114 = 6,5

Extractable beryll-ium complexes cpuld centafnly be expected

t.o form v,rith some of these complexi:rg agentsr especially

the chelallng agents. But a.lu¡¡lnr¡m would give equally

stab].e ggmpl-exes. Stability is not of course the only

factor affecting the extractabllity of a complex, but if

the alu:rlnum complex différ'ed from the beryllir:m complex

1n thls respect it would probably be more exlractable

because 1t woul-d be more buJ-ky.

lxceptíons to the above statements are found with

some chelating agent's such as EÐTA or $-quinolinol . 14tiüh

them ahu:rinu¡n forms very stable chelates, but berylliu:n t s

chelates show negligible stabilfty. This is pre sumabJ-y

due to steri-c hindrance effects a::ísing from packing the

1¿rge groups about the smalf beryllÍul ion.. A separatíon

of 'bery]-]-irim fro¡r al:minum can eertalnly be obLained by

usf¡g these reagenbs. This ls bhe basis of the analytieal
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separation of beryllium from afuminum by precipitating

the latter with 8-quinofinol and the selective complexation

of aluminum by EÐTA is rnade use of in a method for producing

ultrapure berylliurn oxide developed by Moore, Shaffer and

McDuffieT. However systems usì-ng chelates were considered

unsuitable here because of the high cost of chelating

agent s .

No case is known in which beryllium forms

significantly more stable chel-ates or complexes of the

rtele ctrostat i c rr type than does aluminum with the same com-

plexing agent. Such differences as there are in stability
favour the aluminum "otpf"""=4f'L2 , 

prob^bly because of

steric effects such as described. above, and because repulsion

between similarly charged groups would be less when they are

distributed about the larger af uminum ion than when they

are distributed about the beryllium ion.

The third class of cornplexing agents gave better

promise of providing a suitable solvent extraction system

for beryllium. The complexing agents whích fall into this

class are large singly charged anions.-which form weak

complexes with..rsuch tlinert gas confígurationrr cations as

berylliurn and aluminum. Because of their large size and

1ow charge, electrostatic attraction between them and the

cation would. not be expected to give a very stable complex
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but polarJ-zation of the anlon by the caLi-on v¡oul-d be

expe cted , Thls phenomenon would accoluÌ.t f or mo sb of Lhe

stabl-J.Ity of the resulting complex. The polarízing powen

of a caüion is proportional lo the ratio of the charge of

that cation to the squa?e of its radius (s/*2)43 ánd 1n

ùhis functlon beryJ-J-iun differs considerably. from afuminr::m¡

(q/rzJr-¿= 2o.a (q/rz)^r, = r2.o

On this basís beryll-ir::¡r could be expected to form

considerably more sÈable coinplexes wj.th these ani-ons than

al-um-inr:m. The compJ-exe s of both metals would be weak¡ but

this could be offset üo some extent by lncreasíng the con..

centration of lhe complexíng agent. By the correct choice

of anion a¡d çoncenüratíon a state coul-d be lreached l¡r the

aqlncus phase lrr v¿hlch a much greater fiaction of the

berylllum is ín the form of an extractahle complex bhan the

a].rrml-nr:m,

thus at least a partlal separatíon of beryll-iur from

al.uminum coul-d be achieved by the soJ-vent extractl-on of such

a solution. Interference from ùhose elemenls which occr:-r

about the ends of bhe transj-tion series would be expected,

but since it seems thaù lnterference ís j.nevitab].e this
would at. least constltute the leasl objectionabl-e type of

interference. These e1enents genenal.ly coextst wibh

beryllf urn onl.y in smal-J. amor.¡nt s and other
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.simple chemical techniques exist for their separation

from beryllium.

This third class of complexing agents includes

such ions as iodi-de, azíde, cyanide , cyanate , thiocyanate

and sèlenocyanate. Most of these coul-d be discarded at

the outset as being impractical or too costly. Thio-

cyanate however is readily avail-abl-e, cheap, stable, and

non-toxic. Certain previous ono".k44 índicated that it is
possible to obtain exbractions of beryllium using it. ït
thus appeared to be particularly prornising.

Work on thíocyanate, and some of the other

sinilar anions, as exLracting agents for beryllium and

al-uminum is described in section 4 of this chapter. For

reasons given in that section certain other systems were

afso expl-ored. Exploratory work consisted in all cases

of measuring the distribution coefficients of beryllium and

al-uminum in the system at a number of different concen-

trations of the exLracting agent. From these results the

possibility of obtaining selective extraction of beryllium

in the system could be judged.

It was soon decided to concentrate all work on

the thiocyanate system. Distribution coefficíents of

berylliun and alumj-num were determined as functions of

the solvent, aqueous thiocyanate concentration, initial
and equilibrium pH, metal ion concentration, other cati-ons

and salts present, and length of agitation time. .-.:. ,:*
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Distribution coefficients of other metals of possible

interest in beryllium erbractive metallurgy were also

determined as functíons of the more important of these

parameters and a modifj-cation of the simple exbraction

system was tried. ïn this part of ther work the exLraction

of the thiocyanate itsel-f (e.g. ammonium thiocyanate or

thiocyanic acid) and the stripping of the extiaôt were

also examined.

The data on factors affecting extraction were

to prove useful in elucidating the problem of the nature

of the species extracting in the different systems. They

also provide the basis for setting up a tentative flow

scheme for the separation of beryllium from its ores,

as is done in Chapter V. 0n the whole the data show the

correctness of the conclusions drawn above concerning

possible extraction systems.
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Se ctie4_?i__ IEEVIQUS REI,EVANT TNVES TIGATIONS

Systems for the erbraction of beryllium from

aqueous soluti-on with organic sol-vents have been devised

utilizing carboxylic acidsl6ar45 ,46 ,p -aikebor,"s7'16b' 
47 

'48 ,

alkyl esters of phosphoric acid49, Morinfg thenoyltri-
fluoracetonelg and thiocyanaterg tbl+ . All of these systems

have one characteristic in colnmon; unless a suitable

second masking agent is added afuminua e)rtracts with the

berylliurn in eomparable or greater amount r and in many

cases other metafs;:such as iron also exbract.

The second masking agent which is usually added

is EDTA. As has been pointed out, beryllium is distin--.
guished from most complex forming metals in not forming

an anioni-c inextractable complex with EDTA, and hence may

be exbracted or precipitated in its presence while a1I

other metals rernain in the aqueous soluti-on.

EDTA is a moderately expensive reagent, but its
cost is not prohibitive in beryllium production if a pre-

liminary separation removes most of the aluminurn. This is

tlre system used in the hydroxide process of the Brush

Beryllium Co.; most of the alurninum is precipitated out as

alum (NH,.Al(SO¡)¡ . 1-2H2o) from the sulphuric acid leach+ -a
of the sintered ore before EDTA is added and berylliun

hyd.roxide brought downl. Solvent exbraction of the bery-*'

ll-iurn after addition of EDTA might produce a purer product
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than precipitation does, but probably the advantages of
such a system would not be great.

Although Bock44 indicates a very hÍgh d.egree of
separation of beryllium from aluminum in the extraction
of their thiocyanates fron aqueous solution with ethyl
ether, no further work appears to have been done on this
system. ?robably this ï\ras because 100 percent exbraction

of berylliun is approached only at thiocyanate concentrations

where aluminum exbraction is also high. Such a situation
would not be disadvantageous in., continuous:j countercurrent

exbraction such as is used industrially, but it would

render the system unsuitable for the batchwise extractions

of the analysis laboratory which, until- recently, were the

only type of interest for berylliun. Also the exbractions

have to be carrÍed out fron acid sol-utions, which would

rìake EÐTA useless as a sequestering agent for alumi-num.

Thiocyanate extractions in general have been

studied fre quent 1y, although a comprehensive study of

factors affecting extraction in thioeyanate systems has

been made only onc"44. Analytical separations have been

made using such systems (e.g. zinc from cladmium44, cobalt

from iÍickel50) rnA as thiocyanate complexes frequentl-y

have strong absorþtion bands, photometric determination of

the metal is frequently combined with the erbract ion19' 51.

Ït has been found that in :aqueous solution thiocyanate

frequently associates with other metal complexes, such as
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)-1 +2 qt
cr(HzO) 't , c, (NH3)ó'', and çe(l{tt3)6-" with'" resulting
shifts and i-ntensifi cat ion of the bands of their absorption

spectrum, and such complexes have been both exLracted and

used in photometric determ:inati orrs5]-'53. Sol-vent

extraction studies have been made of thiocyanate complexes

i.n order to determi.ne their forr¿ation corr"t"nt"5 0'54.

However the only studies of the liquid-liquid extraction

of beryllium thi-ocyanate have been those of Bock4& and

those comprising thís thesis.
The literature on factors affe cting the solvent

exbraction of inorgani-c compounds generally has been

examined elsewhere (Theoretical fntroduction) and will not

be further discussed here. The thiocyanates however were

expected to exbract as coõrdinately.solvated salts, and as

such the work of Garwin and Húxson55 r^¡as considered

particular'l y relevant.
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Section 3: EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and techniques used in this research

varÍed a good deal. Reagent grade chemicals were used

when they were available. trVhen necessary lower grade

chemicals were appropriately purified to eliminate the
possibility of spurious results due to the presence of
impurities. The most important reagents and solvents are

listed below with information on thei-r source, purity,
or purification.
Berylliurn sulphate tetrah¡zdnate - ttpurifiedt¡ grade from

A. Ð. Mackay and Co. Stock solutions of this were

made up and analyzed by precipitation of the oxide56

or the double ammonium phosphate5T. euantitative
dilutions of these solutions were made as required.

Amrnonium thiocyanate - Fisher reagent grade. This too was

usuall-y handled by making up stock solutj.ons and

diluting as required. Ammonium thiocyanate is deliques-
cent as a solid, and in aqueous solutions of the

concentrations here used (lM to 8U) it shows a certain
instability, sIowly decomposing to sulphur and other
products with time. For these reasons sol-utions were

always anQlyzed by titration with standardized rnercr.ry (11)

nitrate solution shortly before use. The change of
titre of ammoniurn thiocyanate solutions with time however

always turned out to be negligible.
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Aluminum sulphate and aluminum ni-trate - tr'isher reagent

grade. Stock solutions were made up, analyzed by

precipitation of the oxide, or by EDTA- Z¡J2 :oacï
2Ititr:ation-- and quantitatively diluted as needed.

Other metali, safts were the reagent grade nitrate or

sulphate. Their sol-utions were analyzed by the methods

indicated in the Table of Results.

Barium thiocyanate - City Chemical- Corp. ttpurett.: cBecrTetal--

lizations from water removed visible impuri-ties.

Solutions for use were then made up and anafyzed by

titration with standard mercuric nitrate.
Solvents and otheû'reagents used in solvent exbractions

were:

Kerosene - commerèi.al, unpurified.
Di-n-butyl phosphate - this was a mixture 55 percent in

di- and 45 percent in mono-n-butyl phosphate. fts
density was 1.Ol g/ml. Molarities gJ-ven are for the

di-n-butyl phosphate in kerosene or butyl r.'èther

solutions.

Acetic acid - reagent grade.

Propionic acid - trFisher Certifiedtr, b.p. range 140.9oC

rrr (}O^
- I¿+J-.o U.

Butyric acid - Fisher reagent grade, b.p. range 16OoC

- r65oc.

Hexanoic acid - Fisher ttpurifiedrt.
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0ctanoic acid - Eastman trpracticaltr.

Hexyl mercaptan - Matheson, Coleman and 8e11, b.p.

range I49.5oc - 151.5oc.

0cty1 mercaptan - Mat,heson, Coleman and 8e11, b.p.

range r97oc - rg9oc.

Chloroform - Fisher reagent grade, or redistill-ed. fn the

fatter case the fraction from 6OoC to 61oC was taken.

Butyl ether - redistilled, lleloC - L42oC.

Methyl isobutyl ketone - redistilled, ll/¡oC - 115oC.

1 - hexanol- - redistilled, 115oc - I57oc'

2 - octanol- - redistiläed, f76oc - L79oC,

Isoarnyl acetate - redistifled, 131-oC - I36oC'r,

Ethyl ether - redistilled, 34.4oC - 34.6oC.

2rd dimethyl pentanone - redistÍlled., I2JjC - I2a'oC,

Ethyl acetate - Fisher reagent grade, b.p. range

76.9oc - 77.3oc,

Butyraldehyde - redistilled, 7t+.2oc - 74.6oC.

* This solvent was Matheson Col-eman and 8e11, technical
gr':ade. lt distilled steadily over a temperature range from

!24o c to l36oc. The fraction from 131oc to 1l6oc was taken

because it was the largest, and because its tenperature range
the

was nearest{boiling point (l-42.JoC) given in the literature
for this liquid.
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Stock solutions and reagents used in analysis which should

be noted are as follows:
EDTA - Reagent grade disodium ethylenediaminetetra-acetat e

dihydrate was used to make 0.05 M,,or 0.10 M solutions

which were standardized by titrating accurately measured

volumes of standard cadmiu-rÍ or copper solutions. The

latter solutions were prepared by dissolving the pure

metal in nitric acid. The titr:ation procedures were

obtained. from trtlelcher5 8.

Mercuric nitrate - A 0.10 N solution of this was prepared

from reagent gr:ade mercuric nitrate and standardized by

titrati-ng weighed samples of dÈied reagent grade

potassiuin thiocyanate.

Morin (3 151712rL - pentêhydroxyflavone ) - This was reagent

grade, the pr':actical grade having been shown in this
laboratory to be unsatisfactory.

Zenia (p-nitraþenzene azoórcinol) - This also was reagent

^-^l^åI ¿¡.uti .

' The procedure in the studies of the extraction

systems was to agitate the desired volumes of aqueous solution

and organic solvent together for the desired length of time

in glass stoppered separatory funnels. Analysís was then
oul

carried/to determine the degree of extraction. The effect

of the length of the agitation time was determined for each

system and taken into account where other factors hrere

being ínvestigated.
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Analyses Í¡ere as a rule carried out only on the

aqueous solutions, the degree of exbraction being determj-ned

by analyzing the initial and exbracted solutions. Analysês

of both phases were however carried out where volume changes

occur, where the degree of extraction was smallr and in
cases where special interest attaches to the composition of

the organic phase. I¡Ihere the organic phase was analyzed

this was done by evaporating a sample to dryness on a steam

bath, destroying the organic matter with nitric acid, and

analyzing the resulting aqueous solution by the usual means.

The procedures used in the analysis are bríefly
described below. Because a number of analyses methods were

used the method is given for each metal in every statement

of results. The abbreviatiors .rby which the methods are

id.entified in the tables is given in brackets be1ow.

&4!!!14, Brecipitation as Double A.mmonium

Phosphate, ilf¡l.¡¡ePo. , Ignltion to, and lúeighing as,$yro--4+
phosphate hä;-p,i.o - {pvrophosphate ) . This is the ¡nethod*2'2-7 

'

described by MelJ.ict<57. It was certainl-y the most accurate

method used, but i-t was slow and troublesome due to the

formation of colloidal or pèptizing precipitates and the

del-icate balance of conditions necessary to obtain a

stoichiometric and filterable product. There is reason to

bel-ieve that the organi-c material sometimes interfered:-

with obtaining a satisfactory precipitate, possibly by

complexing the beryllium Qltecipitates were sometÍmes sfow
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forming) or by surface effects. Stifl it was the method

of choice where uncertainty in the results had to be

reduced to about + 0.5 percent and especially for analyzing

berylliurn stock solutions.

ÞËig, Photometric (¿enia). .This is a

photometric ¡nethod using p-nitrolbenz ene a z oõrc inol
raì

Ttr r.rri¿rt ) 
) 7 . It proved to be precise to about j5 percent,

and to be unaffected by any thiocyanate or sofvents

pnesent. However iron, calcium, aluminum, and other metals

present in sulphuric acid leaches of beryllium ores

interfered when present in sufficient anount. The practice

in using this method for beryllium anafysis was to difute

the sample until the beryllium concentration was about 1O-3Mr

50 mI of such a solution, after add.itíon of reagents and.

dilution to lOO ml, givinþ a convenient optical density

at 5I5 V in loqa¡, cells. For this reason the inter-

ference from these other met als was most serious when

dealing with sofutions of low beryllium concentration.

Therefore, when beryllium concentrations were low and the

concentrations of other metafs high the morin method was

generally used.

Beryflíum, Fluorimetry (morin). This is a

fluorometric method using l, 5, 7, 2, !-pentahydroxyl

^^flavone ("morin*)"". It proved,to have a precision of only

about +10 percent, but it was fess subject to interference

and more sensitive than the zenia method.
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lll:.n-inrur, EDTA Iitratlon wiLh Haenatorylin (e¡f-er ) .

j{n aliquot of the süa¡rdard EDT-A. solution ís tiùrated

wíth a d.iluüed solution of the a]-uninr:m sample. The

indi.cator is haenatoxylin56. Under the prevailing conditions

[--] : o.o1 M, [r,rnrsot] : o.r M - 0.5 M, some

dLssolved solvent present this method was shown to be

relíable to aboub * 0.5 percent. 'lr]here the samplè contained

onl-y the alumínr.¡m sal-ü the mean varlatíon was snafl.en ¡

ab out * o.2 percent.

Alur¡l-nr¡:n - ÎDT-A, - Back Íllratíon w:ith Zinc

(fDTA*zn). In this method an excess of bhe standard EÐT,A.

soluti-on is added to ühe a}:minu¡n solution, and back^

titr.ated w:ith a standard solutlon of zinc using Îriochrome

Black T as the indicabor. The standard zine solution is

prepared by di-ssoJ.víng pure zinc metal- in hydrochloric

acid. This method pe::mì üted ühe titraùíon of alr¡minum in

the organfe phase wÍthout príor removal of the sol-vent and

redissolvl-ng in nitric acid as described above. Solvent,

beryllirur, a-nd ärinonlurn thiocyanale d'o not interfere. This

method. was re]-iab].e to about f 0.5 percent.

. n¡¡e, Phobometry by lxbraction of Oxinate

(Oxine). In ùhis method al-urninum in the aqueous phase l.s

complexed t1¡6 $*quínolino]. (troxinert) and extracted wl.th

chloroform. The optlcal density of t'he extracb ls taken

aL 395 m 561 6]-t 6?. sband.ards for this procedure were

prepared from a soluùion of 99.9q+5 percent pure alum-inr¡m

(f::om the Nattonal Research Councl.l, Ottawa ) díssolved fn

hydrochJ-oric acid.
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Aluminum, Precipitation as Hydrated Oxide,

Ignition to¡and Vrleighing as the Oxide (oxide). This is
the usual gravimetric procedure for aluminum.

Iron was determi-ned by titration with standard

dichromate solution. lvlanganese, nickel, and magnesium were

determined by EDTA titrations using, respectively, Eriochrome

Black T, Murexide¡ and Eriochrome Black T, Tl indicators.
Ãt¡

Procedures for the se i. titrat ions are from I¡Ielcher'".

Lithium r'ras determined by flame photometry.

Thiocyanate Ïras determined by titration with

standardized mercuric nitrate so1ution63. For thiocyanate

in the aqueous phase this method was very simple and precise,

neither the metal ions nor the solvents causi-ng any inter-
ference" But, as will be described in chapter IV¡the

titration of thiocyanate in ketones or alcohofs is slow,

and gíves vague end points. Back titrati-on of an excess

of mercuric nitrate added to these aqeeous solutions proved

to be unsatisfactory for the same reasons. It was found

that the best procedure for determining thiocyanate con-

centration in the organic phases was to exbract the thio-
cyanate with a dilute aqueous sodium hydroxide solution. The

aqueous extract is then acidified and its thiocyanate

concentration determined in the usuaf way.

All photornetric, fluorometri-c, or flame photometric

measurements were made on a Beckman DU quart z spectrophoto-

meter equipped with ffuorometric and flame photometric
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attachments. pH adjustments and measurenents were made

using a conventi-onal glass el-e ctrode-calomef pH meter.

pH adjustrnents were made using sulphuri c acid and aqueous

ammonia of such concentration that the,'volume changes on

adjustment were negligible.
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Sectionl: RESULTS

The systens Ínvestigated were those using the

,following reagents as exbracting agents:

(f) ¿:--n-¡utyl phosphate ,

. (2) carboxylic acids,
(3) halide and pseudohalide ions,

especially thiocyanate,

the hope being, in each case, that a selective exbraction

of berylliurn could be obtained. Considerations given earlier
in this chapter indicated that ít was the last group,

halide and pseudohalide ions, which offered the most prornì-se

of produci-ng such an extraction of beryllium. Di-n-butyl
phosphate however was known to give good extractions and

separations of some retalsl9' page 147. Tt is also a
cheap and easily handl-ed reagent. Therefore ít was of

interest to see if it could be applied to the present problem,

in spite of the fact that there was no a prior:L reason to

believe that it would extract berylliurn selectively from an

aqueous solution containing berylliunr and aluminum.

The extraction of berylliun and al-uminum salts
of butyric acid has been report ¿61+5 '46 and it was hoped

that, by varying the cer,rbo-xvlSc acid and./ or its concentration,

conditions might be found where berylliun extracts in
sufficient amount and with sufficient selectivity to permì-t

its separati-on from aluminum by countercurrent extraction.
Again, no a pri-ori reason existed for expecti-ng such a

separation.
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Neither the butyl phosphate nor the carboxylic

acid systen proved capable of giving a separation of

beryllium from afuminum vühich is commercially useful. The

data pre sent ed however iha¡¡e; ceiriain inte¡èst:" irir'; thèôselves.

These wil-I be described here and discussed in the next

section.

Di-n-buty1 phosphate was used as a solution or

suspension in an inert solvent (dinutyl ether or kerosene)

to exbract the metal ions from an aqueous solutj-on containing

nitric acid. This system was characterised by:

(1) Considerable extraction of a1l metals.

investigated.
(Z) Slow extrraction, that is, the extent of

exbraction increases with the length of time that the phases

are agitated together.

(3) A tendèncy to form soapy, very stable emufsions

when the aqueous phase contains iron (III), .titanium (I]f,).r,

or aluminum. This is prevented in the cases of ttrri*trrti'u*r,:

and aluminum by the.addition of oxal-ic acid to the aqueous

phase. Oxalic acid did not prefent ernulsification in the

presence of Íron (fff) however.

Tables f, Tf, and ITT show the data which were

obtained on the distribution of beryllium, aluminllm, -.. .. ,

and titaniurn in the butyl phosphate system. The initial-
aqueous solutions here were 0.05 M in the metal sulphate

and 1 M in HN03. The molarities of di-n-butyl phosphate are
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given for the initiaf organic phases. Thís reagent dissolved

in di-n-butyl ether but in kerosene above 0.1- M it forrûed

a slow settling suspension which was homogenized before use.

This system did not promise to gíve a suffici-ent1y

selective extraction of berylliun, and therefore no further
work on it was irndertaken.

Certain details of the procedure used in the

exbractions utilizing carboxylic acids differ from those

used in other extraction systems. Vúhere the acid was

.alc.e.tier, propioni-c, or butyric the aqueous sol-ution was

prepared by adding ammonia to 5Ð..O ml of 0.40 M bea:ylliurn

sulphate until beryllium hydroxide was quantitatively pre-

cipitated. The desired amount of the acid vüas then added,

the precipitate redissolved, and the solution bropght to
l-00 mI. The same procedure was used vrhere the metal was

aluminum. The ttcarboxylaterr concentrration given in the

table then is the sum of the concentrations of the RCOj

ion as acid, beryllium or aluminum carboxyfate, and anmonium

carbo;ylate in the inÍtial- aqueous solution. Where the acid

was hexanoic or octanoic and an aqueous suspension of

beryllium or aluminum hydroxide was being extr"acted the

procedure was to add anmonia to a 0.20 M solution of the

metal ion in a separatoryifunnel until the hydroxide was

quantitatively precipitated. The acid riüas then added in a

volume approximately equal to that of the aqueous sofution

and the phases rrere agitated or let stand until the hydro-

xide had redissolved. Thís took periods up to one hàur.
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'lr,lhen analysis of the aqueous phases in these extractions

with hexanoic or octanoic acid revealed no detectable

concentration of beryllium or alumínum' analysis of the

organic phase and measurement of the phase volumes were

dispensed with.
The data on this system are set out in Table IV.

Chloroform was used as the solvent because it is a con-

venient extraction medium, forming the fower layer in

extractions of aqueous solutions. It is probable however

that another solvent such as benzene or kerosene would

have given similar results, this being a pseudomolecular

syst em.

Further work on this system was not iustified
because it, like the butyl phosphate system, does not

g iré,r seiëè,t'iVst :6qv}Ê1-1itirii.ê*í.:rac tlon.
Considerations given in the introduction tp

this chapter indicate that halide and pseudohalide ions

rnight produce species with the beryllium ion which could

be selectively extracted from aqueous solutions. The ions

which suggest themselves as such extractable-spe cie s-

formers are iodide and perhaps bromide, azi-de, cyanide,

cyanate, thiocyanate, and selenocyanate. These ions have

large electron clouds and large radii, and henc e r; sìr'e:.:'-:J: ' ¿

polari zable .
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Cyanide and cyanate however cannot be used in
the extraction of bery$Iium from aqueous solutíons because,

at any pH where berylliun hydroxide dissolves, cyanic or

hydrocyanic acid volatilizes. Selenocyanate could be

expected to gíve about the same results as thiocyanate

because its size, and the electronegat ivity of its
component atoms are very similar to those of thiocyanate.

ft was not i-nvestigated because it is difficult to obtain

and did not promi-se to give an economj-cally feasible

extraction system.

Simil-ar considerations led to the droppi-ng of

the azide ion from this research program, although it too,

might have given high selectivê extraction of beryllium.

The halide ions and thiocyanate seerned worthy of

investigation because they meet the qpg,@! criteria. for
a satisfactory exLt:acting-spe cie s-former, and because they

are cheap, readily obtainable, stable, and non-toxic. The

data of Table V show the exbractíons obtained with tlrese

ions using n-arny1 alcohol as the extracting medieq.

Thiocyanate appeared to be particularly attractive

as an agent for forming an extractiog species because it
gives high extractions and., as the ammonium salt, it is

very cheap, Further work quickly showed that sirnilar

extractions and much higher separation factors, D¡"/D41,

could be obfained. for thiocyanate extractions using many
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other sol-vents. For these reasons work hereafter concentrated

on factors affecting extraction in the thiocyanate system.

The first factor ínvestigated in the thiocyanate

system î¡¡as that of the solvent. The distribution coefficients
of berylliurn and aluminum in the systerns lM aqueous ammonium

thiocyanate - solvent are shown in table VI. These data

indicate that extraction of either rnetal from the aqueous

phase decreases as the solvents are changed in the order

alcohofs > ketones à aldehydes > esters > ethers > mercaptans.

Carboxylic acids and hydrocarbons or chlorinated hydrocarbons

give no exbraction at af1. The data also show that in a given

group of sofvents, such as ketones, the extractj-on decreases

with increasíng carbon chain length or the presence of side

groups on the chains

On the basis of table Vf and t.he criteria set down

.- -:.: in Chapter I for a satisfactory extraction system, the

solvents methyl isobutyl ketone (UtX¡, l-hexanol (l-hex),

2-octanol (2-oct) , isoarnyl acetate (isoam ac), and ethyl
acetate (Et,oAc) were chosen for a rtore extended study. Ethyl

ether was also of interest because Bock4L had reported a

very high separation factor lg"/Def for extraction of the

thiocyanates by it. However i-t proved to be impossibl-e to
reproduce some of Bockrs values, and in any case ethyl ether

would be a poor solvent for industrial use because of its
high solubility in water and its high volatility.
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This selection of solvents was to be steadily
narrowed dovm as work progressed and the characteri-stic s
of extracti-on with each solvent were recognized.

' The possibility that the extent of extraction
varied with the length of time that the phases are agitated
together was checked at the beginning of thj-s work.

Exbrractions are obviously quite rapid as taþIe VIT shows.

Distribution coeffici-ents of beryllium and afuminum

thiocyanates in exbractions with these solvents w.ere

determined as functions of the aqueous ammonium thiocyanate
concentration. Table VTII shows that the beryllÍum and

aluminum exbraction increases monotonical_ly with the thio-
cyanate concentration, but in no case approaches 100 percent

exbraction very cIosely. Here, and in every other rnetal

thiocyanate extraction it hrill be shoun that, over at least
part of the thiocyanate concentration range, the extent of
extraction is related to the thiocyanate concentration by

the expression

EM*" : {*, sey'..1[ 
("*-)""0",r]

where k is a constant. This will be discussed more completely

in the next chapter.

Tables IXA and IXB show the effect of the pH of the

aqueous solution on the e)rbent of extraction of berylliurn
and aluminum. The pH of the aqueous soluti-on was measured.

in most cases both before the extraction and after. It is
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seen that the shape of the E vs. pH curve is the same for
both metals and is unaffected by the change of solvent or

anmoniun thiocyanate concentration. The exbraction vs. pH

curve for aluminum could not be traced above a pH of l
however because of the difficulty of redissolving the

alunrinum hydroxide formed when ammonia is added.

Table X shows the variation of Eg. and EAf with

the concentration of. the metal ion in the original aqueous

solution. ft also shows that there is really no variation
of Eg with metal concentration; the apparent drop of E¡4

with increa"i-ng (u+") can be accounted for by the decrease

of the aqueous thiocyanate concentration which accompanies

the extraction of the metaf if it is assumed that beryllium

exbracts ." 3s(SCN)2 and aluminurn as {.1(SCN)3. The rrpredi ctedtt

Eg" arid E¿1 in this table are taken from a plot of the

percent metal extraction against aqueous thiocyanate con-

centration, the latter having been corrected-:for thiocyanate

extracted with the metal.

Þxþerliúe.+ts',- on the effects of salting-out agents

showr only a-slight increase of Eg" with the add.iti-on of

ammonium nitrate, and a decrease with the addition of ammonium

sulphate. This probably ind.icates Íon pairing of the

beryIlÍum ion with the nitrate or sulphate ion, which vlould

decrease the formation of the exbracted species. Such ion

pairing would not be expected to be extensiverbut it woufd

probably be enough to lower the exbraction of beryllium
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thiocyanate since the n"(neo)4+z : SCN: ion pair in water

d.oes noù har¡e a high association constant (see Appendix 3).

The concenüraÈions of the nitrate or su.J-phate ions

ln these cases were in the range 1M to JM, and it l-s

probable that no s1-gnificanl pairíng of the beryJ-J-lum ion

with these aníons takes place when the nítrate or sulphate

concentratlon is in the range of the meüal- lon concentration.

Hence the anion of the meta,J- sal.t was not ühought to be a

slgnÍficarrt factor in deciding the extent of exÙnacfion.

However the cation of bhe thiocyanate salb was shown to

exert a powerful effect on the extraction Eg. inc::easl-ng

1n the ord.er a¡moniurn ( potassÍr:m (, sodium ( J-ithit,n u..

Table XI shows.

the extraction of the thioeyanate l-tself ís of

interest for severa.I reasons. It offers a means of recoveríng

the thiocyanate from t,he raffinale s afte:: extractfon of the

beryl.lir:m. Knowledge of it proved necessary in dealing wíth

problems arlsing in contj:ruous countercurrent e¡f¡¿çtion¡

and it proved of lnterest in itself as.:,an indication of the

nature of thtocyaníc actd and ùhe compounds it forms in

extracting.
Exbraction of thiocyanate by lffK as a fu¡rstion of

the aqueous ârmonium thiocyanate concentration and of the

melal ion present 1s shor,¡n in Table )(I . Tab1e XII shows

the extraction of bhiocyanate as a frrncbion of the initial.

aqueous pH for several solvents.
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Table ïfT shows that here too the assumption that
berylliurn extracts as Be(SCN)2 and al_uminurn as Al(SCN)3 is
consistent with the facts.

Table XfïI shows that an increase of the extraction
of both thiocyanic acid (which is to be expected) and of
ammoni"um thiocyanate occurs with lowering of,:the aqueous pH.

Two other resufts concerning thiocyanate extraction
are of interest. Ilrlhen a soluti.on JM in ammonium thi-ocyanate

is rnade appreximately IM in sulphuric acid and equilibrated
w:ith an equal volume of carbon teitrachlorÍde or benzene no

detectabl-e amount of thiocyanate leaves the aqueous phase.

However extraction of thiocyanate into MIK can be made almost

quantitative. When an aqueous solution of ammonium thiocyanate
has sulphuric aci-d added until (H2sOa) : (rVnaScn) and this is
equi-librated with three times its volume of MIK¡ 94 percent

of the thiocyanate is extracted. frffren (H2SO4) : 
"r(mff4SCn),

74.5 percent of the thiocyanate extracts into MIK at the

same volume ratio.
The exLraction of berylliurn and aluminum thi-ocyanates

by MfK i-s always accompanied by a rise in pH. This was at
first thought to be due to the co-exbraction of thiocyanic
acid.. Actually it is more probably due to the release of
hydroxyl ions from hydroxy cornplexes of the metals, which

occurs when the metals exbract. Table Ltfa shows that very

little thiocyanic acid can extract at pHrs of 3 or higher.
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Such an increase in pH is disadvantageous since

berylliurn extraction fafl-s off rapidly at pHrs above l.
This effect is feft especially in countercurrent systems

where the pH rises further in each stage, quickly reaching

regions where exbraction of berylliurn is negligible.
Tt vüas decided to combat this effect by

condi-tioning the MIK before use by equilibrating it with an

acidified solution of ammonium thi-ocyanate. The thiocyanic

acid thereby added to the solvent would provide a source of

acid to combat the hydroxyl released during exbraction of

the metals. The back-extracting of the thiocyanic acid into

the aqueous phase during extraction of the metafs would also

help to offset the l-oss of thiocyanate to the organic phase.

ln the solvent conditioning process finally
settled on (arbitrarily) 10 volumes of methyl isobutyl ketone

are equilibrated with f volume of acidified aqueous ammonium

thiocyanate solution. The latter is prepared by adding

11.2 mf of 1:1 (8.9 M) sulphuri-c acid to I liter of 2 M

ammonium thiocyanate. This amount of acid gives the initial

aqqeous soluti-on a pH of about 1.0. The conditioned MIK

was found to have the composition:

(Hscu) : o.o32s M

(H2sou) = o.ooog M
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Exbractions both batchwise and countercurrent
to 10 stages have been carried out using this solvent in which
the aqueous solution varied widely in composition. The

concentration of arnmoniurn thiocyanate in the initiar aqueous

solution varied in these from 1 M to 3 M, the concentration
of aluminum or beryllium from O.OO M to O.lO M. The pH of
the aqueous phase was never found to vary during the
extraction by more than one-tenth of a unit (the initial_ pH

in these extractions was usually 2.p). The pH was also
maintained constant w"ithin these limits when the aqueous

sofution being extracted was an ore leach with high concen_

tration of ammonium sulphate, magnesium sulphate, potassiì.rm

sulphate and ferric sulphate. This solution of thiocyanic
acid in MIK apparently releases acid while beryllium thio_
cyanate extracts in the correct amount to exactly counter
the effect of the hydroxyl ions released by the extracting
berylliurn ions. This is excellent for extraction, since it
is at aqueous pHts of about 2.9 t lrat the extraction of the
metal- thiocyanates from aqueous sol_ution is highest.

Conditioned MfK obtained by t,his method. is obviously
far superior to pure MIK as a sol_vent for the exbracti-on of
metal thiocyanates. The values in Taþle,e XfV and XVI Chgw_-.!he

tnc reased. ,èr,;t.ibctÍonb.. oo-:bal.ned -by c otrd it 1ô..rtlng, - tne: :MIKi _: t.,

The use of conditioned MfK would permit great savings of the
ammonium thiocyanate used to obtain the extractions, and
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vrould permit the use of countercurrent exLractors of any

number of stages with no decrease of Dgs ín the later
stages due to pH rise.

The exbraction of other metals which nay occur

in berylliun ores is afso shown in table XfV. Iron is the

only rnetal which appears likely to be troublesome, extracti-ng

to an exbent comparable to, or greater than, beryll-iurn in
both its oxidation states. Manganese, should it be in the

ore to a significant extent, woul-d. also contarninate the

erbract to some extent, but it would be removed with the

aluminum in two-sol-vent extraction.
Either the exbrraction of ferrous iron by conditioned

MIK is sfow or there is some oxidation of it to the more

exbractabfe ferric state occuríng during the extraction.
This is shown by the fact that, at an initial aqueous

concentration of arnmonium thiocyanate of 1.00 Mri.!;:+3 =,¡116,6,

in a fj-ve mínute e)óraction but DFe+2 :0.208 in a fifteen
minut e one.

Tab1e XV shows that the distribution coefficient
of beryllium ís affected little, if at all, by the concent-

ration of the beryllium íon in the aqueous solution. (Error

in measuring these fow concentrations by the morin method

is high; the distributi-on coefficient being a ratio has

twice the probable error of the concentrations measured. )

However the distribution coeffici-ent of a]uminum rises
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sharply with decreasing concentration of the aluminum ion

below5xlo-3 lvt.

Table XVI shows the variation of Dgu with the pH

of the aqueous solution, the solvent being conditioned MIK.

ït also shows that where the aqueous sofution has a pH

above 3 the iatio (eu*z¡:þcrv-) in the organíc phase is,
within i:,experiment aI ercor, equal to 2.

Sufficient work was done on stripping the extracts
to shor^¡ that beryI11um could be completely rernoved by

washing the organic phûSe w-ith urater. However a small- amount

of an electroyLe would have to be added to the water used

in stripping to prevent the formation of emulsions. (An

emulsion of MfK in r'rater took about 2d hours to settle, but

concentïlations of safts in the aqueous phase of as fittfe as

0.1 M causes separation of the phases within one minute. )

üIashing w:ith base to remove and precipitate the metals would

probably be unsatisfactory because the gelatinous precipitates

would collect at the interface, increasing handling problems,

and wasting solvent.
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Tables I to XV]T. Expl-anatory Notes

The following tables show. the extent of iirà"

extraction (percent extraction E, or d.istribution
coefficient D) of beryllium, aluminum, and i.n some cases

other metafs in the butyl phosphate, carboxylic acj-d, and

ùhlooyanale systeùS aË' ã. fl-rilclticin of factùrË: el.sêwlàere notaå.

The extractíon of the thiocyanate ion is al_so shown.

Unless otherwise stated., the vol_ume ratio in
these extractions is unity, the agitation time is J minutes,
and the concentrairions noted (Ín formula weights per 1iter)
are for the initial solutions. The abbreviations .for the
analysis methods are explained on pages of introduction.

ïn headings of tables or columns percenttl

extraction is abbreviated tt% exb.rr and concentrati.ons of
components are indicated by writing the symbol for that
component in square brackets ( ].
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TABIE I

Dependence of percent extraction of beryffium by

di-n-buty1 phosphate on length of agitation time

initial aqueous solution: 1"[4 HNO3

0.0! M BeS04

initial organic solut j-ons: as stated

analysis : beryllium: pyrophosphate

Agitat i on
tine:

Percent berylliurn extraction by:
time:;il::;^" .lM B.* in .IM s.pl in ïr4 e.pf inninUtes . J.tu-t lJ.r. l_It .Iw] lj.r. l_n _Ltvi jJ.-H. t-

di-n-butyl ether kerosene kerosene

z

5

10

I5

16.I

18. 0

20 .l+

r7.4 88.0

86. I
16. I

* DÍ-n-butyl pho sphate
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TABI,E TT

Dependc4qe of percent e&ractio¡ qf bervllium on co4centration

of di-n-butyl- phç¡s phat e-L4.Lnitlal organi c ¡,s olut i on

sol-utions: as for Table T

analysis : beryllium: pyrophosphate

[e.¡ð] inÍriar-
in kerosene

0.1

^a

0.4

o.6

1.0

tÊ Ði-n-butyl plro sphate

/o ext. of Be

18.6

50. I
n)aI-./

l).)

88. o
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TABLE II]

Exbraction of berylfiUg. 4luminun. and lita
by di-n-butvl phosphe.te in lhe presence of oxal.lc ecdd

solutions: as for Table I but aqueous

0.3 M in oxal_ic acid

analysis: Be: pyrophosphate

A1: as 41203

Ti: cupferron prec. ignited
to oxide56

Metal ion [n.eï)irriri.1 in /" axt.
kero se ne

Be''
A1+3

rt7

t_

I
I

69.o

4r.,
48.6

* Di-n-buty]- pho sphate
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TABLE TV

Extract:Lon of beryfliurn and al-urninum, _14_Þþe

presence of çerþoxyl-i c acids. by chl_oroform

initial aqueous solutions: 0.2 M in rnetal

and of carboxylate concentration shor,irn ( see page f 4

f¡:o m more information on nature of initial aqueous phases. )

analysis: Be: pyrophosphate

A1: as 4120,

Carboxylate conc.
initiàl aq. /" Be ext.Acid /" tt ext.

Acet i c

Propioni c

Butyri c

n

It

It

Hexanoi c*

0ctanoi c *

5.O

5.O

2.O

3.o

4.0

5.o

??

2r.9

87.5

92.3

o'l ry

o). 11

100

100

95

r0q

100

100

100

100

100

'F Used. instead of Ctl0f " as organic phase.
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TABLE V

Exbractíon of beryllium a::ld afuminum from êqUeous

sol-utions of hal-ide-type ions by n-amyl alcohol

initial aq.; solutions: fmetal ion] : O.IOO M

pH=3

[irafia" salt] : as shown

. analysis: Be: pyrophosphate

A1: as 41203

M(netal ion) t"t" 
lo$:åi:). 

tnitiat /" u ext.

-Be

-Be

J-a
-Be

-12
-Be

¡II

4M NH4cl

rr4M KBr

4M KT

3M NH4SCN

3M NH4SCN

0.00

1)

66.6

81.0

t+I.2
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TABLE VT

pH : 3 by a variety of organic solyents

analysis: Be: pyrophosphate

A1: EDTA

Exbr':action of beryllium and al-u¡nÍnum frorn aqueous solution

Organic solvent Distribution Coefficient
Al Be

Alc ohols

0yc lohexanol

Isoamyl alcohol-

n-amyl al-çohol-

1-.Hexanol

Methyl amyl alcohol

l- Oct anol

2-Octanol-

2-Ethylhexano 1

Thioalc ohols

l,auryl ¡nercaptan

Hexyl itlercaptan

0cty1 nfercaptan

3 .00

o,67

o.70

o.77

0.15

o.5t
0. 09

0 .30

6.70

4.55

3.27

2.57

2.O3

_L.bô

r.28
o'l+9

0.004

0.003

0. 000

c ontinued,
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continuation of Table Vf

Organic solvent Distribution Coefficient
¡.1 Be

Paraldehyde (2M kerosene
soluti-on )

Ethers

Ethyl ether

Butyl ether

ïsopropyl ether

o.I2

0.10

0.11

0. 005

o.26

0.18

0.01

0.008

0. 000

u. tô

0.08

Ketones

Methyl ísopropyl ketone ;

Methyl isobutyl ketone

Ac et ophenone

Methyl n-amyl ketone

2,1¡ ðimethyl pentanone

Est ers

Ethyl acetate

Isoarnyl acetate

Amyl acetate

2-dbhyl butyl acetate

2-Ethyl hexyl acetate
Aldehydes

Butyraldehyde

Butyraldehyde (2M Kerosene
solution)

Acetaldehyde (dM kerosene
solution )

Paraldehyde

0.00

0. 00

+.87

2;8
..J/

r.63

0.14

r.27

o.I2

o.o39

o.oo39

2.50

o.64

o.5t

o.24

0. l_1

0.14

0.00

0. o0

c ont inued ,
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continuation of Table VI

Organic solvent Distribution Coefficient
Al Be

Acids (hexanoi-c,
Octanoic r Oleicl
Hydrocarbons, chlorinated
,,;hydrocarbons ( kerosene ,
benzene, chlorcform,
carbon tetrach]oridè )

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00
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TABLE V]T

Effect of lengLb of- ¡&!Þ a'Þi og tine on deeree of exb on

of bervflium by various solvents from aoueous solutions
initiallv of pH . ?.00. INH/|SCNJ = 3.00. [BeSO,rJ : O.,I9O M

analysis: Be: pyrophosphate

{o Be extraction after agitation time:
Solvent l- min. 5 min. 15 min.

Methyl isobutyl
ketone 72.4 7I.O 72.3

l-Æ.exanof 68. O 7z.o 69 .o

2-0ctano1 60.1 56.0 59.6

2,d âimethyl
pentanone l.2.3 L2.3 11.6
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TAB],8 ÏXB

Exbraction of aluminum by various_ ¡ql-vç nt s as a function
of the initial oH of the aoueous soluti-on

aqueous solution: þffaSCm-l and pH as shown

þr(soa)r7rl : o.1oo M

analysis: A1: EDTA

êxtrraction as /o extraction, E

pH ._*-*^- MIK l-Êlex Isoamyl acetate' r-nr-tr-ar l.lM NH4scN 2.5M NH4scN 3.oM NH4scN

.5 3.7 2.5 0.0

1.0 r2.3 ]-5.6 10.9

2.o 18.3 27.7 r5.3

3.o 22.8 28.6 r6.L
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TABLE X

Exbraction of beryllium and al-urninum by I[.K from aqueous

solutions of initial pH : r.OO and initiaf fNHlr ScNl :

3.00 as a fu4ction of initial aqueolrs metal concentration

analysis: Be: pyrophosphate

Al: as oxide

êxbr:action as {o ext. , E

AT

fø"*27

[ar--t¡ o lscu-J"Be at equil
E-"ue nfrom "41
Tab.8

[scm-J ERt

at equil from.
Tab.8

0. 05

0. 10

o.20

0.40

0. 80

1. 00

78.0 2.92

7r.o 2.86

7O.O 2.72

58.0 2.54

50'0 2.2O

45.O 2.IO

75 r3.2

7r L2.7

69 L2.o

59 10.9

t+9 10. I
1+6 9.r

2.98 t2.9

2.96 r2.7

2.93 lz.L
2.87 1r.3

2.76 9.7

2.73 9.2
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TABLE X]

Ef f e ct of the .¡4.sso.eiatêd*,',: ç arb :þ4__o:l_Þb{Þh.!-o!Iê44 ÞC-qal'E

on berylliurn exbraction

aqueous solution; pH : 1.00

[aeso4) : o.too M

1.5 M in indicated thiocyanate salt

analysis: Be: pyrophosphate

âctraction as /o ext., E

Sofvent
Percent Be extracted from

1.5 M solution of:

Methyl isobutyl

1-,.lbxanol-

2= Qtanol

fsoamyl acetate

NH4SCN KSCN

ketone 28¿ 30.6

38.7 40.1

2l-.3 2I.5

L5.2 18.4

NaSCN l,iSCN

34.3 t+7.8

48.0 56.4

28.4 
'.62I.3 33.o
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TABLE XÏI

Extraction of thiocyanate

ketone at pH 3.0!

[lHascm] (lletal ion )
TotaI iSClli
exttd, {o

Free SCN-
et& | ð", /o

1.0

2.O

3.o

4.o

r.9

3.o

4.0

1.0

2.O

3.o

4.0

Be'', 0.100

F,u42, o.1oo

B.*2, o.loo

B.*2, o.looo

Al+3, O.loo

A1+3, o.loo

A1+3, o.loo

A1+3, O.loo

2.I

6.6

7.o

6.9

5.9

)..
22

3.8

l+.6

a^

2.2

2.L

2.2

3.8

2.3

a^

ao

¿.)

r.0
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TABLE XI]I

Exbraction of thiocyanate ion by several solvents at

varying pH in the prese4ce of 0.I00 M berylliurn sulphate

Rercent SCN- exbracted by:
pH

l-l'lËxanol Methvl2-uctano-L isobutyl' ketone

o.3

U.Cl

1.0

2.O

5L.o

3r.7
'l ,'¡ a

o.)

5I.l+

29.1+

3.It

2.8

50.0

l+o.2

18.4

I.t
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TABLE XV

Exbraction of beryllium and aluminum þy condit-Lq4ed MIK

from aqueous solqtions init iAl1y_pII_Z.9 - 3 .0.

[NH[S CN'l : 1.59 M as a function of initia]- aqueous beryllium
or alum:Lngg concentration

analysis: Be: morin

A1: oxine

fnitial aoueous
[s"*2] or far+3J

DalDB.

1O-1

5 x ro-2

LO-2

5 x lo-3

10-3

5 x 1O-4

1o-4

5 x Lo-5

ro-5

Ery

.5I

.6r

.to

.74

.o23

.o23

.o25

.035

.o57

.l-54
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TAB],8 XVT

Distribution of beryllir+m between conditis4ed MfK and

aqueous solution initially of fqgqga]-: O.fr8 M,

@¿SCm] : f.5f4 U. as a function of initial arrd equil-i-

brium pH
analysis: Be: morin

pH pH

inilial equil.
fscwJ equil. [Be+î equiI.

aq.
DB"

aq.

1.00

L.50

2.OO

2.50

3 .00

3.50

4.00

b.50

5.00

L.lY

2.50

2. 88

3.48

4.00

J+.3o

l+. Ì+9

.088

.083

^r10

. 00b

.080

.094

.084

.104

.ro3

1.301 .235

I.39O .rt+4

1.418 .110

r. L28 .o9t+5

r.Lû6 .o9o7

1.448 .O7It+

I.\.67 .Ot+t+L

r.479 .0281

1.1+86 .0223

.o29 .33

.o39 .46

.041 .52

.038 .56

.ot+3 .54

.o39 .41

.o23 .26

.014 .L3

.011_ .10
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TABLE XVTI

Extr:action of ammonium th1qçlA4ale as a function of pH

Initial aqueous solutions here have [mu4sctfl : 2.OO Mr

and the pH shown. Column 3 shows the values of 856¡J-

expected if'.thiocyanate exbracts only as thiocyenic acid.

-LfI,T¡initial
aque ous

tH+l
initial
aque ous

/ fn+l \
[@/inittrl ^ t"

aque ous
(Escn- pred. )

Escu

formd
(MTK)

0.30

0.60

1.00

2.OO

3 .00

4. 00

5.00

0.501

o.25L

0.100

0.010

0. 001

0.0001

0. 00001

25

10 É.

2Ë.

0. 05

'',0. 005

0.0005

50.0

40.2

L3.4

I.)

o. 00ì<

0. 00{<

* assumed from fact that [Be+2J : [SCm] : Lz2 in

extract phases equilibrated with solutions of

pH ) 3.00. See Table XVT.
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Section 5: DISCUSSION

Much of the discussion of these results are

reserved for the next chapter, for they are significant
to the question of the nature of the chemical species

taking part in the exbractíon. The carboxylic acid and

butyl phosphate systerns will however be ful1y examined

here and then dismissed. The data for the thiocyanate

system will be considered here chiefly as it relates t0
the practical problem of berytlium exbraction.

Table VI shows that the ability of the solvents

to extract the thiocyanates from aqueous solutions decreases

i-n the order: ial:cohols .), ketones .'t, aldehydes ) esters >

ethers > mercaptan,s e carboxylic acids, hydrocarbons and

chlorinated hydrocarbons giving no detectable extraction.

There is of course consider:able variation of the e)cbracting

ability within the groups, which reffects steric and

molecular we ight effects64.

The use of al-cohols for the extraction of

beryllium thiocyanate rnight seem to be indicated by this.

However alcohrols tend to be unstable in the presence of

thiocyanate. They dissofve in acidic sofutions of ammonium

thiocyanate and react with thiocyanate dissofved in thern

(especially during redistillation, the reaction products

following the distillate) to produce di-sagreeably smelling
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materi-al-s which are probably esters. ïnstability of

extracted thiocyanic acid is a problem even in MIK; it
is obvious that alcohols rrconditionedtt in the way that
MIK has been would be even rnore difficult to use. Also

the decomposition products of the alcohols and thiocyanate

might tend to accumulate in a cyclícsystem.

Ketones and esters extract beryllium thiocyanate

almost as well as do alcohol-s, and they present none of

these problems. AIso the separati-on factor, Dg"r/D4g tends

to be higher in exbraction w:ith ketones or esters than

in extracti-ons with alðohoIs. These considerations

justified the choice of nethyl isobutyl ketone for the

exbensive study it has received. ft is already a widely used

cornmercial solvent in the exbractive ûÌetallurgy of
. 1turaniunr¿. It is cheap, stable, and easily handled, and in

the present circumstances it is easify repurified by

distillation or by washing wì.th aqueous alkali.
ïhe tables contain many examples of other pro-

mising solvents. Some of these were the subject of more

exbended study, but there seemed to be no advantage in
using them instead of MIK.
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Equilibrium in these systems is obviously reached

within less than one minute of agitation. One reason for
this is probably that agitation in a separatory funnel is
sufficient to divide these sol-vents to colloidal pro-

portions. Such rapid equilibration apparently does not

take place when drops of solvent are rising through the

aqueous phase in a cofumn.

Tn spite of this fine division of the solvent

upon agitation no problem of stable emulsion fornati-on

has ever been encountered in the thiocyanate system. Even

the most viscous of the solvents used separ.ates from the

aqueous phase in less than one minut e after agitation is
stopped.

Because, at a given concentration of the metal

ions, Dgu : i (sclv-)2 but D¡1 : K(SCN-)3 where K and k

are constants, the separation factor, Dg./D¡1 is invers.eLy"

proportional to the thiocyanate concentration:

^t" DB":k 1,:útscu-1.f Be/Ar D¡: K (scN-)

Thus, in countercurrent extraction the thiocyanate con-

centr:ation should be the smallest which, for the volume

ratio being used, makes €Be>f . This wilf ensure the

complete exbraction of the beryllium (if sufficient

extraction stages are used) with the smallest possible

contamination of the exbract by aluminumr alld r of course,

with the minimum consumption of thiocyanate.
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Maximum exbraction of both beryllium and

aluminum thiocyanates is reached when the pH of the aqueous

phase is betrreen 2.5 and 3.O. These curves of D or E

vs. pH provide ínteresting inforrnation about reactions in

the two phases, but it does not appear that separation of

beryllium from aluminum can be improved by any adiustment

of the pH. Rather the pH should be maintained in the

region where maximum exbraction is achieved in order to

economize on the ammoniun thiocyanate needed.

That Dg. does not change with metal concentration

is a highly fortunate circumstance since it permits the

prediction of the distribution to be expected with any

change of cond.itions (even those of a different pH over

most of the pH range. See nexL chapter, section 4) from

the initial metal and.'thiocyanate concentrations and one

value of Dgs. Aluminum could be deaft with in the same

v\ray over the concentration range ) x 1O-3 M to l- M.

trVhere the concentration of the aluminum ion drops below

5 x to-3 M the rise in 041 with decreasing concentration

of the aluminum would have to be taken into account in

the calculations.
Àpparently nothi-ng is to be gained by the use

of salting out agents except:

(1) Lower solubility of the solvent in the

aqueous phase, and
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(Z) An increase in the separation factor

.,8n"/tt: D¡e/DRl. This is noted in the presence of sulphate,

in Ohapter -Y. Sulphate is assumed to complex aluminum to a

greater exbent than beryllium, increasing the separation

factor. Ït is probable that other weak complexi-ng agents

could be foundr.nrrhich would produce a greater increase on

pee/n and which mì.ght have a simifar depressing effect
on the extraction of other metal-s such as iron.

But an increase in the distribution coefficients
of the thiocyanates upon addition of large amount s of
tlinerbrt salts is not to be expected. At the concentr.ations

of salts which are normally necessary to achieve salting
effects (e.e. 5 M to 10 M) the interaction of the berylliurn

ion with the anion of the sal-t could be expected to be of

the same order of magnitude as its interaction with the

thiocyanate. As has been pointed out (page.5? ) the com-

plexing or ion pairing of the beryllium ion by the anion of

the salt would not need to be exbensive to exert a depressing

effect on the exbraction of beryllium thiocyanate. Also, while

such ions as nitrate or sulphate are not strong complex

formers ion pairs containing nitrate have been.,noted65 and

the effect of sulphate on the distribution coefficients
here noted can only be explained by such pairing.

The rication effectrr is no doubt a type of
rtsalting outtr phenomenon - one acoomplished wi-thout the

presence of a competing anion. The srnaller cations blnd
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the water into hydration spheres to a greater exbent,

decreasing the amount of water avai.lable for sol-vent

purposes. This effect has been noted befor"23t Pag¿ IJ9.
It is unlikely that any commercial use can be nade of this
phenomenon however, because potassi-um or sodium thio-
cyanate are several times more costly than ammonium

thiocyanate.

ït is obvious that a simple means of recovering

the thíocyanate fron the raffinates would be the acidi-
fication of the raffinate with,,rsulphuric acid followed by

extraction. The use of sulphuric acid is dictated by

economics, but results obtained j.ndj.cate that the sulphate

ion has the effect of binding a considerable part of the

added hydrogen ions as HSO4- in the aqueous phase. This

is shown by the fact (page 6t ) tlnat only when the sulphuric

acid molarity i-s equal to the molarity of the thiocyanate

ion in the solution does exbraction of the thiocyanate

approach 100 percent. On the other hand, where hydrochloric

acid is used for acidifying the hydrogen ions are almost

completely exbracted as thiocyanÍc acid. The large amouht

of sulphate in the raffinates from the ertraction of ore

leaches would no doubt interfere with the recovery of thio-
cyante by extraction of thiocyanic acid, although it is

probable that countercurrent exb¡:action Ïrould make fuller
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use of the added hydrogen ions. MfK would be a suitable

solvent for the recovery of thiocyanate.

Thiocyanate exbracting with the berylliura and

other metals would be in considerable amount, since the

ore leaches would probably have concentrations of bery-

lliurn of 0.J M to 1 M. This thiocyanate would be removed

with the beryllium in the. stripping stage and would remain

in the aqueous solution after the precipitation of the

metals as hydroxides. This solution, perhaps after some

concentrating, would be added directly to the incoming

ore leach.

It is interesting that while little ammonium

thiocyanate extracts from aqueous solutions of pH ) 3r

üabfe X.VÍÎ makes it clear that not all- the thiocyanate

which extracts at lower pHts can be thiocyanic acid.

Colurnn 3 of this table shows the value of Eg6¡J- whi.ch would

be expected on the assumption that only thiocyanic acid

exbracts, and column I shows the value of Egç¡ actually
found in exbractions using 141K.

This table afso makes clear that, unless thio-
cyanic acid ís a weak acid, most of the thiocyanate which

extracts at higher pHrs must also be the ammonium salt.
There is no evidence to indicate the proportion of the

thiocyanate which exbracts as the ammonium salt when

sufficient strong acid is added to the aqueous phase to

convert afl the thiocyanate to thiocyanic acid. Further
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discussion of the nature of thiocyaníc acid and the

thi-o cyanat e-s olvent specíes in the exbract is taken up

in the nexb chapter.

The small exbraction of thiocyanate at the

pHts of useful metal extraction also simplifies predíctions

of exLraction under changed aqueous conditions; only the

thiocyanate which extracts hrith the r¿eta1s need be con-

sidered in the calculations.
The iconditionedfi lvltK has been discussed in the

section on Results. It. is probable that the conditioni.ng

process would have to be rnodified in large scale practice.

Ïn particular, more thi-ocyanic aci-d in the solvent would

be needed since the amount of the metals being extracted

would,'-,be greater. Al-so a more efficient way of adding

thiocyanic acid to the solvent would be channeling some of

the thiocyanate-impregnated MIK from the thíocyanate

recovery stages to the i{IK ent,ering the erbract stages.

This method would give great flexibíIity in controlling
:l"

the concentration of thi.ocyanic acid,. {.n , the:.. cùnal f't:Lò ne il

solvent.

Butyl Phoqphabe System. The reactions in the butyl
phosphate system have not been extensively investigated here.

Since the exbraction increases with the agitation tÍme it is
obvi.ous that the reaction of the exbrracting;.ragent with the

beryllium ion is slow. This seems reasonabl-e in view of
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the fact that di-n-butyl phosphate is only very slightly
solubfe in water, and hence the reaction can take place

only at the interface of the sol-vents. Slow exLraÊtion

has been noted under other conditions however2O.

The emulsions probably form due to surface

activity of butyl phosphate - metal compound which

stabj.lizes the droplets of organic solvent in the aqueous

phase. Oxalic acid was chosen to combat this effect simply

because it was knov'm to complex some of the metals in
question. However exbraction of these metals is high in
the presence of oxalic acid, and since their oxafates are',

not erbracted by kerosene the effect of oxalic acid:cannot

be explained as simply one of sequestering the metal ion.

It is possible that butyl phosphate is a better solvent

for the oxalates than kerosene, and hence, that the metal

oxalates extradt into kerosene soluti-ons of butyl phosphate

without actaal réaction of the metal species w:ith the butyl
phosphate. ït is also possible that the species exbracting

in the systems containing oxalic acid is an oxalate compfex

of the rnetal with associated butyl phosphate mol-ecu1es.

Hardy, Greenfield, and Scargill49 report such complexes Ín

alþl phosphate exbracti.on systems. Such a complex could

erLract but woul-d not be surface acti-ve because it would

lack distinctly hydrophobic and hydrophilic 'ends'
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The reason for poor selectivity in this system

has alread.y been discussed in gener:al terms (Introduction).

The extracting species here is a complex formed by electro-
stati-c attraction, and hence its stability depends mainly

on the charge-to-radius ratio of the central cation.

Berylliurn differs little from aluminum in this, and hence

will form the exLractÍng species with the butyl phosphate

to about the same extent.

Carboxylic Acid System. The exbractì-ng species in the

carboxylic acid systems is presumably a sá1t of the metal

and aci-d which is only partly dissociated in the solvent,

and which is perhaps also hydrogen bonded to the excess

acid. The feature of these metal: species which determines

its extractability is the size of the hydrophobic organic

part of the salt, and the exbent to which this part can

surround the metal ion. Because of this exbraction woufd

increase with the length of the carbon chain of the acid

and to a lesser extent with the oxidation state of the

exbracting metal since a saft of a trivalent metal carries

three carboxylate groups while the salt of a divalent metal

carries only two. Extraction rnight also be expected to

decrease somewhat on going to larger cations, since these

would. have a smaller gharge to radius ratio other things

being the same, and would be more diffi-cult to surround

by the hydropholic part of the salt.
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These considerations would not lead one to

expect great separation of beryllium from aluminum by

the extraction of aqueous solutions of their carboxylates.

The hydrophotic organic part of the aluminum salt is only

slightly greater than that of the beryllium sa1t, and the

effect of its greater size on its erbraction is partly
offset by the greater size of the aluminum ion.

This prediction, and that of the effect of the

carbon chain length, are in accord with the results shown

in table TV. It is doubtful whether the differentiation
betnÍeen beryllium and aluminum shown in this table is
sufficient to make thÍs system useful. However, with the

additíon of EDTA a system utilizing these acids might be

superior to that suggested by Moore, Shaffer and McDuffieT

for the production of ultrapure beryllium oxide, since an

acid such as octanoic is much cheaper than acetylacetone.

The results described and discussed in this
chapter clearly demonstrate the possibility of achieving

a separation of berylli-um from aluminum by countercurrent

extraction using the thiocyanate system. The best system

appears to be one using conditioned methyl isobutyl

ketone to extract an aqueous solution of pH 2.J to 3.0

and thiocyanate concentration in the raffinate of 2.0 M.

Calculations and experj-mental results shown in O1:a.pier'..f

and Âppendix 2 shorÍ that single solvent exbracti-on would
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give berylliurn oxide containing about four weight percent

aluminum oxide if the initial aqueous solution contains

equimolar amounts of the two metals. They also shoï,r that
a few Ì'rash stages in which the extract is equilibrated
with 2 M aqueous ammonium thiocyanate of pH 2.J to 3.0
would remove most of the aluminum.

Àlthough, as stated, the butyl- (or other

alkyl- ) phosphate or the carboxylic acid systems may

have their uses in beryllium purificatÍon, andi:may al-so be

of theoretical interest, they vüere not further investigated,
nor will they be,. further discussed here. The nexb two

chapters deal i¡¡ith firrther work on the thiocyanate system.
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CHAPTER TV

STUDT OF THE CHEMTCAT, SPECIES AND BEHAVTOUR OF THE

THTOCTANATE EXTRACT]ON SYSTEM

Section 1: ïNTRODUCTION

The nature of the extracting species in the
carboxylic acid and the butyl phosphate systems has been

discussed in the last chapter and I. will not be further
examined here. No studies specifically designed. to
el-ucidate the nature of the extracting species or the
mechanism and chemistry of the extraction were made on

these systems.

This chapter will be concerned with a description
and examination of data on the extraction of metal

thiocyanates.

Berylliun and aluminum might extract from

thiocyanate containing aqueous solutions as the uncharged

complex, the co'órdinately solvated ,;saLt¡ the complex

metal acid , or a :.sål't of the complex rnetal acid. None of
these possibilities could be ruled out at the outset.
The uncharged complex, as opposed to the ion pair, seemed

least like1y however, because, when metal ions erbract as

such, the complex is usually a chelate. A case where an

uncharged complex of a metal ion and a simpl_e anion forms

and exbracts has not come to this authorts notice. Those

extracting species (such as cobalt chloride35) which might,
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at first, appear to be such complexes are probably actual-l_y

coördi-nately solvated or unsolvated salts. On the other
hand Katzån65 reports that the nitrate ion is taken into
the coõrdination sphere of the cobalt ion in organic

solvents.

In the present case thiocyanate, to form an

uncharged complex, would have to displace two water or

solvent molecules from the coördinati-on sphere of the

cation. This would require more energy than the complexation

would be likely to provide. Some very approxj-mate values

for the association constants of the Be SCN+ and AI SCN+2

ions obtained intthis study (by measuring the decolouri_-

zation of the ferric thiocyanate conplex by beryllium
or aluminum ions in aqueous sofutions of ionic strength

equal to 3) shows that the former is about 10, the l-atter l.
These values show the weakness of this association. The

association of the thiocyanate ion with the hydrated

beryllium or aluminum ion is probably of the sort descrÍbed

by Phipps and P1ane52,,(see pages 4t-42.).
The extraction of such an uncharged complex

would probably be characterised by relative independence

from the nature of the solvent, although a low dielectric
constant, favouring association of unlike charges would

no doubt enhance it somewhat. Its exbractionrlike chelate

exbractionsrwould constitute a pseudomole-eu1ar system.
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Aluminum would extract to a lesser extent than berylliurn
be cause , with its Lower q.,/rz it would be complexed. to a

lesser extent.

Numerous cases of metals exbracting as the

complex roetal thiocyanic acid Hn M(SCN)n+, are knownLLr5O164.

Thiocyanate behaves here exactly as do the other halide
and pseudohalide ani-ons, which form similar exbractì_ng

species wlth metal ions67r68 but.. the greater si-ze and

polarizability of thiocyanate have: theig:'effeet; ; Ag..p!¿mond
23t page 16I .and Tqck poi.nt out-- oouþJ_y cnarged aníons such

as Co(SCN)U and Zn(SCN)4 can exbract where the E þtBId -Ls

thiocyanate, but not where i-t is chloride or bromid.e

Complex thiocyanate anions of beryllium and

aluminim would probably have the structures Be (SCN)f, and

A1 (SCN)[. Such species, if formed would probably be

extractable. However the complexation of the hydrated

ber'yl1iun and aluminum ions by thiocyanate i-s very weak for
reasons given above and there seemed no posnibility of its
proceedi-ng to,.rsuch ions. Therefore the exbraction of
berylliurn and aluminum as complex thi.ocyanic acids also
seemed very unlike1y.

Thus only the coördinately solvated salts seemed

probable forms for the exbracted species in the berylliurn

and alu.minurn thiocyanate extraction system. ïn the

extraction of these species it is generaLly assumed. that
the water molecules in the hydration sphere of the cation
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are rnore or less completely replaced by solvent molecules,

but the extraction of hydrated cations, it nor,ü appears is,
quite commo n69,7tr7l . ?h€species which extracts is a

cation however, and hence solvents which have a sterically
available basic atom, aÌr.high polarity, and a high dielectric
constant will constitute the best extrac t,íng medlra23 164.

The catlons which exbract best will also be those which are

most readily solvated.

The role of the anion in the extraction of these

salts is not sirnple. If they are smal-l and have a large
charge density, and readily form stable complexes with the

cation they may result in anionic complexes (e.g. BeFf,)

which do not extract because of their small size and large
charge. ft has been pointed out r,that a solvent which

readily solvates the cation may prevent the formation of
anionic complexes of the cation64. T,arger anions, which

do not complex the cation, probably do not have a very

active role in the e)cbraction. The cati-on exbracts because

it, or its r¡rat er of hydration, interacts liith the solvent

molecules. The'anions do not have primary solvation spheres

and hence interact to a lesser exbent i..vuith either phase,

and extract easily simply because of their electrostatic
attraction for the cation. Indeed large or moderately

large singly charged anions can, in this connection, be

considered as almost organic entities which fit poorly in
the aqueous structure and exist in whatever solvent they
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are found simply through their electrostatic attraction
for the catj-on. The result of this, where the cation is
also l-arge, is to produce water-structure-enforced ion
pairing as Diamond points out29.

However where the size of the anion is not great

the use of a solvent which is capable of solvating that
anion wi.ll enhance the extraction of the salt, especially
since such solvents (e.g. aliphatic alcohols) are also
capable of solvating the cation.

ïf berylliurn and aluminirm thiocyanates r.erbract

as coördinately solvated sal-ts one would then expect

exbraction to increase as the solvent is chanþed to increase

its basicity or the steri-c avaitability of its donor atom,

i.e., in the order hydrocarbons or chlorinated. hydrocarbons
( ethers < esters { acids < ketones 4 aldehyd.es 4. alcohols.

Al-cohol-s in particular..;should give good. exbractions since,
as stated, they are capable of solvatj.ng both anion and

catl,on?3 ' 
page lfZ. The same order, it is v¡orth noting,

prevåi.ls in the extraction of complex rnetal acid.s, because

the sol-vents which solvate the cations most readily are

also the solvents which most readily give rr-oniumrr

compounds with the hydronium ion.
ft shoul-d be noted also that in a given extraction

system the nature of the exbracted species may change with
the conditions of the phase fronr which it is extracting,
and perhaps also with the nature of the exbracting medium,

fn ion which exbracts as a complex metal acid at high
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acidities may, when the aqueous phase contains fess acid
but a similar concentration of the c omp1exing....anion,

exbract a" a sa1t67 or as a salt of the complex acid5O.

Ït i-s also possible for a metal which extracts as an un-
charged complex of a given coördinating anion to form a

negatively charged higher complex at a greater concent_

r:ation of the complexing agent whi_ch then extracts as

an acid35 or as a salt of a second cation72. A possible
case of the effect of the solvent on the nature of the
exbracting species occurs in the extraction of iron ffon
thiocyanate solutions; when weakly coördinati-ng ether is
used as the solvent iron exbracts as the thiocyanate anion
which has no primary solvation44, but when the rnore

strongly complexing solvent n-butyl_ phosphate is used it
extracts as the coördinately solvated salt51.

More wil_l be said about variations in the thio_
cyanate species found to exbract in the next section.
Such variations w:ith':cond.itions of extraction had to be

considered in the case of the beryllium and a1uminum

thi-ocyanate system, especially as exLraction r,ras thought
to take place from solutions of w:id.ely differing acidities.

Since it was considered most likely that the
thiocyanates exbract as coördinately solvated salts the

possibilitu of polynucleation or polmerization of these
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species had to be taken into account. Such complexes

have been reported in a number of places and have been

used to explain effects noted in solvent exbractionTl.

ft was of interest to look for these effects and to test
for the presence of such complexes in other ways, especially
since it might give information on the nature of the species

existing in the aqueous phase. Also thiocyanate offered

a special advantage for such a study, the bridging
thi-ocyanate which would appear in such polynuclear species

being distinguishable from terminal thiocyanate by the

frequêncy of its stretching modes at about 21OO cto-l in
the I.R. absqr.¡ùlon spectru:n73. It is gener:aIly found !o;

that such polymerization enhänces the solubility of the

exLracted species in whíchever phase it takes p1ace?? | 7&'

i.e., by lowering the activity of the extracted species

therein. ?hus a study of the data on the effect of the

concentration of the exbracting metal on the distri-bution
coeffici.ent should reveal such polymerization if it is
taking place. Polynucleation in the sofid or organic sofvent

should, as stated, be reveal-ed by the IR. absorbtion

s pe ctrum.

AbÊorþtion and Raman spectra can be used in other
studies of the extracting species, providing information on

bonding and structure65 and servi-ng for the si.mple identifi-
cation of the species if it is one which can be isolated and

7!
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studied as a sÍmpre compound o" .'on35'74,26. ïn this case

the near infra red proved to contain absorption hands

which were of interest in the study of the water of the

hydratíon sphere of the exbracted. cation.
Data on the manner in which the exbent of

elúraction varies with the concentration of the components

of the extracted species (e.g. conplexing agent, solvating
agent in mixed solvents, etc.) can provide information on

the stoichiometry of the extracted "p".i""35'72 and, analysis
of the e)rbract phase can provide the same information if
no specÍes but that of interest exbract44 or if the

extraction of other species can be allowed for73.
Studies of the chemical species involved in this

e)cbraction system were undertaken along the l-ines suggested

by these considerations. The system of most ì-nterest,

that of aluminum sulphate or beryllium sulphate - ammonium

thiocyanate - rnethyl isobutyl ketone, appears to be more

than ordinarily complieated, and not all the problems

presented by it can be said to be settõed. However some

fairly definite statements will be developed in the last
two sections of this chapter concerning the process of

extraction and the chemical specíes in this system.
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Section 2: PREVIQUS RELEVANT ïNVESTIGATIONS

The only work identifying the extracted species

in the solvent extraction of beryllium and aluminum thio-
cyanates is that of Bock44. From the analysis of the
exbract phases he concludes that it is the neutral saIt,
Be(sCN)2 or A1(SCN)3, which extracts.

This however coul_d not be said to settle the
question of the elcbracting species in the thiocyanate

systems. lvlany other forrns have been noted for the extract-
ing species in the extractj.on of thiocyanates. Bock found

such extracting forms as the ammonium salts of the complex

rnetal thiocyanic acid NH4Fe(ScN)4, (wH4)e Zn(ScN)4 . LH2O,

and (NH4)Z Ce(SCN)4 . +HZO and l¡Iatkins, trrlelt, and

Diamond23 r PaBe I79 har" shown that cobalt can also extract
as Na2 CS(SCN)4. Cobalt has also been shown to exbract as

the acid H2Co(SCN)4, and since it can exbract as the

neutral chloride35 it can probably exbract as the neutral
thi.ocyanate as does uinc29. Iron in particular appears in
many forms in exbracting with thiocyanate. Bock, as stated,
finds it to exbract as NH4 Fe (SCN)4 while it has also

appeared as the neutral thiocyanate in carbon tetrachloride
solutions of n-butyl phosphate5l and as the hexathiocyanate

complex ps(SC\f)l in erbractions Í\r"ith Pb3 MeAs+75. This

latter is perhaps the most highly charged anion known to
exbract into organic solvents, and shows the effect of the
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bulk of the SCN- íon. For bhese reasons, as noted. l-n the

introduction to this chapter" the possibJ-lity thal beryllir:n

and al-r:minr:m thlocyaaates extract in different forns in

dJ.fferent circru.sÈances as cobalt does from hydrochoric

acid sol-utionrr, had to be considered.

The hydn¿bion of the extracting cations has been

recefvlng attenÙion recently 69r7Or?l-r?6 and lhe signifi-

cance of it l-n extractlon has been recogni-zed in at least
26one çase-". Interaction of the solvent r,rrl-th the extracting

c ornplex is a-l- so possi-blezl'77 urld. thls had speçlal- relevance

to tho extraction of the a¡ion on anlonlc species 1n ion*

association uy.t.-"55' 23 page 180. The nature of the

extr4cLing species is p1ainly not settled wlth the rocognition

of its stoichiometry in torns of lhe met¡l and extractfng

agent and incneasing attentíon J-s being given today to such

questfons of extraction as the nature and structure of the

so]-vent ( even where it is an ttínerL di].uenbn 14r16t7?) ùhe

reactions and species 1n lhe aqueous phase, and their

d.iffer.ence from thoso in the orgu.niç65, and the actual

associatLon in trl-on associationo' systems65.
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Section 3: EXPERIMENTAL

Most of the reagents and procedures used. in the

work described in this chapter were described in the

chapter on factors affe cting exLractíon (p"g"" b3 -iù,
Only those which were not there described will be discussed

here.

The Karl Fisher Reagent (KFR) used was a

stabilized one liquid type manufactured by the Hartman-

l,eddon Cornpany of Philadelphia. Thi-s was handl-ed in an

automatic buret filled by a pressure bulb and protected by

drying tubes. Samples to be titrated were contained in
long necked flasks into whi-ch the buret tip could be inserted.

during titrations. Titrations were carried out to a visual
end point, methylene blue being added to improve the colour

change thereatT8. This was done by adding two drops of

the saturated ethanol solution of methylene blue to the

empty fIask, which was then drj-ed for several hours at
SOoC and. stoppered until use.

The end point colour change for titrations in
IVEK was from gold to bronze, and less sharp than in
methanol- where i-t was from green to bronze. Titrations
in MIK could be reproduced to +1 percent, those in ethanol

to 10. J percent .

A standard water-in-methano] solution was used

in standardízing the Ktr?.. No more lhan three hours ever
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elapsed between a determination of water content in a

sample and a standardization of the KFR.

Ti-trations in MIK rlrere accompanied by considdrable

evolution of heat. fn these cases the stoppered flask
was cooled in running water before the last KFR was added.

Absorption spectra of the extracts in the

visible and near infra red hrere obtained on a Beckman DK 
:.

qlrartz spe ctrophot omet er. The infr:a red absorirti-on spectr:a

wereobtained.onaPerkin-E14erMod.e12]fnfraredSpectro-
photometer.

ïn both the spe ctrophot ometry and the Karl
Fisher titrations not more than twenty-four hours were

allowed to pass between an erbraction and the desired

determination on the exbr:act. This was i.n order to rni-ni-

mize the effects of decomposition in the organic solutions.
This decomposition was char:acterised by a precipitate,
which is probably sulphuró4.from decomposition of the

exbracted thiocyanate. lt takes pface in some exbracts to
a greater extent than in others, being in general favoured 

,

by high concentrations of the extracted beryllium or

aluminum species.

Most spectra on the DK spe ctrophot orneter were ,,,,
obtained at a speed setting of 10 which plots the spectrum

from 1000 ml+to 2800 n k over a length of l6.J cn.

However where only the heights of lmown peaks vüere of
interest a higher speed setting of 3 was sometímes used.
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This plots the same part of the spectrum over a length
of chart of 5 cm. Ehe cha¡t trraper speed is 1.5t cm./mín..

Numerous attempts were made to isolate the

extracted species or to synthesi-ze comporinds believed to
be related to it (e.g. aluminum or beryllium thiocyanate).
This work was largely unsuccessful, although some results
of interest are given in the next section. The compound

isolated from the dried revaporated MIK exbract of the
beryllium thi-ocyanate solution was analyzed by standard

means (titration of the thiocyanate with mercr.ric nitrate
solution and ignition of a weighed sample to üer¡¡rLllum

oxide, TieryLÏírein being the only non-vo1atile component

present). ft !üas also analyzed by thermogravimetry,

this being performed by l4r. Menno Heinrichs on the

thernobalance of his desÍgrr79.

Aqueous solutions of berylliurn or aluminum

thiocyanate were obtained by mixing solutions of beryllium
or aluminum sulphate and barium thiocyanate of l<rrown con-

centration in e quivalent amounts and filtering off the
precipitate of barium sulphate. Evaporation of these

aqueous sol-utions sometirnes yielded an undecomposed clear
syrup, but never crystals. Since solid beryllir-rm or

aluminum thiocyanate could not be obtained without

decomposition samples for i-nfra red spectrometry ïrere

obtained as folfows: potassium bromi-de was dissolved in
an aqueous soluti-on of the appropriate thiocyanate and the
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redulting solutÍons were evaporated until crystals of
potassium bromide were obtained. These were shown to
contain substantial amounts of thiocyanate and beryllium
or aluminum. After drying under vacuum they were ground
with mo¡e potassÍum bromide, pressed into pellets, and
tlreir infrá red absorbtion opectra obtained.

Ofuvious1y exchange may have taken place, and
the beryllium or aluminum and the thiocyanate in these
crystals, may not have been in the form of Be(SCN)e or
A1(SCN)3. However the solutions from which crystalli_
zati-on took place rdeee: very concentrated and exceedingty
viscous, and it was consldered probable that at least
some of the thiocyanate would be bound to the berylliun
or aluminum, e,S.igÊcåis¡_I]¡¡ Íf there is j.ndeed a tendency
toward polynucleation or polymerization in these sal-ts.
Comparison of absorþtion spectra of these thiocyanates
with that of the free thiocyanate ion was obtained by
taking the infra red absorptj-on spectrum of potassiurn
thiocyanate in potassium bromide obtained by ìithe sarne

process of c o- crystalli zat i on.
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' Section l}: RESULTS

An examination of the results relating the
percent extraction E¡4 of a metal ion M+n from aqueous

thiocyanate solution tc the concentration of thiocyanate

in the aqueous phase at e quilibriurn reveals the

relationship:
EM : ult*')"o,, ,.'lIt.*-l;.,rr] "

I

L a'j' JL aci. )
where k is a constant. This is shown by plotting the
proauct (lt+n) -l(scm-l --l"asainst E1¡y, a srraight

L ;å:"JL ;å:"J
line being obtained. This relation. has been:rshown to
hold for all solvents i.nvestigated including conditi-oned

nethyl isobutyl ketone, in the exbr:action of the beryllium,
aluminum, manganese (TI) and iron (fI). The results for
iron (III) whi-ch exbracts in large amounts, and fÍthium
which exbracts very little, are l-ess definitive. Some

typical results are shornrn in lables )CVIII, XTX, and. X)t,

and figures L, 2rand ).
Thus the metals aluminum, berylliurn, manganese (ïï)

and iron fï extract from aqueous thiocyanate sol_utj-ons as

A1 (SCN)3, Be(SCN)2, t4n(scN)2, and Fe(scN)2¡ that is, such

formulae represent the ratio of metal to thiocyanate in
the extracted species of these metals.
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As f'ables fJ(A, IXB, and lCVf in chapter III
show the extent of exbraction of the rnetal- thiocyanates
is also a function of the aqueous pH, and this effect is
not so easily explained. ft was at first thought that the
decrease in extraction at pHts below 2.J was the result of
the lowering of the free thiocyanate concentration due to
the forroation of undissocj-ated. thÍocyanic acid. This

however cannot be the case¡thiocyanic acid is a strong

acid and. hence no lowering of the free thiocyanate results
from the addition of hydrogen ions to the aqueous sol_ution.
A brief digression here will consider the somewhat ,;

contradictory evidence on the nature of thiocyanic acid.,

and show that there can be little d.oubt that it Ís strong.
Thiocyanic aci-d has been reported to be a

moderately wejak acid for which log K1 :0.85 41, b.rt *o"t
treatises on inorganic chemistry cal-l it a strong acid8O.

Gorrnan and Connel8l report that when a strong acid
(i.e., perchloric acid) is added. to a solution of potassium

thiocyanate the sol-ution has the pH expected from the

assumption that no hyd.rogen ions are removed from the

solution as undissociat ed:-thiocyani c acid, l' e. r_

pn : -rog(H+) : -los (Hcroa)

This has been confirmed in this laboratory for other acids

and thiocyanate salts. Other data obtained in thi-s stud.y
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indicate that thiocyaniì acid is strong. ff the free
thiocyanate concentration in the solutions is calculated
at different pHl I from Suzuki and Hagi-sawats value of

t,1
Kf (HSCIV)-- it is found that below a pH of 2.5 Eue decreases

with',the first power of the thiocyanate concentration.
This is inconsistent vi-ith the results described above.

Further it is found here and elsewhere that thiocyanic
acid j-s exbracÞd from aqueous solutions by solvents
capable of forming oxonium cornpound.s (alcohols, ketones,

etc. ) and. much more poorly by hydrocarbons or chlorinated
hydrocarbons. This i-s consistent with thiocyanic g.cfdj ¡

being strong. Vr/eak acids are easily extracted by hydro-

carbons and other rrinert* sol,rents23 t page !2þ.

The loss of thiocyanate to the solvent phase at
low pHr.: would. lower the exbractíon of the metal thio-
cyanates, but values of Egs and EAI predicted at pHr-'

below 2 from the data of g,Ltfes VITI and XIII are invariably
higher than those found, that i-s, the loss of thiocyanate

to the solvent is not enough to accotrnt for the decreased

exbraction of the metals. Another phenomenon must also be

acting to lower the exbraction of the metals at low aqueous

pHl::. ThÍs other phenomenon is probably the competition

of the e)rbracted thiocyanic acid-solvent species with the

extracted beryllium or aluminum for the thiocyanate ion.
It'.r'v,¡i11 be shown later in the di-s cussion of these data,
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that this effect could be powerful enough to lower the

exbraction of the metals quite consi-derably.

The decrease i.n the extraction of the beryllium
thiocyanate with increase of pH above 3 fi-nds a ready

explanati-on in the complexing of the berylliun ion by the
hyd.roxyl ion. Indeed, if the equilÍbrium concentrations

of beryllium and t, thiocyanate ions are cal-cufated at a

series of pHG from O.J to J from the d.istribution
coefficients and the value of Kfe" OH* 

4l it i" fol.rnd

once again that E¡u: f.(n"+f Ga*)2 at pHrs where the
predominating influence on the erbractj-on Ís that of the
formation of the beryllium hydroxy complex. This is at
pHrs above 2.). Below pH : fu where the thiocyanate

exbracts in significant amounts, thi-s relation is no

longer obeyed.. As ßable XXI and *.tgure le show, maximum

extraction occurs at pH : 2.5, b1rt the prod.uct (ne+Z)X

(Sciv-)z reaches a maximum at pH : 1.0.

That beryllium exbracts from aqueous thiocyanate

solutions as Se(SCN)2 is also indicated by analysis of the

IVLLK extracts. Table XVï of Çhapter ïïI shows that when

the pH of the equilibrium aqueous phase is above l.O the

ratio (ee+2):(sc¡v-) : r:,2 in the organic phase.

Absorpt,ion spectroscopy was used to study the

chemical species in this e)cbracti-on system. Work in the

infra red region (2ra t,o l5tA,) was hampered by the high
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absorptivities of the solvents. Unidentified. decomposition

products of thiocyanate ¡rhich have been reported elsewere.52

similarly interferp with work in the ultraviolet region.
But the near infra red region (visible to 2850 mþ) was
ttop:r in all iíhe solvents studied and absorption bands

of great interest were found there. It was found that:
(t) Soth the beryllium and the aluminurn thio-

cyanate exbracted species hage¿¡so"O¡ion bands in this
region.

(Z) ffru absorption spectra of the berylliun arrd

aluminum exLracted species are similar (i.e. have

absorptJ-on bands at iapprorcimatêåþ,. the same wavelength)

but are not ident ical.
(3) tf,u absorption spectrum of both the

berylliurn and the aluminum e)rbracted species resemblei- that
of water in the same solvent. Tt is concfuded that the

absorption bands of the exbracted species here observed

actually originate in the vrater of the hyd.rat&on sphere

of the exbracted cation.
(4) The absorption spectrum of water in such

solvents as alcohols, ketones, esters, etc. which can

extract the metal Lthio cyanates differs greatly from that
of water in such ninertn solvents as chloroform. jt
also differs greatly from solvent to;.:solvent..
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(5) The absorption spectrum of water in an MIK

extract containi.ng thiocyanate (whether aluminum or

beryllium is also present or not ) differs from that of
water in the pure solvent.

(6) t¡e absorpti-on peaks of water which is not a
i:part of the beryllium or al-ilminum extracted species can

be distinguished on absorption spectra of the exbracts

made wi-th the pure solvent as the reference solution. The

height of these peaks is indi-cative of the amount of this
trfreert water. From them it is concluded that the amount

of free vrater in the berytlium elcbracts is unaffected by

the amount lof beryllium thiocyanate in the extract. In
the aluminum exbract however, the amormt of r¡freetr water

increases as the concentration of the alumi-num increases.

ft is possible to correlate these facts with the results
of the Karl Fisher titrations of the total water content

of the extracts.

These facts are shor¡¡n in the fo.llowing diagrams

and tables. In F.igure s -5a -1balare shown the absorption

spectra of water in a number of sol-vents. Clearly there

is some type of interaction between the solvent and the

disselved hrater, probably hydrogen bonding between the

vüater and the oxygen atoms of the solvent.

Figures 6.t :pOú, show the absorption spectra of

these solvents after they have been equilibrated with an

l: ,r..,
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aqueous soJ.ution containing heryllium sulphate and a¡moniu¡r

thlocyanate. The reference solution used in obtaining these

spectra is, in al-l cases a tfblank extract that ls, bhe same

solvent equilibrated with an aqueous solution of the same

concentratfon of a¡¡noníum thiocyanate and the sa¡re pH but

containing no beryl.l.ir:m, The spectna are recognlzable as

those of water in the same solvenf, but change eonsiderably

from those of water bound only by hydrogen bonding to the

solvent. That the water produclng thJ-s absorptlon isn in

some vray, part of the beryll-iu¡ exl:¡aeted species is shown by

the fact thal the height of these peaks (optical density at

the maximum ) is p::oportíonal- to the amor:¡rt of beryJ-J-ium in

the sol-vent.

Mrere the refcirence solution is the pure solvent

(Flgures 6c to 1Oc) the peaks conuoolr. to free water and to

the bery1l-ium extracted species are of course hJ.gher than

where bhe reference solution is the blank exüract. A]-so

in the case of MIK ùhe peaks incJ.ude one, aL 2540 m , vuìri ch

does not appear in the spectnrm of v¡ate:: dissolved in pure

MIK. This peak al.so appears in the spectrum of the blank

exlrêct vs. the pure solvent. It w-i]-]. a].so be shovm that
the moJ-ar absorptlvities of the different ttfree waterr

absorption peaks ln bhe spectra of lhese thiocyanate con-.

tainl-ng llflK extract s differ from tho se of water in pure MIK.

These facts must msan that there fs interaction between the

thiocyanate and the water in the MfK solutions.
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Figures 6d and 6e show the absorpti-on spectra
of MIK extracts of aluminum thiocyanate. ft can be.

seen that the absorption spectrum of the aluminum exbracted

speci-es is also due to water incorporated in it. However

the water spectrum of the aluminum species is not so much

changed frorn that of trfreetr water and the spectrum of the

exLract obtained with the pure solvent as the reference

solution shows less clearly the two types of water present.

Quantitative data on these absorption spectra

rras next sought. This was .of interest mainly as proof

that these peaks actually represent the absorption of the

extracted species, in which the metal ion appears, in
spite of the fact that they obviously arise from water.

Measurement of these absorption bands. might also provide

a means of berylliurn and aluminum analysis, if the exbraction

conditions could be duplicated sufficientl-y closely. This

method would be particularly valuable in measuring large

amounts of these metals, w-ithout the necessity of dilut ing

their solutions. ït would al-so permit simultaneous measure-

ment, of both the berylliurn ard the aluminu-r,l.

As expected, the comparison of the peak heights

in the spectra of the e)çbracts with those of spectra of

IILK solutions of known water content did not afford a

d.irect means of u"¡i*¿tin8 the water/rnetal ratio in the

extracted species. However the spectra did provide

informationrwhich, i-n conjunction with the results of
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Karl Fisher titrations of the same exbracts revealed the
nature of the metal-ürater species.

Complete quantitative studies on the absorption
spectra of berylliun and alumi-num thiocyanate extracts
were made only for extracts with the solvent IvjLK.

Table )CtTï shows the relation of the height of
the peaks to the concentratíon of water in MIK. Table

IOITII shows the relation of peak height to beryltiurn
content of a number of exbrracts of beryllium thiocyanate.
Also shown is the height of the peaks at 2Jl¡O m¡* and.

2680 nV (which belong to the rrfree watert) on spectra
obtained with pure MIK as the reference solutj-on. It is
seen that although there is considerable variation in the
heights of these ttfree waterrt peaks no trend. in;their
maximum optical density with beryllium concentration is
noted. The erratic variation can at least partly be

explâíned. by the instability of these exLracts, especially
the more concentrated ones. From thi-s relative consistency
of ;Nhe height of the r¡free watertr peaks it can be assumed

that the concentration of free water in a1l these berylliun
extracts is roughly the same.

ït did not prove possible to obtain the absolute

value of the free water concentràtion of these exbracts

¡"om the height of the peaks at 2J\.O n,pu and, 26È0 nVx.

The peak at 251,0 mVa does not appear in the spectrum of
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water in MIK which contains no thiocyanate, and the peak

at 2680 ryt* gives impossibly high values for:the free
water concentration when its height i-s compared with
the data of $ab1e XX.

The absorption spectrum of the blank exLract
also proved useless for obtaining its ïrater concentration;
when compared with the data of 't*åle X]t every peak on it
gives a different value for the water concentration and

none of, these agree with the water concentration obtained.

by Karl Fisher titration.
Thus it appears that the rrfree waterrr of the

extracts is in a different chemical form from that of
water in pure MfK. This can only',mean some type of
association of the water with the thiocyanate.

Table XXIV shows quantitative data on the spectra
of aluminum exbracts. In these spectra the peak at 26g0 nl
ari"ses from the extracted species as we1l as the fifree

watertr, and hence only the peak at ZJ\O nþ can be used

as a measure of free water content. The heights of these
in spectra of the.exbracts obtained with pure MIK as the
reference solution iare sho¡¡n. Tn contrast to the si.tuation
in the beryllium etrbracts, the height of this peak in the
spectra of the dj.fferent solvents indicates an increase in
the concentration iof the free water as the concentration
of aluminum in these exbracts increåses.
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Tables XXIII - KCVÏ show some quantitative data

on the absorpti-on spectra of erbracts of berylliura thio-
cyanate obtained wj-th other solvents. Blank extracts
in the same solvent served as reference sol_utions in
obtaining these. Here too the height of the r,rat er peaks

is proportional to the berylliun concentration in the

exbracts.

Concentrations of beryllium and aluminum in these

exbracts were all in cases cafcul_ated from previously

obtained distribution coefficients.
The absolute total concentrations of hrater in

these extracts were obtained by Karl Fisher titrations,
the results being shown in fables IXIX, and XXX. Pl_ots

of total hrater concentration agaínst beryllium or aluminum

concentration are also,,rshown ('Fi-gures 11 and 12 ) . If it
is assulned that the concentration of water which is not

part of the extracting species in these exbracts is
constant then the slopes of these lines are equal to the

hydration numbers of the exbracting specj-es. On this
assumptÍon these plots show the aluminum speci.es to carry
nine water molecules with it, and the beryllium species to
'be variably hydrated depending on its concentration in the

extract.

An interpretation of this rather intricate mass

of data is offered in the next section.
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Solvation of the anion of an exbracting salt has

been cited as a conditi-on favor:rable to exLraction, and

hence it is not surprising that thiocyanate appears to
be very readily solvated, not only by alcoho1s, .but also
by ketones and aldehydes, This fact is strikingly seen

in attempts to titrate thiocyanate dissolved j.n solvents
with mercuric nitrate. Where the solvent is an ester,
ether, hydrocarbon, or chlorinated hydrocarbon the
titration can be carried out swiftly to an end point as

sharp as when on],y one phase exists. However, where the
solvent is an alcohol or ketone the red iron thiocyanate
colour returns upon agitation after every addition of
mercuric ion, a titrati-on with continuous agitation to
a permanently clear end point taking up to half an hour.

AIso striking is the the solubility of s orne

solvents in aqueous ammoniurn thiocyanate solutions. The

extent of this solubility has not been determined exactly,
but cyclohexanone is certainly soluble to more,than one

gram molècular weight per gram molecular weight of thioü
cyanate in the aqueous selution, and furfuraldehyde is
also rendered very soluble in water by thiocyanate.
Cyanide and iodide have similar effects in rendering these

solvents water solùb1e, but bromi-de and chloride have no

noticeable effect of this sort.
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Attempts to isolate the compound formed by the

reaction of the solvent and thiocyanate by evaporation

in a f-fgsh. evaporator have however led to its díssociation
into the original salt and solvent.

Numerous attempts were made to isolate the

species in which beryllium exLracts from aqueous thiocyanate

sol-utionE. 0n1y one such attempt led to a defínite resuft.
Inl this an MIK extract of an aqueous solution of beryllÍum

sulphate and ammonium thiocyanate was dried several hours

with anhydrous sodium:,sulphate and evaporated to about one

twentieth its initi-al volume at roon temperature r.rnder a

stream of compressed air. The concentrated solution was

then kept at about OoC for several days. A pale pink

crystalline material separated out .

A thermogram of this material obtained. by

lvlr. Menno Heinrichs on his thermobalanceTl showda plaieau

at l3OoC at which ll¡.p percent of the weight had. been lost,
another plateau at 190oC at which J2.) per cerrt of the

weÍght had been lost, followed by a gradual weight loss

which ceased at about l¡00o0 where 9O.5% of the weight had

been lost. Tf the compound is Be(SCN)2 . l+H2O, the first
foss (of Ìrater) should amount to )6.6 percent of the

weight, and the total loss {ignition to beryllium oxide)

should be 87.3 Percent.

The thiocyanate content of the compound was

also determined by titration with meruuric ni-trate, and
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the beryllium content by ignition of a wei-ghed sample

to the oxide. Water was assumed to make up the d.ifference
The composition of the compound, determined by this method

is compared below with;the cornposition of the hypothetical
compound Be(SCN) Z . t+H2O.

percent incomponent percent found Be(SCN)2 . LH.O

Be 3.6 4.5

, scN 58.1 58.1

Hzo 38 J 36,6

The.;compound isolated was obvj.ously tetra-
hydr:ated beryllium thiocyanate. This leaves littIe doubt

tttat lt is in this forrn that beryllium extracts from

aqueous thiocyanate solutions, although both the hyd.rated

cation and the anion must be solvated by the solvent.

The preparation of aqueous solutions of
berylliura and aluminum thiocyanate has been described
( Experi-mental, page l// ). A better method of preparing

theee compounds might have been the fusion of the unsintered

metal- oxides with ammonium thiocyanate82.

Concentration of theee solutions usuafly resulted
in decomposition and produced syrups of amazing viscosity.
It appears that reactions of the following kind. take place
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(1) ne(H2o)|2-rBe(oH)2 + 2H+ + (x-z) nro

(2) Be (on)a-r'¡eo + H2o

(3) Beo + ss(H2o)lb Be.oBe+2 + xgro

(4) tl+ + ScN-.-> thiocyanate deconposition products,

H2S, NH3, S, etc.

Reaction 3, continuing to considerable polymerization,

would lead to the viscous solutions noted. Such viscous

solutions have been noted in this laboratory when berylliun
oxide i.s dissolved ín beryllium sulphate solutions.
Formation of polynuclear (Be(SCN)2)x species might also
accou.nt . for the viscosity.

The products of reaction l¡, hydrogen sulphide

and ammonia, were noted in varying amounts by their smell.
Sulphur was always produced in large anounts.

Aluminum thiocyanate was found to be unstabl_e

in a manner similar to beryllium thiocyanate.

Both berylliurn thiocyanate and :aluminum thio-
cyanate soluti-ons have been evaporated in a flash evapÐrrator

without decomposition. The concentrated sol_utions are

always extremely viscous. A glass of aluminum thiocyanate

was obtained on one occasion, with some decomposition.

illnfra red absorption spectra of beryllíum,
aluminum, and potassium thiocyanate in potassium bromide
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pellets were obtained as described in the Experimental

section (page llt.f , The significant portions of these

spectra are compared in figure 11 .
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Tables XVII] to XXIC. and Figures 1 to 13: Explanatory Notes

These tables present data or calculations
utilized in the investigation of the chemi.cal species

taking part in the thi-ocyanate exbraction system.

Figures ! to \, 11, arrd 12 present in graphical form the

data of the tables preceding thern. Figures J to 10 show

absorption spectra of extracts of beryllium or aluminum

thiocyanate in organic solvents, or absorption spectra

of water in the same solvents. Fi-gure 1l shows the

infra-red absorption spectra of sol-id thiocyanates.

The conventions and symbols used in these

figures and tables are the sane as noted .ielsewhere (page

t6) : ,.

j',;.i-.,t,
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TABLE XVITT

Relation of EB. bo aqueous thiocvanale concentration

Solvenù: 1-hexanol_

(scn)ae. F.*?)"n.
e qual

.5 o.o9e

1. o o .o76

1.5 0.058

?.o 0.048

2.5 0 .o35

3.O o.o2ô

4.0 0.017

5. O o. ol_1

6.0 o.oo8

7.O o o.oo5

o.o?3o 8.0

0.0760 23.6

0.1505 4f.8
0.1920 52.3

0.2f88 64.8

o .e5eo ?".r
o.?72 83.0

0.275 88.7

0.a88 9r.5
o.?45 94.5

(scu)fn. (8.*?.nþcn13r. EB"

2C:

1. O0

2 
'c:

4. oo

6.25

9.OO

16. oo

?5 "oo

36.oo

49.o0



Fig, 1

Extraction of Benyl-J.ium Thiocyanate into 1-Hexanol

The product @"*') (scn-) 2, where the concentrations

are those in the aqueous phase at equilibrium, is

plotted againsb 83.. See Ta¡1e XVlll'
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TABT,E XÏX

!el-ation of Ena to aqueous thiocvanate concentration

Solvent: 1-hexano].

(scn-) (scn-)ln. 
tå11?:" 

(ar+:¡ G.')3*

0.5

1.O

r.5
2^

3.0

1aÉ

f. ooo

8. oo0

15.625

"7 
.OOO

o .100

o.100

o.o9t

o.081

o.069

o.59

o.oI25

o .l_000

o.3070

0.648

r,076
ì (o?

Eel

o.o

0.1

9.0
10 2

30.8

l+I.?
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Extraelion of ,Alr:m1num Thlocyanate into lo.Ilexa¡rol

The product [er+{ f"**J 3, where the qoncentrations

are those in the aqueous phase at equilibrlum, 1s

plolted against Ë-. See Tabl-e TIX"
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TABLE XX

Relation of EM to aqueous thiocya

ber.wllii¡m- a lunrinum. mâné'ânese 111 ) iron (If ) it on lTrI) -

and fithium

(scrl)
(scrl) 2

(scm)3

(M*")
e qlrr--l.

Solvent: conditioned MlK

"t¡

o.5 f.o
o.25 f.oo
o .I"5 t. oo

o.o94 0.080

0.100 0.100

o.1oo o.og8

0.099 o.086

o.ozf o.021

o.foo o.ogg

O.Oà+ O. O8O

0.013 O.lOO

o.o25 o.og8

o .o?5 0.086

o.0026 0.021

o.05 0.099

5.6 ?o.o

o.1-? 0.80

o.o8 z.a

L.34 L4."

79.o 79,2

o .7 0.9

a .ò

0.064 o.045

0.098 o.096

o.o94 0.091

0.068 o.o5z

0.019 o.of6

0"o99 0.098

0.f44 0"180

o 33a o.?68

o. zr-l- o .364

o .r53 o.208

0.064 0.128

0.150 o.196

36.5 55.3

2.o 4. o

Et1 O?). t

3""o 47.5

80.9 84.1

L"? a.6

2.O 2.5 3.O

4.oo 6.25 9.oo

8.oo 15.6 z? .o

o.o33 o.o?3

o.091 0.083

0.085 o.o8o

o.038 a.o"g

o.ofl o.oo7

0.098 o.o97

o.?06 0.20?

r.44 
"."4

o.534 o.7?o

0.238 o.26r

o.156 0.189

0."45 o."9o

o.29o 77 .6

9 .L A6.?

r4.9 L9 .7

6r.5 7r.7
89.0 .93.r

".5 3 .)+

A1+3

-La

-La
l;e

fe -

Li'
-L2

Þe

A1+ 3
'¿)¡4n+-

.L.>
re

LA
Fe 'J

Li'
-Lt)

Þe

a)-')
.L?>

Fe*2
-L.)

LL
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Extraction of Dífferent Melal Thiocyanates into

Conditioned MIK

The product (M+9 Gat-)", where the concentrations

are ühose in the aqueoì.ls phase at equilibrlum, is
rplotted against L¡"1. Different scales are used for

t,he different metals because the values of (l'rtf X

(scn-¡" an¿ EM vary widely with the metal- M. see

t'abl-eXX,
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Fie' 4

The Effect of the pll of the Aqueous Phase on the

Extraction of Bery1líum Thiocyanate into l-HexanoJ-

and into Methyl Isobutyl Ketone ín Terms of the

Relarion Ee. : k( (e"*e)"n,,*. )( (scw-)"q,rit. )a

aq. aQ-

Khe concentrat¡bns of the beryJ.Iium ion ín the

aqueous soJ-utions at equilíbrium are obüaíned from

the pHrs and the formation constant of the BeOH+ ion,

the concentratÍon of the thiocyanate ion in the sarne

sofutions are calculated from the inítiaf concentration

and the distribution coefficient of thiocyanate into

solvent at given pl{|s (see p^ee 116 ). Ì'he produets

(n.*)þcm)¿for the solutions at equilibrir:¡r are then
- . see table.XXl 'pJ-otted against EBe

Nr:mbers by the points indicate the pH of the

aqueous soluùíons to which the poínts refer.
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FIGURES 5 to 10, ÐCpLANATORY NOTES

These figures show:,the absorption spectra in the near
infra red of v,rat er in organic media of the following
natures:

(a) A pure organic sol_ïent.

(b) The same sol-vent equilibrated with an aqueous

beryllium-thiocyanate-solution. The reference solution
here is the same sol-vent equilibrated with an aqueous

solution of the same thiocyanate concentration and pH

as the aqueous ber:yllium-thio cyanat e solution but lacking
the beryllium, i.e., the reference solution is a rrbl-ank

extract lr .

(c) tfre sarne solvent equilibrated w:ith

beryllium-thiocyanate solution, the reference
here being the pure solvent.

(¿) TLre same solvent equilibrated with
aluminum-thiocyanate solution, the reference

being a rrblank extracttr as in (b).
(e) The same sofvent equilibrated with an aqueous

alurninum-thiocyanate solution, the reference sol_uti.on

being the pure solvent.
The letters (a), {b), etc. are used to identify the

spectra with the above notes. Not afl of these spectra
are contained ín each set. The n(a)tr spectra show the

an aqueous

so lut ion

an aqueous

s olut i on
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effect that the nature of the solvent medium has on the

absorption spectrua of the water, the rt(b)rr and t¡(d)rl

spectra show the absorption peaks of the water associated

with the beryllium,. or al-uminum-thiocyanate exbracted

species, and the r(c)n and rt(s)tt sps.¡ra show the

absorption peaks due to the extracted metal_ thiocyanate

species plus those due to water which is bound only to
the solvent or to the thiocyanate and solvent.

The relative heights of the absorption peaks on

these spectra are shown only approximately to scale,

but the wavelength scales of the spectra on a given

page are ãI1gnea above each other. ïIavelengths are

indicated in mill-imicrons (my). The vertical scafe

reads in optical density (0.D.).

Tables 8,1 - XXYlll give quantitative data on these

absorption spe ctra.



Fie' 5 (a)

The ldear Infra Red Absorption Spe ctnrm of l¡Iater

in Chloroform Solution.
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(a) l,tiater in IüK vs. X{K

(b) Beryl-lium Thioeyanate Extract in MtK

vs. nBfank Extract lr

(e) BeryJ.lir:m Thíocyanate Ëxtract in ì,[K rs. MfK
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Fíg. 6 continued

(d) A1uminum Thiocyanate Extract in

lffK vs . #elank Extract tr

f a ì Al rrmi nr.lm Thiocvanate Extract in irffK vs. It{lK





Fie. ?

(a ) I{ater in j.:Bràtyraldehyde Ín -3Ð'd.tyraldehyde

(b) Bery11íum Thiocyanate Extract in Butyraldehyde

vs . tfBlank Extract rr

(c) Beryllium Thiocyanate Extract in Butyraldehyde

vs. Butyraldehyde



I!45 r¿so,
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( a ) i¡Iater in ]--Hexanol vs . ]--Hexanol-

(b) Beryl1ium Thiocyanate Extract in l--Iiexanol

vs - ItBl-ank Ëxtnacè lf

(c) BeryJ-l.iurn Thiocyanate Extract in I'Hexano1

vs. l-IIexanol





Fie. 9

{a) trr/aüer in Et,hy1 Acetate vs. Elhyl Acetate

(b) Beryl-l.ir:m Thiocyanate Extract in Ðthy1 Aceüate

vs - . tlBl-ar¡k Extract lr

(c) Beryllium Thiocyanate Extract in Ethyl

Acetate vs. Ethyl Acetate
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Fig. 1O

(a) ÏIater in Ethyl Ether vs. Ethyl Ether

(b) Berylliurn Thiocyanate Ðxtract in Ethyl

Ether vs. rrBlank Extracttf

(c) Bery11íum Thíocyanate Extract in Ethyl Ether

vs. Ethyl Eiher
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TN.BLE XTTI

Relation of height of absorplion peaks of H^O in MIK

to HrO concentration

fleight (optical density at maximum ) of peak at:Qro)fn
MTK

.055

.111

1a2

.41+3

.5 5l+

.665

.776

1425 n/r4

o.o2I

0.031

o.046

o.064

o.o77

o.o94

0.114

o.L32

0. 018

o.o22

o.025

o.026

0.030

0.031

o.o39

o.o42

I48O ty/<. L82O rylL L9L5 rg/* 22JO n ç- 2620 ry¿¿

0.030 o.o22

0.033 0.041

0.050 o.053

0.058 o.062

o.066 0.066

0.086 o.063

o.o96 0.071

0.109 o.073

0.019 o.o7g

o.02I 0.162

o.o27 O.t+O7

0.031 0.896

o.035

0.041

0.048

o.053
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TABLE XICV

Relation of peak height to bervl_lium content of extract
Sol-vent: liutylraldehyde , aqueous phase (initiaf)
[wHusmrJ : 3M, pH : 3, fresou] as shown

[Bu+2J _ _!ôi OPtical Density at
initial [Be''J 1!10 1&10 1500 1745 1840 2O1O 2O7O 2II2
aqueous exb. "'/ nL/k' m/p ryr* ryþ"

0.10 0.071 .009 .003 .o2r .o33 .or7 .o53 .075 .064

o.2o o.tt+z .016 .oo7 .038 .058 .93 .1OO .129 .l'I2
0.40 o.284 .ot+2 .036 .068 .074 .058 J55 .161 .r47
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TJ.B],E XXVT

Relation of peak heigh to beryfl-ium content of extract
Solvent: l-hexanol t aque ous solution (initial.)

[mn4sclJ = 3M, pH : 3, fBeso4] as shown

[8"*2J ù ,2, Optical density at
initial tBe--J It+35 L7I5 1900 zOIg 22OO
aqueous exfract tW W ry. n? m*

o.1o o.o7z o.oo .o28 .046 .O5g .050

o.2o 0.144 .009 .ot+5 .o7I .Og2 .O74

0.40 0.288 .014 .o77 .r35 .r59 .r33
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TABLE ]OTVT]

RelaÉion of peak height to berylliurn content of exbract

Solvent: ebhyl acetater. aqueous solution (initi-aI):

[muuscl] : 3M, pH : l, feesorJ as , shown

[e"*2]initial
aque ous

0.10

o.20

0.40

fe"*I
extract

o.o59

0.118

o.236

19l+o
m/þi

.241+

?02

2r75
m/a-

0ptical Density at
t46o 1820
mr

.014

.03l+

.082

.066

.l_01

.282

.013

.030

.076
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TABLE UV]TI

Relation of peak hej-Aht to beryllj-um content of exLract.
Solvent: .dthyl- ether, aqueous solution (initial):
fmHuscml : 3M, pH : :, [eesouJ as shovim

frt^4:2'l
äi.#i fs.*z) optical Density at
aqueous extract I49O m.t'- ITZO ty.", LSOO ry,u, 1955 nr'-

0.10 o.ol2 0.00 0.00 0.00 .o5o

o.2o o.02t+ 0.00 .010 .oI2 .IO2

0.40 0.048 .008 .o27 .o33 .277
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TABI,E ]UTX

Relation of total- water çlntent of ITTLLK extracts of
bery]-lium thiocyanate to beryflium content

fnitial- aqueous sol-ution: [wH4Sctt! : 3.OOM

[eeso4l : as shown

pH - 1.00

Solvent: M1K

hlater concentration determined by KarI Fisher titration
Number of extracts correspond to those in Table ÐüII

No.
[neso4]
( inÍtiaf
aque ous )

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.oI25

o.o25o

0.050

o.o7 5

0. 100

0.150

0. 200

0.3 00

0.400

0.500

Ís"*2)
(MIK)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0094

0.0188

o.036

o.054

o.o7I

0.104

o.r35

o.r94

o.2t+8

o.295

fttzoJ
(MlK)

0.864

0.001

o.746

0. 802

0.871

o.978

r.o7

t.L3
'l 2a

r.48

r.69

r.82
10ô

H^O

Notes

MIK r:H2O=satùrated

in-itial rlqtK :r:" _

l!hlank- exbraet !!0

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
o

10



Fig. 11

Plot of the Total V/ate¡: Concentration of MIK

Extracts^ of BeryJ-lium Thíocyanate Against the

Bery11ír-rm Concentration of the Same Exüracts

the slope (n) of the line through any point

on the curve represents the hydratíon of the

extracted species at that concentration. See

t,able XXIX,
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TABT,E XXX

Relation of total water content qf MfK exbracts of
.aIumi-num thiocyanate to aluminum content

Initial aqueous solution [mH4ScfV.f : 3.OO M

ft.r{uor)3] : as "t'o'n
pH : 1.00

Solvent: MIK

ÏIater concentration determined by KarI Fisher titration.
Numbers of exbracts correspond to those in Table IO(IV.

Concentrations of aluminum in extr,act phases determined

as explained there.

þ.rrvojlNo. (initial
aque ous )

0. 00

0.050

o.075

0.100

0.15 0

0. 200

0.300

0.400

0.488

o .577

o.735

o.8g2

[¡.r+3]
(MIK)

0.00

o.0065

o. 0096

0.oI27

0.0188

o.0246

o.036

o.046

o.o49

o.056

o.o57

0.061

luzo)
(MIK)

o.753

o. 819

0. 847

0. 868

o.893

o.959

I.O2

I .18

I.20

L.27

L.29

r.32

Note s

rrblank exbract rr0

11

I2

13

L4

I5

l-b

LI

18

19

20

2L



Fig. 1?

Plot of the Total l¡Iate r Concentration of }frK

Ëxtracts of AJ-u¡ninum Thiocyanate Against

Ai-r:minr:m Concenöration of the Sa:oe Extracts.

The slope (n) of the line through the poinùs

indicates the hydratíon of the extraeted specíes.

See tableXXX,
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The absorption bands of the thiocyanate ions in

soJ-id beryllium-, ahlninum-, and potassir:m

thioeyanates in the i.nfra red region are shor¡'¡n

here, identified by the formulae of theír saIbs,
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TSCUSSION

The data on the exbraction of beryllium and

al-uminum i-ons with halide and pseudohal-ide ions might be

takån to indicate lhat the predictions made on pages 99 - 102

are correct. Berylliurn does indeed extract to a greater

extent than aluminun with such ions, and the species formed

by the anion and the beryllium or aluminum ion is not a

complex anion but a neutral species. The greater extraction
of the beryllium species is presumably due to its greater

stability which results in its formation to a greater

erbent under any set of conditions. The greater stability
of the beryllium species must in turn be due.to the greater

polarizing power of the beryllium TI ion as compared wi-th

aluminum IIf. 0f the factors governing the stability of a

complex which a cation can form ber,yllirirn differs from a1uminum

only in its polariåing power.

However the e)cbracting beryllium or aluminurn

cation has been shovün to be hydrated to an extent which

precludes the possibility that a beryllium or aluminum

thiocyanate complex is formed. This is a common feature of

the exbraction of coördinately solvated salts or complex
Aô n^ nA

metal acidsv'''tvt r"; the first coördination sphere of the

cation is the same ...'regardless of .whether the cation. is

in the aqueous phase or the organic phase. V'lhere, as here,

the exbracti-ng species is a coördinately solvated salt, the
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association between the anion and cation is one of ion

pairing, but not one of complexation of the cation by

the anion. The cation is complexed by the water molecules,

or in some cases by the organic , sol-vent molecules.

Since the hydrrat ed berylliurn ion is smaller than

the hydrated alurninum ion the greater polarizing pohrer of

the former can stilf be invoked to explain the greater

stability and extractability of the beryllium - halide or

- pseudohali-de spe cies.

Since the description of chemical- species in the

thiocyanate system is somewhat involved it will be well to
consider it rmder a number of headÍngs, the first of whi ch

Extracting Thiocyanate Species. The data (page llf )

indicate that the extracted thiocyanate ion is strongly

solvated, not only by alcohols, but also by ketones and

aldehydes, this solvation going as far as the formation of

unstable compounds. The solvates formed by thiocyanate

with ketones and aldehydes are probably of the sort rirhich

are known to be formed by cyanide and these organic

compounds:
(---\lR- -o iI -\ ^,z I NH, - or H"Ot with ketones andI -.--"\. ^-.', r + )Ù-\J=I\rJ

lì

i).<--"^ ., l*"+* or H3o+ wth aldehydes
I n ù-u-N 

I\-J
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To explain tLre sol-vati-on in alcohols, and a
number of other phenomena, hydrogen bonding to the triple
bond of the thíocyanate ion ís postulated. This seerns

reasonabl-e because a large concentration of efectron
density must exist between the carbon and nitrogen atoms

(the triple bond has been. shown to exist by Raman ¡pectraSo)

and because many reactions of thiocyanate can only be

explained by hydrogen bonding. 0n the basis of this
hypothesis the alcohol solvate r^¡ould. have the structure:

or

ït is probable that thiocyanate is al_so,

solvated by estèrs and ethers, but that the solvation
here isveaker. The fact that solvation of the anion takes

place toijsome extent in all the sol-vents used woul-d acoount

for the fact that the decrease in the distribution
coefficients on going from alcohols to other solvents
j-s not as great as the decrease in solubil-ity of inorganic

sal-ts noted by Garwin and Hixson55.

Hydrogen bonding to the triple bond of thio-
cyanate can al-so be. used to explai-n two other pwzzling

features of thiocyanate exLr:action. The first of these

is the bonding between water and thiocyanate in MIK

sol-utions. This is revealed by the change in the

absorption spectrum of water in IrLLK solution when thiocyanate

NH4* ,lf
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is added, resulting in changes in the molar absorpitivites
of different absorption peaks, and the appearance of a new

peak at 2J\O n7. The second is the fact that fittle
ammonÍum thiocyanate is exbracted from aqueous solution by

MlK when the hydrogen ion concentration of the aqueous

solution is in the region of 1O-3 M, but at higher aci-dities
where large amountõs of thiocyanic acid are exLracted

ammonium thiocyanate also extracts readily. The presence

of thiocyanic acid in the organic solvent enhances the

extraction of ammonium thiocyanate. A possible explanation

of these facts is as follows:
VÍater in the solvent Mf.K is hyd.rogen bonded to

the ketone oxygen:

tf, \- >c:0----HoH
Rr-

but in the presence of exlracted thtocyanate it can also

hydrogen-bond to the thio cyanate-ket one compound, Several

dj-fferent forms,. of the lltK-thiocyanate-hrater ',_compound are

possible and it is probable that all are present to some

exLent.



(1)

\^/.0- --- HOH

o'/t \.. .,-n,I,L I)-U:L\I

I
HOH

c)

The formation of such groups would expl_ain why water

in thiocyanate - containing MIK solutions shows a

diff,erent absorption spectrum from that of water in
pure MIK solutions.

Exbracted thiocyanic acid would have the
form: n

-lH\ ,.O --H_0_H\ ar-

R/"\s-c=rl

and furt'her extracted ammonium thiocyanate could take the
form

161

R1..,,0- --- HOH n-^-.0:--¡1rO
Rr"'"\S-C=N nr"ts_c_:w"'

(z)

The three hydrogen atoms of the hydroni_um ion could aI1
take part in hydrogen bodding in the same way that they

do in bondi-ng to solvent molecule"2l , page 1J1. 
The
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presence of thiocyanic acid in the solvent could thus

stabilize extracted ammonium,,thiocyanate. nmmoniurn

thiocyanate is less extractable itself because its cation

is less easily solvated. Thiocyanic acid is pictured here

as extracting as H3O+ SCN-. It may actually extract as

hof+ SCN-, but this would -,, not change these arguments.

Extracting Bervllium aqd Àluminum Species. The berylliurn

extracting species has been found to exbract with from three

to six water molecules. The amount of thls water per

beryllium ion depends on the concentration of the berylliunt

species in the orþanic (tttlfi< ) phase. A.luminum however always

extracts with nine water molecules per afuminum ion. Since

beryllium normally has a hydration number of four, and

aluminum of sixrsome of this hrater must ecist outside of

the prirnary coördination sphere of the metal ions.

The role of the solvent toward the hydrated cations

is c1ear. It has been;.'shown that the solvent molecules

interact,ìrrith water dissolved i-n it-:. and it evid.entally

interacts with the water molecules of the hydrated cations

in the s.ame way. The interaction is in both cases one of

hydrogen bonding. Coördination of the water to the cation

(Be+2 or A1+3) woufd tend to dr.aw negativb charg" away from

the hydrogens of the water, leaving them mor.e positive and

capable of forming hydrogen bonds to the negative centre of

the sofvent mo1ecule. Polar solvents with centre oS

negative charge near the surface of the mofecufes and with
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large dielectric constants, which would be expected to
solvate unhydrated cations best, are also the solvents

which would forrn hydrogen bonds to water molecules most

readily. This pictures an interaction of the hyd.rated

cation with the solvent which is símilar to that of:bhe

hydrated proton with solvenr"23, page 151. This seems

reasonable since the hydrrated aluminum or beryllíurn ion
is not much larger than the hydrated protonr. and carries
a farger charge.

The extent of hydration of the extracting species

has been found by plotting the total water content of the

MlK exbracts against the beryllium or aluminum concentration
of the extracts, and taking the slope of the resulting line
as equal to the hydration number. This method is open to
sorne criticism in view of the resul-ts of Tates, Laran,

Williams, and Moore7o. The justifications for this pro-

cedure are as f oll-ows:

(1) In the case of aluminurn exbracts a straight
l-ine can be drawn through the poi-nts on the plot of
(Hzo)uff i.r". (Lf*)rru which passes through rhe poinr for
(tro)rru a t (ar+4)*K = o.

(2) Tn the case of the beryllium extracts, the
rrfree waterï peaks in the absorption spectra show only

erratic changes in height wi-th increasing beryllium con-

centration. The fact that the fifree watertl peak in the

spectra of the aluminum exbracts increases with increasing

aluminum concentration can be explained as below.
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(3 ) The ¡ conclusions drar,wr from the data on

hydration obtained in this way fits very wel-l in the

general picture of the exbracti-ng speeies to be drawn.

This general picture of the metal species in
the MIK extracts can nor4r be assembled. The beryllium

ion extracts with four water molecules i-n its pri-mary

coördination sphhre and a varying number of water molecules

outside of thís sphere. All these water molecules are

hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom of the ketone mol-ecul-es.

The solvent-thiocyanate species is also hydrogen bonded

to the r,rat er of the primary solvation sphere of the

beryllíum ion. The beryllium-thi o cyanat e -wat er-s olvent

species must then have the structure:

MIK MIK
:lHH
\/

\ ^.,0 -- Hr^'g' ¿ - o\^,rR- C- ì0, ,ge 0
Rr'"\cN -- H/""ä- "t' -- ,arz"\¡r

/\HH
tl

iUff l,lff
DIL.__

MIK: >C : O

Rr'
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The oxygens of the water molecules are of coi;rse

tetrahedùally arranged about the beryllium ion, and there

are other water-solvent pai-rs outside of the solvation
sphere shown. The fact that alf the water mol-ecules of the

beryllium species are not equivalent woul-d account for the

breadth of the absorption bands of water in the absorption

spectra of these exbracts.

Berylliurn has a strong tendency to poI¡rmerize

through water and this probably occurs in the exbracts as

the concentration of the berylliurn species increases.

This would fead to a less hydrated species and to the

decrease in the hydration of the extracted species with
increasing beryllium concentration in the extracts which

isnnoted.

ïn the aluminum species the association betwean

the hydrated aluminum ion and the solvent thiocyanate

species is much r'rreaker. For this reason the solvent-

thiocyanate groups are bound to water molecules whÍch are

not part of the hydration sphere of the aluminum ion.

Because of the larger size of the hydrated aluminum ion,
it carries no water molecules outside of its prlmary

hydration sphere. The aluminum extracted,,ì spe cies has the

form:

(al(Hzo - MfK)¿3) (MrK - scN - H2o)t
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The hydration number of the exbracted species

is thus nine. Since the aluminun r ion has less tendency

to polymerize through water molecules, and since the

aluminum exbracts never become as concentrated as those of
beryllium do, there is no decrease in the hydration number

of the extracted species with increasing concentration of

the exbracts.

The structure explains the fact that the

absorption peak of the free water (water bound to the

solvent-thiocyanat e species) in the absorption spectra of

aluminum e)rbracts increases i^¡ith the aluminum concentration;

part of the rrfree waterrr is actually part of the exbracted

species. This Ís not the case in the beryllium extracts

where the thiocyanate e:rbracting with the metal ion is
bound to the water of the hydration sphere of the berylliun,.,

ion, and hence carries no water rof its ownll.

Decreass of Extent of Extrêqb:þn of Metal-s at Low pH.:As has

been stated earlier (page lt5 ) part of the d.ecrease in the

exbent of exbraction of beryllium or alurninum from aqueous

thiocyanate sofutions at low aqueous pHs can be explained by

the loss of thi-ocyanate to the organic phase. However the

exúent of the decrease of DBe or D41 at pHi below 2.5 is too

great to be accounted for by this phenomenon alone.

Another phenomenon which could contribute its
effect to decrease the exbractions at low aqueous pH ist
the cornpetition of the s;glvent-thiocyanic acid species for
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for the thiocyanate ion in the organic phase. It has been

shown above that the thiocyanic acid-solvent speci.es can

form hydrogen bonds to other extracted thiocyanate ions
(page 16l ¡. This ænhances: the extraction of ammonium thio-
cyanate because the ammonium ion is held in the extract
only by the electrostatic attraction of the thiocyanate

anion. But itjcould Lower the exbractÍon of beryllium and

aluminum because thege metals must form i-on pairs or

hydrogen-bonded groups vrith the thiocyanate to be stable

in the solvent. Thus thiocyanic acid. in the solvent

competes with the berylliun or aluminum species for the

thiocyanate ion, and thereby lowers the extraction of these

metal-s.

Felvmerization of Bervllium or Àluminum Thiocvanate. fn
the aqueous phase beryllium thlocyanate does not form poly-
nuclear or pblymeric species except at very high concentrations.

Ïn the organic phase polymerization takes place through the

water molecules of the hydration spheres of the cations, but

not through the thi-ocyanate groups. That these statements

are true is made clear by the fact that the distribution
coefficient of beryllium thi-ocyanate is unaffe cted by the

concentration of the beryllium.

Berylliurn thiocyanate cannot polymerize i-n the

aqueous phase because the beryllium i-ons are strongly hydrated.

ïn the organic phsse bridging by the thi-ocyanate groups
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between the hydr.ated berylliun ions is prevented by the

strong pairing of the hydrated beryllium ions and the

thiocyanate groups through hydrogen bond.1ng.

Alurninum would be expected to behave in the

same ç/ey as berylliurn in respect to polymerization, but

the increase in distribution coefficients of aluminum

thiocyanate at low concentrat ions (i can only be explained

by some type of polynerization. The data of Table XV

could be explained either by polyrneri zat i-or. of the alurninum

thiocyanate species in water at high iconcentrations
(beginning at or below 1O-4 M A1+3 ) or in the organic

solvent at lovü concentrations. The latter could take ;place

as a. result of polynucleation which only begins to take

place lúhen the thJ-ocyanate to aluminum ratio in the exbract

exceeds a critical- value. The amount of thiocyanate

exbracting into the ivlÏK as arnmonium thi-ocyanate is the same

for all these exbracts but,the aluminum concentrati.on in
the MIK varies.

Polymerization of aluminum thiocyanate in the

aqueous phase at concentrations as low as 1O-4 M seems very

unlikely, although polymerization of indiurn bromide at such

concentrations ín \^rat er has been postulated.Tl. Tt is
possibl-e that it could take place here through hydrogen

bonding of the thi-ocyanate ito the water of the hydration

sphere of the alumj-num ions.
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In solid beryllium or aluminum thiocyanate and

in their concentrated aqueous soluti-ons there can be no

doubt of the occurr¿nce of extensive polymerization. The

infra red spectra of the thiocyanates (figure 13) do not

clearly confirm or deny the existence of brid$ing thio-
cyanate groups in these compounds. The absorption band

of thi-ocyanate occurs at a l-ower frequency in beryllium

thiocygnate and alurninum thiocyanate than it does in
potassium tìh'ioc,¡ranaüe;. but the absorption band for all
these compounds fal1s at lower frequeneies than that found

by Chatt and Duncans on73 fo" the thiocyanate group. Since

the complexes here being dealt with are quite different
from those of Chatt and Duncanson, exact correlation
between their results and these could perhaps not be

expected. Nonetheless the shift of the absorption band

to lower frequencies is evidence for bridging thiocyanate

in beryllium or aluminum thiocyanate.

Al-so the exbreme viscosity of thê concentrated

solutions of beryllium or aluminum thiocyanate can hardly

be interpreted as meaning anyLhing but pplymerization.

An almost immohile syrup is òtained when solutions of these

sal-ts are concentrated in a fåash evaporator even when ro

decomposition (which might produce the polymeric BeOBet t

Èpecies) occurs, Crystallization from these syrups has

so far not been obtained, although a glass of aluminum
i thiocyanate was once obtained.
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Role of the Solvents in Extraction. The role of the

solvents in further solvating the hydrated cations, and

in solvating the thiocyanate anion has already been ,- ...

explai-ned. ln such a picture as this berylliun would be

expected to extract to a greater exbent than aluminum

becauseebeing a smaller ion with a smal-l-er hydration sphere,

the effectÍve charge of its hydrated ion is greater., than

that of the hydrated aluminum ion, and hence its interacti-on

with the sofvent molecules through the water mol-ecules of

its hydration sphere Ís greater.

llhê: order of the classes of organlc solvents,

arranged accordì-ng to the e)úent to which they extract
beryllium or aluminum from aqueous solutions of thiocyanate,

was that predicted on page 103 . It is thus the order of

the solvents according to their basicity and the steric
availability of their donor atom. There is one striking
exception however: organic acids which shoul-d be among the

better extracting media55 have no detectable erbracting
power. A possible explanation for this fies in the highly

dirnerized hydrogen-bonded structure of these solvents. This

would render the donor oxygen atom of the acids unavaifable

f or fi.rther bonding.
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CHAPTER V

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FLOW SCHEJV]E FOB THE EXTEAqTTON OF

BERYLLÏUM FROM ORES

Section l: INTRODUÇTION

Large deposits of her:trandite: ore are to be found

in many parts of North America, and it is listed as one of
the more important potential sources of beryllium by the

National Security Resources Board of the U.S. Government2.

This mineral has the conposition indicated by the formula
qei(OH)ã{SriOUl S¡OJ and as such has rhe theoreticat berylliurn
oxÍde conterú of 42 percent. Actual deposits of the ore

however usually contain only 0.5 - 1.0 percent beryllium
oxide. As such it is a 1ow grade ore (Beryl whose large
,Afys'tá.IF can be rrcobbedr¡ by hand usually contains about 10

percent beryllium oxide) and not suited to the type of
extractive .metallurgical processes used for bery1. No

þe.}}çtt-cÉAtio.Irprocess has been found to work on it. For these

reasons, and because beryl deposits have been ablè to rneet

the current demands for beryllium, bertrandite depositÈ have

gone untouched except for exploration and clairning.

This is in spite of the fact that bertrandite has

certain advantages over beryl as a source of beryllium. It
is found in much larger deposits and the overal-l bertrandite

deposits are rícher in beryllium than the overall beryl
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contain lwo or three percenü of beryl . Most important t

bertrandite is attacked by sulphuric acid at moderate

temperatures, sometimes giving up its entire beryJ-lir:m content

to solutlon after a treatment w:ith suJ-phurlc acid. Presently

used methods for the treatment of beryl call for elaborate

heat treatment to ttopentl the ore and render its beryJ-llum

content acid leachab].e.

It was desl-red in this work to develop a fJ-ow scheme

for lhe remoyal. of benyllium oxide fr'om a bertrandite ore by

solvent extraction. It was hoped that this would be årr

eeonor¡-ic process capable of continuous operatíon, and thaf Ib

would p::oduce beryllir:m oxide Ín a greater state of purity
'Lhan does the present practice.

The sulphuric acid leaching of bertrandíle ores had

fínsl to be investigated. For those ores which are completely

acld leachable the most economic process of obtaíning cçmplete

solubion of the beryJ.J- :m had to be f or-md. Co:nplications,

such as the possibility Lhat fluoride from the ore night

complex the beryllir:m and render it inextractable had to be

waLched for. The best method of handling those bentrandite

ores \¡¡hi ch are only partly leachabJ-e by suJ.phu::i c acid has

yet to be deternined. Since theró are large deposits of

completely acid ì.eachable bertrandite work concentrated on lhese.

The t::eatment of the solution oblained from leaching

also posed problems. These included the neufralizing
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of the excess acid, reducing the aluminum content, and

removing the iron. The fast two metals are at l_east

partl-y leached from the ore with the beryllium. Datä were

obtained which it is hoped will help clarify these, afthough

the final- ansrrrers will depend on econornic as weff as

chemical- factors.
Some time was spent in attenpts t'o carry out

coÌ.mtercurrent extraction of beryllium thiocyanate solutions
in rotary or packed cofurnrìs, or in a ¡¿ixer-settler. The

mixer-settfer was built according to the plans of Alter,
Codd.ing, and. Jenning s66' &' &2, page 296 wttn some modifi-
cations. The columns :' 'regardless of height (to I feet),
packing, flow rates, or volume ratios, never showed more

than three theoretical stages. The mixer-settler likewise
did not give efficient extraction. ft is thoughb that this
inefficient extraction results from the fact that, in these

devices, the MfK is never divided into the coi-loidal- dis-
persion observed in separatory funnel extractions with this
solvent. Rapid attainment of equilibriurn in this system

apparently depends on this fine division of the sofvent.

Columns, of course, have been noted to be inefficient
devi-ces for solvent exbr:action elsewheref2.

Because of these difficul-ties separatory funnels

were used in obtaining data on countercurrent extraction

of these beryllium solutions. The data presented here are

not extensíve but they demonstrate the potential of the method.

.:,,..
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Data on stripping the extract and on thio-
cyanate recovery harre previously been obtained (Chapt,er III).

tlie se,r together wíth the data on ore leaching and counter-

current extraction are combined in the fl_ow scheme presented

at the end of section 4.
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Section z: .Q-VJSJÞ*BELII¡ANT TNVESTTGATIONS

Solvent extraction has been investigated as a

step in the production of beryllium, but no attempt has

previously been made to develop an entire frow scheme based

on the use of this method of separation. Solvent extraction
has been tested on a pilot plant scale for the removal of
iron from sulphuric acid leaches of sintered beryll, the
extracting agent here being thiocyanate and the solvent
nethyl isobutyl ketone. The production of ultra_pure
berylliurn oxide is the purpose of another process7 in which
a solution of beryllium acetylacetonate in carbon tetra_
chl-oride is purified by exbracting the other metal_s from it
with an aqueous.sol_ution of EDTA. This process of course
is not i.ntended for the processing of ores, but only for
the terminal purification of previously exbracted berylliun
oxide .

Neither of these processes is at present i-n

large scale use.

ïhe only other sol_vent extraction processes for
beryllium are those previously described (Chapter Ifï,
section 2). They are used only in analysis or theoretical_
investigations.
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Sêction 3: EXPERIMENTÂL

Most of the experimental details of this
chapter are given in the preceding two chapters, or, in
what seemed a more natural place for them, with the

results and discussion. Analysís here was usually by

the Morin method. The complete analysis of the
rriAracondart betrandite and the qualitative analysis of

the ore l-each for all- netals were carried out by x-ray

emission spectroscopy by l4r. Kenneth Ramlaf of the

Geology Department of the University of Manitoba.
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Section 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

was done on bertrandite ore obtained from the Topaz

Mountai-n regÍon of lltab,. The beryllium content of this
ore ïras found to be completely leachable with sulphuric
acid. The ore did not have to be heat-treated nor even

finely ground. One sample was ground to mesh 30, but

another sample, when leached, had pieces ranging in size

to f cm. ln both the beryllium content was rendered

completely water soluble with sulphuric acid as described

below. The ore is'.very friable and porous.

The bertrandite rr¡¡e lon. !yh1ch, Í¡aet: wo,fk ï¿q.s ,done t

and to which the following will refer unless otherwise

stated, was a sample obtained frorn the Änaconda Cornpany.

ft was ground to l0 mesh and had the fol-l-owing composition:

Beo 0.88Ø

sí02 6tn.0o/"

Lt2o3 r0.7o%

Fe2O3 I.24f"

MgO 2.OOf"

CaO 8.rc/"

KzO 2.85%

, Na2o r.75f"

I.ho o.57%

Hzo 7.5o/"
c ont inued
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F

(0:F)*
3.16/"

-r.68%

ror.07%

The beryllium content of this ore was rendered completely

water soluble by heating with 10 equivalents of sulphuric

acid per equivalent of beryllium, that is 198 ml of con-

centrated sulphuric acid per kilograrn of ore. Less than

this could probably have been used but it is difficuft to

mix this small amount of acid with the ore and get all of

the ore wet with acid, and this could, and on one occasion

apparentfy did, cause incomplete leaching. Another ore

v¡hich was abottt 2/" beryllium oxide but of unknown overafl

composition was found to be completely leachabfe with five
equivalents of sulphuric acid per equivalent of beryllium.

Heating was done in l- or 2 I beakers covered

with cfock glasses on hot plates whose surface temperatures

were about 700oC. Heating usually contj-nued 2{ hours'

although all reaction (except evolution of hydrogen ffuorlde)

appeared to be complete in about I hour. The mixtures

became dry and hard in about this time. Cônsiderabfe HF

comes off during heating, especially when larger amounts of

acid are used. How rnuch of the other metafs are rendered

sol-uble in this process has not been determined but a

qualítative analysis of the leach has shov,n that in addition
i' oxygen equivalent of fluorine
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to berylliun, iron, alumínum, rnagnesium, calci-um, sodium,

potassium and manganese are released. A good deaf of

acid remains in the ore and pass€s into the aqueous

solution..

After heating rwaterhras added, the cake broken

up, and the mixture kept near boiling for 2 - ! hours.

This long heating was considered necessary to assure the

hydration and solution of any anhydr"ous berylliurn sulphate

formed during the heating with sulphuric acid.
The leached ore consists of brohm and bl-ack

rrsandtr unchanged in appearance from the origÍnaI, and a

fine white solid which is probably cafcium sulphate. The

sol-id is removed by filtration with suction and washed

several- times with hot water.

Completeness of feaching was checked by rnaking

up the resulting solution to a knovin vol-ume, anal-yzing

for berylliu-rn.'concentration, and comparing this w:ith the

concentration expected from the weight of ore used. The

ore was analyzed by taking the beryllium into solution with

sulphuric and hydrofluoric acids and determining its amount

by the morin or zenia method.

The consistency of the resufts, indicating
complete leaching, shows that, as might be expected, no

fluoride entered the leach solution. Fluoride would

certainly cause 1ow beryllium anal-ysis by either of the

above methods.
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Of the metals in the ore rendered soluble by

sulphuric acid leaching iron, aluminum, and Íìanganese need

concern one in attemptíng to obtain pure beryllium. Man-

ganese and al-urninum have about the same distribution
coefficients into conditioned MlK, and hence any system

set up for the removal of one in the exb::action stages will
renove the other.

Under any circumstances where beryllium would

extract approximately 100 percent iron¡in either of its
oxidation statesrwould exbract l-ikewise. Therefore

separation of the beryllium from the iron could be accomplished

in the extraction step only if sequestering agents were added

to keep the iron in the aqueous phase, EDTA would be usefuf

for this. However, as hras stated, it vùas considered that

the æe of such expensive reagents r,ras to be avoided if '

possible. lwo methods of removing the iron which do not

use sequestering agents are suggested.

(t) Extraction of the aci.d sofution from the

leaching step with a sofution of thiocyanic acid in an

organic solvent, probably M1K. Since the aqueous solution

is highly acidic and no thiocyanate is added to it,loss
of beryllium to the organic phase would be negligible.

fron IIf thiocyanate however is readily extracted under

such circumstances. This method was tested as follows:

aqueous sofution (initial) O.OB M Be+2

O.O5 M Fe+3

0.05 M H2So4
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MlKsolution:dMHSCN

60 nI of the aqueous soluti-on r^rere exbracted five times

n-ith 20 mf lots of the MIK solution. At the end of

these extractions the beryllium content was unchanged but

the iron concentration (as determined by visual colouri-

metry of FeSCN++ in Nessferrs tubes) was reduced to

0.0001 M.

Thus the iron concentration of the leach solution,

before its excess acid i-s neutralized, could be reduced to

any d.esired level by countercurrent extraction with an Ml-K

solutÍon of thiocyanic acid. The MIK sol-ution of thio-

cyanic acid could be part of that from the thiocyanate

recovery step. Alternatively, part of the excess acid

in the feach solution could be removed by addíng ammonium

thÍocyanate to it and extracting thi-s and the iron with

MlK. lf the aqueous solution is left with pH(0.3 no

beryllium wifl extract.

The sofvent from exbraction of iron by this

method.coufd be purified for re-use by washing with

aqueous ammonia. Both iron and thiocyanate woufd be

removed. Tf desiredrthis aqueous sofution could then be

filtered and. the sol-utíon of ammonium thiocyanate used

again in the extraction.
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(2) Tf the íron is not removed before the

extraction of the ore l-each it coul_d be removed from

the solution of beryllium and iron obtained by stripping-,
the extract, by taking advantage of the fact that berylliurn

is amphoteric and iron is not. The netafs would be pre-

cipitated as the hydroxides and fil-tered off, the aqueous

ammonium thiocyanate sol-ution sent back into the extraction
system, and the cake of hydroxides reacted with an excess

of sodiurn hydroxide sol-ution. Beryllium would dissolve as

the beryllate and the iron hydrdxide could be filtered
off. Berylliurn hydroxide would then be reprecipitated by

passing in carbon dioxide to neutral-i ze t lte excess al_kal_i.

ft seerns probable that the last method. would be

the most economic because the process in which beryllium
hydroxide is redissolved with excess afkali and

reprecipitated with carbon dioxide is already used in
berylliurn production to obtain trhigh densitytr berylliurn
oxide. This step in the process could thus be made to
serve two purposes. However if the ore leach contained

a farge amount of iron it might be advantageous to reduce

i-ts amount by such a process as (1) before begínning the

berylliun erbraction.

The l-each solution, with or without its iron,
nust be brought to the correct pH and thiocyanate con-

centration before extraction can commence. 1-r, has been

suggested that the excess acid be neutralized with l-ime.
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This would be cheap, but if ammonia is used to neutral_Íze

the acid most of the aluminum would be removed from the
solution as alum (NH4 À1 (S04)Z.l2H2O) at this point and

more would come out in the same way (because the sulphate

concentration would renain high) when the arnmonium

thiocyanate is added. Also, as will be , shown 1ater, the
presence of a high sulphate content increases the separation
factor of beryllium from aluminum in the MIK exbraction.
The question of the best neutrafizer is again a matter of
economics.

ïn the laboratory, where ammonia was alvüays used

to neutralize Ílne excdss acid, the alum was found to come

out of solution as large clear crystafs which carried no

beryllium. However their formation was slow, and several
days had to elapse before crystallization of alum ceased

and the solution could be used i.n exbraction.

Final adjustment of t,he pH would have to wait
until the alum had ceased to come out of solution. The

conditioned MIK has considerable rtbufferingrt power but the

aqueous solution would still have to be brought to a pH

within a rather narrow range (1.5 ro 3.5).
Countercurrent extraction would then be carried

out using conditioned MIK in some type of extraction
apparatus. Setting up the optimum condítions for such an

exLraction would require extensive cal_culations and. pi-Iot
plant work, especially Íf two solvent exbraction was

Íntended, as it probably would be.
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ft has been shown that the distribution
coefficient of berylliun thiocyanate j-s unaffected-.,by the

berylliun concentration, and hence, if sufficient stages

are used, complete exbraction of beryllium can be achieved
êif LSu Z 1. The only factor changÍng the d.istribution

coefficient from stage to stage would be the change of
thiocyanate concentrati-on with extraction of the metals,

whi-ch would be consider:able at the high concentrations

of the ore leach solution.
Thi-s too would be the only factor affectinþ

the distribution coefficient of al_uminum from stage to
stage in the exbract stages unless one w.ere using the
system for,the further purificatÍon of a sample of beryllium
of very low aluminum content.

A factor affecting the distribution coefficients
which has been discovered ín the course of this work is
the sulphate concentration. Because the sulphate ion
complexes both beryllium and aluminum, it lowers the dis-
tribution coefficients of their thiocyanates, but it was

found to lower D¿1 more than Dg", increasing the separation
A

factor.P Be/\ : DBg,/DAI. This is obviously advantageous

in obtaini-ng a separation of berylli-um from al_uminum, but

it adds another complication to the exbraction systern

which must i'be, taken into account in any cal_culations.
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As pointed out, there is a limlt to the purity
of extract one can obtain by simple countercurrent

extz,action imposed by the separation factor p, and the
necessity of having egu {in this case) > f in order to
obtain complete recovery of berylliurn from the aqueous

leach. This limitation can be circumvented by the use of
two solvent exbraction. fn this case thi_s woul_d mean

setting up a system such as the following. The figures
given are typical of what one might encounter in this
exbraction. Calculati-ons are shown in Àppendix 2.

The wash carríes some of the beryllium and almost

all of the aluminum in the extract back into the extract
stages. There the beryllium is returned to the exbract.
ff the distribution coefficients were unaffected by

metal concentration there is no limit¡ in princi.pilê, to
the purity of the berylliun that could be obtained by this
nethod. However, as previously shown, the distribution
coefficient of aluminum increases after the alurninum con-

centration drops below 0.0025 M. This means that in the

hrash stages Dt¿1 and hence €11 iS a""r"asing from stage to

stage toward the exLract exit end. lf €f,1 eventually

reaches a val-ue less than I there is a limit to the amount

of al-uminum which can be washed out of the exbract in

these stages' This of course could be partly offset by
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3 vols
cond.
MlK

10 stage extraction

1.5M
uRê-u.)¿ D¡ r :0. 02€ãI:r. ¡o êï*-;';:

o,r* É"'; 
:rf:[ó¿7-rgsfoa: ;t"

[er+3]:0. olO6rvr
Øp^:6xlo-J
rt"Ée reeoverq:99.1+%
Øn:o'ggo

SCN
.9

vol .

DtAl- = 50
Ot¡r:d.3

þ, L::zxto-3
Exbract [ne+2J:0. o33ru

[ar+:¡:(4.2)10-6M
Metal- from exbract O.O4 wt,

ÂJ_ ].n .Be

us.l1e large volumes of wash, and it might be circumvented
entirely by using complexing agents in the wash to remové
aluminum. A few studies of countercurrent exbractions
were undertaken and they indicate the type of results
which can be expected. Thê systern of separatory funne 1s
il-lustrated by nlders3Sr PaBe 116 .rd in l,igr 14¡ .page 192rwas
used. In such a manual process 1osses, evaporation, and
entrainment take place in every transfer, and in addition
to this the error in,:analysis (by Morin) can be doubled
in the calculation of the distributÍon coefficient. But

bhe results accord very well with predictions from the

I stage wash
of exbract
with 1.5M
NHLSCN
pH',:2.9
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Kfemser Equation when the average d.istribution coefficient
i-s used in the calculations.

The following diagram of the four-stage counter-

current run of lable XÐ(f shows the numbering of stages

used in this and other runs. A cp Ie is a single movement

of the liquids as indicated by the arrows.

!trK
c ond

(Raff . )

ïn all countercurrent runs shown the solvent was

conditioned MfK, and the aqueous feed, besides having the

concentrations shown, was saturated with methyl:;_isobutyl

ketone. Analysis for thiocyanate where carried out was by

titrati.on with standardized mercury {.¡¡) .solution.
Table &Oü shows -the l¡ stage exbracti-on of an

aqueous solution of berylliurn,, ard .aluninum. Table IOCXTI

shows the 10 stage exbraction of the same. The 10 stage

extractj-on could be carried out at about 4 cycles per hour.

ïn addition to these, a ten stage exLractj.on Of

an ore leach solution was carried out. A¡- aqueous solution
frorn l-eaching of the [Anacondarr bertrandite had. been pre-
pared which v¡as approximately O.12M in beryllium. It had.

most of its íron removed by extraction wÍth thiocyanic acid

E

F
fee d
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in MfK, and its pH had been adjusled lo approxj-mately 3.

15OO nt of this were nixed w-ilh 500 r:-1 of 8M anmonium

thiocyanate. The ah:¡r was al-J-owed to settle oul (taking

seyeral days) the solulion saturaÈed vr-ith MIK (only 7 o¿

of IIIK per liter of solution were requ:ired to saturaÈe

this soJ.ulion, as compared lo e5 ß1, ft of pure vrater ) and

a final adJustment of pH to ?,9 made. This aqueous solutl-on

was lhen extracted wl-th conditíoned lfiK in a ten süage

countercutrrent system of separatory fu.rlne]-s, On].y the

initlal- and final solutions were analyzed, the beryl]ir:m

by the morl-n meöhod, the alu¡¡:inr:m by oxine. the data on

this extraction were:

ïnitia]- aqueous solution: [u"*t1 : O.o88M
F -ra'l
LA13 : o.o8oM

[nnascr,rJ : z.:.oM

Solvent ¡ Conditl-oned MIK

Vol:me ratio¡ V/v : 3

Cycles: þO

Raffinate:

[u.*'J :6x10î6r'r
[*-'J : doubtful , FineJ-y dívided precipitate of al:m

made analysis difficuJ.t. iþitation and precipiùate of

sulphur from thiocyanate seems ùo íncrease the preeipítation

of thl.s and to make it nearly coll-oídaì-. The value of f,Al

below 1s obtai-ned. from the A1t3 con"entratlon of the

original aqueous solution and the extracL,
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Ðôracr: [n"+2J : 0.028 M

fm+:1 :5x10-4n
.'. L12O3 i-n BeO from exbract woul_d constitute

3.5 percent by weight.

D-- and D¡1 were deterrnined for exbraction of the metalslJe ¡rr-

by conditioned lvI[K from this solution:
Dg. : 0.81

DAl : 0.0055
/1

Ps./*t - tst
The values where the aqueous solution contains only

arnmonium thiocyanate and the beryllium or aluminum salt
are:

Dg. : 1.20

DAt : 0.05
Ar'Be/Lt : z5

The effect of sulphate can be seen. From the values of
Dg", D¿1, and" Y/v the fractj-ons of ühe metals not

extracted were predicted to be:

ø.^:6xIo-5
øA1 : o.9B

Those found were :

óo^ :'..6.8 x 1O-5

Ø¡a: o.99
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The treatment of the exbract after the extraction
would depend somewhat on whether the iron had been removed.

before exbraction began. Stripping the extract wo ul_d

probably best be done with a d.i-lute solution of sulphuric
acid. If no iron is present in the extract the beryllium
could be preci-pitated at once from this sol-ution with
ammonia, filtered off and ignited. Its treatment if iron
is present has already been discussed. Since the strippings
after precipitation of the metals would contain about half
the ammonium thiocyanate used in the exbraction;gtep it
would be returned. to the incorning l-each. Here, as in the
rebovery from the raffinate step, no concentrating of the
solution would be required if the vol_ume of solution used.

in stripping is kept sufficiently Iow and the concentration
of aqueous amnonia used in the precipitat ion sufficiently
high.

The str:ippéd MIK from the extract vrould be used
in recovery of the thiocyanate from the raffinate, or
returned to the exbr.action after conditioning. The thio_
cyanate in the raffinate would be recovered by acidifying
with sulphuric acid.' untit fH2SO¿_l :[ScmJ, and exbracti.ng
with MïK. The thiocyanate extract in I¡IIK would then be

stripped with concentrated aqueous ammonia and the resulting
aqueous solution of amrnonium ,thiocyanate returned to the
incoming leach sol_ution. Loss of thiocyanate in the elóract
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and recovery stages, probabfy amounting to only a few

percent of that used per cyc1e, would be made up Ìüith nerü

ammonium thiocyanate.

The lvlfK would probably never need distilling.
The only impurities it would be likely to pick up would

be decomposi-tion products of thiocyanate and these woul-d

probably be harmless, present in small amount, and not apt

to accummulate. However losses night amount to several

percent per cycle due to its aqueous solubility.
The flow scheme which follows ís based on the

above resul-ts, and speculations. Notes follow'ing it
expfain the calculations, assumptions and approximations

on which individual parts are based. Whether the main

extraction sêep uti-lizes one sofvent exbraction or two

would not substantially affect the quantities here calculated.

Two solvent extraction is obviously calfed.,'for if the

berylliurn oxide produced f,s to be ';bettêr thah. ahoù1 .96. Ðetbent
pure. Single solvent exbractÍon Ís here assumed to simplify
calculations.
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This is the operatíon or flow pattern for single

solvent countercurrent extraction in 1O stages

using 5 separatory funnels (represented by squares).

Repetition of the transfers of the J.ast two

ttlayersll (v¿itt in dotted lines) aceomplishes contÍnuous

countercurrenö f1ow through ten stages such as shown

at bottom. The different liquids fl-ow:ing in the

system are indicated by letters;

F - faaÁ

E - extract

S - so]-venf

R - raffinate
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TABLES XXXI and IXIï

These tables show the results of countercurrent

exbraction of aqueous solutions of beryllium sulphate,

aluminun nitrate, and anmonium thiocyanate with
conditioned MïK. Conventions and symbols used in
these tabl-es are the same as used 1n previous tables.
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TAB],8 XXXT

Countercuffent Extraction . -.. .,: . .'+-l) uct Ë\e

tonditlons: stages: d

v/v : t.5
eycl:es t 24

Feed (initial aqueous solution): (resO4) : O.lO M

(ar{rvo3)3): o.ro rrt

(Nn4scm): r.: u

pll= 2.9O
Solvent: conditíoned MIK

Analysis: SCN- - Hg+2 titration
Be - zenia

AI - oxine

No. pH (scs-) (n"*a¡ (lr*r¡ DB" Dal

1aq. 2.75 r.397 0.023 0.088 0.65 0.o2r

1 org. 0.015 0.019

2 aq. 2.8I 1.408 0.046 0.088 0.63 O.o1Z

2 org. O,O29 0.0015

3 aq. 2.80 I.446 0.061 0.086 o.7t 0.021

3 org. O.Ol+3 0.0018

4 aq. 2.80 I.482 0.083 0.086 0.66 o.oz5

4 org. 0.055 o.oo2z

orig. 2.7È I.5o3 0.118 0.086
aq.

.\ricr o'oo o'oo

org. 0.00 0.00
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Table XXXÏ continued,

average: DAl : 0.021

tt DB" : 0.66

Whence predicted: øn: O.98

þ3.: o.20

Found: ø¡¿: O.98

Ø9¿ : o'2o
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lO-Stage Countercurrent Extraction

Conditi-ons: stages: 10 FeeA: (feSO4) : O.fO U

v/, : 3 (ar llo3)3) : o.ro r,n

cycles: l¡o (rvnascrv) : 1.5 M

' solvent: conditioned MIK pH: 2.9O

analysis: Be: morin SCN-: Hg+2 titrati-on
A1: oxine

No. pH (scu-) (a"*2) (.tr+:¡ DBe D¡.r

ori-g.
aq. 2.66 I.496

orì-g.
org.

1 aq. 2.68 1.338
1 ^-^r \Jl. É.

2 aq. 2.67 L.333
2 org.

3 aq. 2.68 IJ33
3 or8.

4 aq. 2.68 LJ36
4 org.

5 aq. 2.7o L.337
5 org.

6 aq. 2.7o I.334
6 oig.

7 aq. 2.7o I.343
7 org.

8 aq. 2.7O L.35t+
I ors.

9 aq. 2.73 t.369
9 org.

10 aq. 2.71+ I.42O
10 org.

o.o95 o.096

0.00 0.00

0.00036 0.093 o.39 0.028
0.00014 0.0026

0.0010 o.o93 o.57 o.034
o.ooo59 o.oo32

0.0019 o.o92 o.55 0.031
0.0011 0.oo29

0.0036 o.o95 o.66 0.032
o.oo24 0.0031

0.0063 o.o95 o.57 0.26
o.0036 o.oo25

0.014 0.084 o.37 o.o33
0.0054 0.0028

0.015 0.090 0.85 o.026
0.013 o.oo24

o.026 0.088 0.60 0.020
0.0r4 0.0018

o.u+2 0.088 o.53 0.034
o.o22 0.0010

o.065 0.086 o.63 o.o39
0.041 0.0034
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Table ÐüIT cont inued,

Average D¿1 : 0.010

Dse : o'57

Vilhence predicted:fAI : 0.91

Øsu: o'ooz

Found f41 = o.97

þe": o.oo4
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This is the f]-ov¡ scheme for the extraction of

bery1líurr oxide from acid leachable bertrandite 'qre by

the solvent extraction of beryllirim thiocyanate "

Numbers Ln brackets refer to notes on pages

follow-ing.
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r; ^,r¡9.
FI'OW SCilENE FOR'EXÎRÀCIION O¡'

t5
BERYII.,IUÌT FROM BERÎRANDIIE OTES

Topaz mt . llá BeO

Bertandite

storage, 30 mesh

(1)

Leach

Ve s se1

30 nin., ZOOoC

(")

H2S04

s.c. 1.84

Neutral-ize

Excess

acid

I,r/aste

Sol-ids

1000 Ib.

4L4
(3)

Input to
zr, J0 gal .

So]-vent, Ext,.
preg. leach soJ-.

'
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Nòtes on Flow Sheet

Ore containing 1 percent of berylliurn oxide is chosen as

the starting point since such an ore is typical of the

acid leachable Topaz Mountai-n deposits. A higher grad.e

ore might pernit reduction of the amount of sulphuric

acid required in the leaching step; a lower grade ore

might require nore sulphuric acid. This is the only effect
the grade of the ore is likely to have on the particulars
of this flow sheet.

Conditions of time and temperature in',the leaching step

have still to be optirnized. Those given would be suitable.

The question of the amount of sulphuric acid called for
has already been discussed. The amount given here was

calculated to gi.ve ten equivalents of sufphlß.ic acid per

equivalent of berylliurn in the ore, which is certainly
sufficient for those ores which were here studied.

The hydrogen fl-uoride produced could be converted to
ammonj-um fluoride and used in the production of beryllium
metal in an integrated process. .{.lternatively it could

be a valuable by-product. The amount of fl-uorite in
Topaz ores is substantial.

2

L+.
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5. The questlon of the posslble methods for neutralizing
the excess acld has been discussed on page 182.

6. An advantage is gained lf the feed !o the ext::actor is as

concentrated in beryJ-J-ir::n as circu::rstances will- pernr:it,

for then the extraction is carríed out wl.th the smal-lest

possib1e a¡.ou¡t s of ¡,lIK and amonir]m thiocyanate 6¡d the

losses of these per unit of beryllirrm oxide produced are

sJ mJ l¿¡fy mJ ¡im'i 26d . The wol:¡ne s gíven here are ca]-cu*

lated to make the initial feed (containing 9.5 por:nds of
beryl)-J-r"n oxide ) J-M in heryJ-J.ius and to give the

raffinate a thiocyanate concenlraLion of 2M.

7. Recovery of ühiocyanate in these stages cou-ld probably

be -ade better than 95 percent.' On lhe assr:mptlon that
the overal-l. recovery of thLocyanate ís ÇO percent

x = 34.5 moles and 2x = 11 .5 pourds of å:runoniüm thiocyanate.
This is the ¿.:nou¡t of an¡aon!:¡n thiocyanate which røil_l have

to be added per 1OOO paunds of ore processed. The ammonium

thiocyanate solulions leaving e¿ch recove::y .slage shou-l-d be

as concenlrated. as possible in order lo keep the volumes

enterl-ng the extractor low. Tf heat is ilsed to keep the

sal-t in solution the concentrations coul-d approach that. of
concentrated aqueous a¡monia (1À..3M). Tt is assr:med here

that no concentration by e¡¡aporation is necessary.
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8. The volumes of sulphuric acid and anrmonia entering,the
recovery stages are calculated on the assumption that
recovery of thiocyanate is 100 percent and that berylliurn
is 100 percent etcbracted. No other metals are assumed

to be present in the exbract. The amount of sulphuri-c

acid used in the recovery of thloycanate is calculated
to give l- rnole of sulphuric acid per mole of thiocyanate.

p. The flow sheet assumes no losses of tr4'IK.

10. Dilut,e sulphuric acid( probably about 0.1 M would be

satisfactory) is used rather than water in stripping the

exbract to prevent the forrnation of a stable MIK in
water emul-sion.

11. Êeaction of the precipitated hydroxides v\rith excess

sodium hydroxi-des foll-owed by filtering and reprecipitation
of beryllium w1th carbon dioxide removes any iron in the

exbract (as the hydroxide in fil-teri-ng) an¿ produces

Ithigh densityrl beryllium hydroxide in the precipitation
from homogeneus solution. See page lfX.

12. Production of 9.5 pounds of beryllium oxide fron 1000

pounds of this ore assumes !J percent recovery. It
is pr.obable that recovery would be,i.at least this high. 

I
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An estimate of the cost of producing one

pormd of beryllium oxide for chemicals and operating

expenses can now be made. ff the system is run as

shown, these are:

Sulphuric acid, approx. 500 l-bs.

at 825/ton fi6.2s

$l. oo

$r.60

82.L2

Ammonia, approx. 100 lbs.
at *92/ton

Sodium hydroxide, 16 lbs

at $10/cwb.

Amrnoni-um thiocyanate, 11.5 Ibs.

at $zI/cwt
Methyl isobutyl ketone, 3 gal.
(assuming loss of approx. 2.J/")

at $o.zo/gaI. $0.60

$o.zz

$¡. oo

6z.ro

Carbon dioxide, 9 lbs.
at $0.08/1b.

l,abour ( e stirnat ed )

Electric power & natural

gas ( estimated )

Total cost per 9.5 l-bs. BeO #23.69

Cost per pound of BeO $2.49
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Chemical and Engi-neering News, Quarterly

Report on Current Prices October 29, 1963, gives the

price of beryllium oxÍde as fitZ.SO to $f5.OO per pound,

the vari-ation presumably reflecting purity.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY ÀND CONCLUSTONS

The critera for a satisfaxtory extraction system

for the production of beryllium from its ores have been

well met in the system using ammonium thiocyanate as the

extracting agent and nethyl isobutyl ketone as the solvent.

Although it cannot yet be stated what purity of beryllium

oxide could be produced by this nethod i-n its simple form

(i.e., without sequestering agents such as EDTA) it is
obvious from the calculations of appendix 2 that berylliuro

oxide could be produced by this method in a state of purity
exceeding that attained by the other two processes of large

scale beryllium production. Normally the beryllium oxide

appearing on the market contalns a few tenths of a percent of

impurities, chiefly iron and aluminum. It has been shown by

the above mentioned calculatíons that , - the present system

woufd be abfe to reduce these contaminanüs , in the beryllium

oxide at least to a few hundreds of one percent.

Thus this system has the selecti-vity for beryllium

demanded. AIso it does not use expensive reagents or

solvents. The solvent and thiocyanate are both easily

recoverable with only smal-l- losses expected.
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The major cause of loss of sofvent rüo uld arise

from its solubility in the aqueous phases during exbraction,

but even if the aqueous phase were pure water this solubility
onl-y amounts to about 2J m! per liter. The losses of sofvent

arisj-ng from its aqueous solubility would be reduced by the

high concentrations of salts sometimes in the aqueous phase

and by the vo]ume ratioes H whicn are afv\rays greater than
v H2O

unity in the extraction steps.

Thiocyanate would be lost mainly through

decomposition, or through incomplete exbraction in the recovery

stage. Since the time for a single cycle in the extraction
system can be kept short it is rmfikely that the first cause

would result in a large loss percentage-r4rise . Thiocyanate

is quite stabl-e in solution when acid is not present, and i-n

thís system it woul-d be in acid solution only in the

recovery stage.

Recovery of thiocyanate by the system contemplated

would probably be greater than 95 percent complete. It was

shor¡r¡n that even in a single bat ch-wise exbraction under the

conditions planned for the recovery stage 94 percent of the

thiocyanate r'ras e)rbracted.

Other reagents have been assumed to be u¡recoverabl-e

in cornputing the cost of raagents needed in this process.

Also the possibility of valuable by-products such as hydro-

fluoric acid has been ignored, although in one beryllium
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oxide production method the hydroffuoric acid also produced

was expected to bear half the cost of the process. The

cost per pound of beryllium oxide is still low compared to

its market price of $fz.¡o to $f5.OO per por:nd.

This process obviously has the advantage of being

a continuous rather than a batchwise process. Ït also

promises to be more flexíble and amenabfeito modificatlon

for changed conditions of use than are the present systems.

Vilhat the cost of equipment and operÉrtion would be cannot at

present be said, but there i-s no reason to befieve they

would be great. High temperatures are called for only to

sinter the beryllium oxide produced, and the only corrosive

graterial entering the systern, sulphuric aèid, is used in
smalf amount .

Vrrhether or not this system coufd be used to produce

ultra-pure beryllium oxíde depends on the behaviour of the

distribution coefficient of aluminum at l-ow concentrations,

or on whether the use of agentslsuch as EDTA to sequester

the aluminum would be economically feasible. Tf the distri-
bution coefficient of afurninum does not increase sufficiently
with decreasing alurninum concentration to drive {1 fefo*

unity in the wash stages of a system then:.there is, in
principlè, no limit to the purity of beryllium oxide whích

could be produced. (This statement of course assumes that

aluminum is the only impurity of consequence.) If D¿1 does
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continue to rise as the data of Table XV indicate there

ma5r:be ; a practical fimit of purity with respect to
aluminum contamination which cannot be passed unfess

rnasking agents such as EDTA are added to hotd the .aluminum

in the aqueous phase.

Further speculation on the behaviour of this
system in large scale operation would not be justifiable
at present. Enough data har¡ebeen obtained hoùe.úêr ...

to show that, as a method for obtaining rei_atively pure

beryllium oxide from 1ow grade bertrandite ores the solvent
extractíon system using thiocyanate and methyl isobutyl
ketone is very promising. The next step is pilot plant
operation and large scafe tèsting of such steps in the
process as ore leaching, reagent recovery, and iron removal.

ït is hoped that this work can begin soon.

The other aspect of this research, the investi-
gation of the chemistry of the thiocyanate exbraction
systen, has likewise yielded a clear and detailed picture
of the chemical species involved. lt was shown that the

metals aluminum, beryllium, manganese (ffl 
"r.A 

iron þI), ana
/t

perhaps iron IIIJ and lithiun extract from aqueous thio-
cyanate containing solutions into organic solvents as their
thiocyanate salts.

Beryllium and aluminum extract from these aqueous

solutions as hydrated cations and the water mol_ecules of
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their hydration spheres give rise to many absorpti-on

bands in the near infra red. The study of these

absorption bands, coupled with KarI Fisher deterrninations

of the vüater content of the MfK exbracts reveafed tLre nature

of the extracted aluminum and beryllium species in detail.
Both cations normally e)rbract with their fulI hydration

sphere, that 1s, all the coördination positions about the

extracted cations are fiffed by wurb er molecules. The

beryllium ion also carries sone water mol-ecules outsíde of
its primary hydration sphere. Like all- water in these

solvents the water of the hydration spheres of these cations

is hydrogen-bonded to the oxygen atoms of the solvent

molecules. In the case of berylliunr polymerization of the

exbracted species through the water molecules occurs as

the concèntration of the beryllium in the extract ì-ncreases,

leading to less hydrated species.

The thiocyanate ion is strongly solvated by

a1coho1s, ketones and esters. In ketones it forms a

species having the structure

\^.zo-
nt'"\-c-m

ülater molecules i-n the ketone are bound by hydrogen bonds

to the oxygen or the triple carbon-nitrogen of this speci-es.
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I¡Jhere the exbracting salt is berylliun thiocyanate

the ket one-thiocyanate species is strongly hydrogen-bonded

to the water molecules of the hydration sphere of the

Þ.erylliurn ion. Tn the extracts of aluminu4fl thi-ocyanate

however the ket one-thiocyanate species is bound to water

molecules which are not part of the hydration sphere of the

aluminum ion. The resul-t of this is that in berylliun

exbractions onl-y the berylliurn ion carries water into the

extract while in aluminum extractions both the alumínum ion

and the thiocyanate ion carry water into the ketone phase.

The concentratíon of rtfree watertl (water bound only by

solvent and thiocyanate ) in the exbracts increases with the

a]uminum concentration of the extracts but not with the

berylliurn concentration.

The beryllium thiocyanate species extracting into

methyl ísobutyl ketone is shown on page léþ , tlne aluminum

thiocyanate species in the same solvent on page ló5 .

The extraction of ammonium thiocyanate into organic

solvents is enhanced by the presence of thiocyanic acid in

the solvent. To account for this it is postulated that the

solvent-thio cyani c acid species can form hydrogen bonds to

the;triple bond of the thiòcyanate ion thereby increasing the

solubility of thiocyanate salts in the solvent. This is

shown on page Iól'
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Although the solubil-ity of ammonium thiocyanate

in solvents such as methyl isobutyl ketone is increased by

the presence of thiocyanic acid in the solvent the

solubility of berylliura or aluminum thiocyanate appears to

be decreased. This is probably due to the fact that the

beryllium or alumj-num ion ¡nust form an ion-pair or hydrogen-

bonded group with the sol-vent-thi ocyanat e species in order

to exbract. The thiocyanic acid-solvent species, by itself
hydrogen bonding to the thiocyanate ion, prevents the

formation of such species ¡wíth the beryllium or aluminum

ions, i.e., the thiocyanic acid competes with the beryllium

or aluminum for the thlocyanate ion, and thereby lowers

their extraction in the solvent.

Beryllium and alumínum thiocyanate were shown to

polymerize very extensively in their concentrated aqueous

solution, and infra red spectra of their sol-ids indicate the

presence of brídging thiocyanate groups there afso. The

d.ecrease of the distribution coefficient of al-urninum thio-
cyanate with increasing concentration of the aluminum ion

in the region l-O-4M to fO-2M coul-d be explained as due to
polynucleatíon of the aluminum thiocyanate species in the

aqueous phase. Polynucleation of afuminum thi-ocyanate in
aqueous solution at these fow concentrations is however

considered unlikely ard an alterrratlve .ekÍltanâtton. of the

observed phenomenon is offered. This is, that, as the



aluminum concentration in the organic plÞse decreases, the

thi ocyanate concentration there remaining relatively constant¡

the increasing of the thiocyanate-to-aluminun ratio causes

polymerization in the organic phase. ft is noted however

that polymerization in the aqueous phase at concentrations

of 1O-5U has been cfaimed to take place in indium bromide
,71

solutions/t and indiurn bromide could be expected to have

Þ?op€ ¡tiës -si.nif a¡ to, th6Êè,,'öf atrui¡ínufu úhLocysfla'Ud:r': sg, o

'i.e speôts, poLyirue teátion.
The different cl-asses of organic solvents have

been found to have widely differing powers to extract bery-

l-l-ium or aluminum thiocyanate from aqueous solutions, the

order of increasing power being: mercaptahs < ethers a esters <-

aldehydes { ketones é alcohols. Hydrocarbons, halogenated

hydrocarbons or fatty acids having no d.etectable extracting
.: È dt

power. This is tl¡e order found e Is er^¡h "r"t ' ' 
" t except for

the position of fatty acids which the work of Garwin and

Hixson indicate should be one of the better extracting solvents.

the inabil-ity of fatty acids to e)cbract these salts is
explained by their highly dimerized naturer which prevents

them from forming hydrogen bonds to the thiocyanate or

hydrated cations.

Data obtained in thi-s work (page lll- ) indicate that

thiocyanic acid is a strong acid., as found efsewh"""8o'81.

Also Vrloodts value of the formation constant of the hydroxy
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complex of berylliurn4l was used to calcufate the free

beryllium concentration at different pHts and Lrence to

obtain the product (Be+z)(scN-)2. A plot of this product

against Eg" gave the same straight line as was previously

obtaÍned for extractions at constant pH and. varying thio-
cyanate concentration. This indicates the correctness of

Woodrs value of K¡¡"OU+.

The work of this thesis may be divided j-nto that

of an applied or practical nature, developi-ng a flow scheme

for the separation of beryllium, and that concerned with

the theory, mechanism, and chemistry of the thiocyanate

erbraction system. Both it is believed, have been carried

to the point where definite concl-usions can be drawn and the

objectives set out in Chapter f have been satisfactorily
achieved.
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APPEND]X ]-

DERTVAT]ON OF THE KRE1VISER EQUATTON3S

A countercurrent extraction system of n stages is
shown bel-ow. In this system a component X is being

partitioned between the e)cbract and raffinate phases of

each stage according to the formul-a

g : quqqb:L!y:_o{-X i-n exbract phaqe
quantity of X in raffinate phase

€ being the extraction coefficient. Steady state operation

has been reached
I

F Rr Rz R¡ | lB¿ü-, %-L F4-.i a¡=Ø

--ì-rJ_--l--T-l---+l
.--_|___l<_l__i+---t**-k- *;

E1= E2 E3 E4;
(t-ø) r

lr'.
; 
qrlt- t ort*, ILn¡

ïn a given tirne I part of component X is introduced

into the feed end of the exbraction system and f parts leave

the system in the raffinate R¡. Hence there must be (1-Ø)

parts of X leaving in the final extract Et in the same

length of time. Let R and E refer to quantities. Then

Rn:þ

Et: t-Ø

(z)

ß)
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From the definition of the extraction factor

it foll-ows that for each stage

E:e. R (4)

Hence, for stage n:

Er,: f .Rn:8.Ø (5)

and, from the material balance for stage n:

Rn-l_ + O : Êr, + Rn or (6)

Rn-r : e, .ø + (.= (8 -r) n)
fn stage n-l

Er,_r: e.nrr_r (g)

By substitutine (7) we get

Er,-r : ØGz * î) g)

From the material balance for stage n and n-f:
Rn_2 + o:trr_, + nr, )10)

and the substitúion of equations (2) and (9) gives

Rn-2 : øG2 + e+ r) (11)

and similarly for stage n-2

Rn-3: ØQ3 + e2 +e+ t) (I2)

Hence, for the second stage

\: þ(€*-1 + En-2 *ên-3 + --'--¡'1) (13)

In stage I
Er: o. nr
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By substituting equations (3 ) and (13 ) gives

t -ø: þGn t- €'-1 + €n-2 + ----- +€) (14)

Hence:

L ; Ø :ën + €n-l n gn-2 + ---- +e (15)
y)

Giving I :e t + en-l +en-z + ----l+ t
ø

ÊLL'J- - 1- -e- I (16)

trfhich is the Kremser equation

(r7)

Fig. t6 shows plots of f against n for different vafues

OI L.
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Pl-ots of the Kremser Equation.* These show the

relation between the nunber of ideal stages (n)

and the fraction of the extraetíng material not

extracted (Ø) in single sofvent countercurrent

extraction for different va.Iues of the

extracùion factor € .

?Q
Repïoduced from I.. Al-dersj" rlfquid-liquid Extractlonrt r

page 95.
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APPEND]X 2

An Exarnple of Two-Sofvent Countercurrent Extraction of an

aqueous Solution of Beryllium, Aluminum, and Amrnoniurn Thio-

cyanate with Conditioned Methyl Tsobutyl Ketone.

The extraction system is as folf9ws:

6 volumes
conditioned
MlK

¿*-*
Raffinatè

The

then

washe d
exbract

EXTRÄCT

CONT.{MI-
NÄTED IIÀSH

I¡/ash
1.5 M
NH¡ SCN
lN H20
pH:3
vo lume

I volume
.2 M At-+3
.2M Be+2 1
1.5M NH,,SCN
lN H2O,*pH:l

Tn these circumstances the distribution coefficients of the

metals are:

DBe: o'52

D41 : 0.02

extraction factors in the extract and vrash stages are

Extract stages eru : f .5O

eo, : o.oo

Wash stages ep.: 3.tz
e41 : 0.12

In the wash stages it is back erbraction, or

exbraction into the aqueous phase which is of interest. Hence

it is the reciprocals of these extraction coefficients which

are required there:

10 Exbract Stage

v/":l
3 wash
staqes
v/v-:6
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Ê/:;",
l¿ r't^ v.,)L+

l\/c/tl- : 6'l
The problem ís now to obtain the concentrations

of the two metals in the fínaI exLract and raffinate in

steady state operation by a method of successive approxi-

mations. The calculations which follow, assume that the

extraction coefficients of both metals are constant at all

concentrations of the metals.

lst approximation: ExLract stages. The exbractlon

coefficients are as given above, and the concentration of

both metals in;;t,he initial aqueous feed (l volume of wash'

1 volume of feed O.2M in both metals) is O.t lvI. FrQm Fig. i-6

the fractions of the metafs left unextracêd in the raffinate

are read:

þ5.:tnxlO-3
po, : o.91+ hence concentrations in the raffinate

(r"*Ê) : (o,t) (ç) (ro-:)M : (4) (10-4)M

(¿r*) : (0.1) (.sL) :0.094 M

and in the extract þ"*) : !L : 0.0333 M

J

ár+31 : 0.006 = o.oo2 M\/'

Dividing the concentrations in the exbract by three takes

into account dilution due to the volume ratio.
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ïIash stages: The extract with the above con-

centrations of berylliurn and alurrdnum goes to the wash

stages where the fractions of the metals left in the exbract

after passing through the three wash stages can be found

from Fig. 16 and the above values of 8/gu ana 1r,
Øtp^: 0.66

þ, tt : Q) Go-3 ) rdhence rhe

concentrations: washed extract

G.*r) : (.66)(.0333) : o.ozzz u
(lr*i¡ : (2)(to-3)(.002) : (+) ro-6 n

contaminated v,iash

(e""2¡ : (.0333 - .0222)(6) : 0.0666 M

(er*l¡ : (.002)(6) : .ot2 M

Multiplication by six j-n the last two salculations again

taking account of the volume r:atio.
The wash with these concentrati.ons of the metals

enter the extract stages with the feed, and hence a new

value for the concentrations in thè feed can be ca]culated:

t""*r):ry+ry:o.LT3rq
(rr*3) : þ/t,, o.or2 : 0.106 M

With these values for the concentrati-on of metals in the

initial aqueous feed the above caLculations are repeated,

giving a third vafue for the concentrations in the feed.

This process of successive approximations is repeated untíl

:,
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the concentrations in the various solutions are not

signíficantly changed by further repetition of the calcu-

fations. In this case a satisfactorily constant value for
the aluminum concentrations was found after four approxi-

mations, a satisfactorjify constant value for the beryllium

concentrations after six. This is shown in Table lOGTfI.

The final values are those used in the example, page lté.
A purer extract, that is an exbract with a higher

ratio of beryllium to aluminum, could be obtained by using

more wash stages. Since ÊL" : o.S+, which is less than

unity any number of wash stages coul-d be used without

reducing the fraction of the berylliurn left in the exbract
nt

at the end of the uash stages to fess than þt = a - EB" =

0.66. However the effectiveness of add.itlonaf vÊsh stages

decreases as more are added because of the increase of D41

with decreasing aluminum concentration in the solutions.

The concentration of aluminum in the sofutions of the wash

stages decreases toward the extract exiú end, and hence

t,O, decreases in that direction. As the extract progresses

through the wash stages then, a smaffer fraction of the

remaining aluminum in it is rernoved at each stage, and if
é11 decreases sufficiently, i.e., {becomes less than unity)

the concentration of aluminum eventually reaches a value

which is not further decreased.
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APPEND]X 3

The Extent of Pairi-ng of the Tetrahydrated Beryllium Ïon

with Halide or PseudohaU-de Ïons in Aqueous Solutions or

Organic So1vents.

The extent of pairing of oppositely charged ions

can be calcufated fforn the radii and charges of the ions and

the dielectric constant of the medium in which they exist by
1A ),7

means of the Bjerrum Equation'"".':
t_ _ .>l i

K : 4rr N lzl¿¿¿'tl- a(b )1000 t kr/
on

L : z7z2e'
aekT

where K : association constant of ion pairs

N : Avogadro ls number

Za, ZZ: charge on cati-on and anion

e : dielectric constant of medium in which ions exíst

e: charge on electron

T = absolute temperature

k: Bolt zmann constant

û,: distance of closest approach of ions of pair

: radius cation t radius anion

a(b) : a function of b which can be approximated-;.

by a method shown by Harned and owen37



The radius of the tetrahydrated beryllium ion

was obtained from the crystallographi- c data on beryllium

sulphate tetrahydrateS4. In the 9e(n2o)[2 tetrahedron the

distance between atomic centres are:

Be-O: I.6zR
O-O: 2.%R

0n the assumption that the atoms are in contact

this gives the radius of the ee(H2o)f2 ionas 1.62 + È(2.93)
: 3.08 R.

The radii of the halide ions Fì, tll, Br'-,, Ênd

f- were Paülíngrs values from tables of Durrant and DurrantSo.

The radius of the thiocyanate ion used was one hal-f of the

C =- N bond (also from Durrant and Durrant). This is justified

by the fact that it is between these atoms that the electronic

charge of the thiocyanate ion is in concentrated.

For pairs formed by the association of the
+t

3s(H20)L' ions with monovalent anions at 2ooc the formulae

reduce to:
.. (s.88)(107)a(b)
r! = 

-_-_._- 

¿¡.rfu

€)

^ : (1.138)(10-5)" ae

Using these and the tables of Harned and Owen for

8(b) the following values of K shown in Table üXIV were

calc ulated.
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These values indicate that pairing between the

aquated beryllium i-on and these anions is posSible.

Several factors would however make the actuaf association

constants d.ifferent from those índÍcaled by this simple

the ory:
(1) Tn water, and to a lesser exbent in organic

solvents, the hydration spheres of the berylli-um ion

probably contain more than four wsber moleculest

(z) tne larger anions would be considerably

polarized by the beryllium i-on, and

(3) Hydrogen bonding of the thiocyanate to the

water molecules of the hydration spheres of the beryllium

ion would increase the association of these ions.

The conclusions that can be drawn from these facts are:

(1) The association constants of the aquated

beryllium ion and the chloridg, fluoride and bromj-de ions in

water arè smafler than here indicated.

(2) The association constants of the aquated

berylliun ion with thiocyanate and- iodide ions in organic

solvents are probably greater than here indicated, and

(3) The association constants of the aquated

beryllium ion with iodide and thiocyanate ions in water may

be eíther greater or smaller'..ihan here ind.icated, depending on

the relative importance of factors (l), (z), and (3).
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